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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC EEEGY COMMISSION

V'ashington 25, D.C.

Remarks Prepared by Dr, Mllard F, Libby, Commissioner United States Atomic
Energy Commission For Delivery at the Fourth Annual Conference of the United
States Civil Pefenee >^ixncil - Hotel Statler, Boston, Massachusetts Thursday
September 29, 1955.

THE rOiDIOACriVE PALLOUT

The radioactivity which falls out of the atmosphfirp after the explosion
of a nuclear weapon is called the radioactive fallout, ""he conditons of fall
out are largely determined by the amount c"" type of material vaporized into
the fireball of the bomb itself. A bomb fired in the air contributes such

a small amount of matter to the cloud that the particles are, of necessity,
very tiny and very slow in settling. The result is that most of the radio
activities are expended in the air, and the area over which the fallout occurs
OS rendered very large inde'd,^ extending to the ends of the earth in minute al-
though detectable amounts.

A bomb fired on the surface of the aarth, however, -^ay have an appreciable
portion of its radioactivity repreeipitated mthin relatively short distances,
while bombs fired beneath the surface of the earth may place essentially no

fallout readioact-i'-'ty in the atmosphere. So, the question of the area of
contamination to be expected from nuclear weapons cannot be answered categorically
vidthout specifying the degreeof contactof the fireball mth the surface of the

earth, and probably also specifijring the churactaristics of this survace. Fir-
ing on v;ater shauld create Tery different precipitation conr^"' ti ons from firla=
on soil for example. It also s^iams likey that firing over variouskinds of

soil should affect, to a great degree, the rate and extent of contamination
by fallout.

In the weapon test ope ation greit care is taken to insure that
no danger results from fallout. Criteria are used whid-i Te meant to insure
that this be so» However, it is from test operations that we have learned
that we know about the problem of civilan defense against fallout so we speak
of test expedience. No one should suppose, however, that because we sprak
of data gleaned from tests there is any implication of hazard intended*

In previous statements by Chairman Strauss on February 15 of this
year and by raysfelf in December of 195ii, before the ^^ashington Conference of
Mayors, and agin in an address at Chicago on June 3 of this year, various
aspects of the fallout problem have been discussed, ^ "^here is hov.-ever, one
aspect I would like to speak about today-^-a difficult and largely unexplored
aspect—the persistence of fallout in a contaminated area, l.e,, the question
of how long an area will be denied to normal occupation after it has been
contaminated by fa3but particles.

Tfe should remember that nearly the only way in which fallout would be
observed is by instruments; the precipitate being so fine as to be difficult
to see, A contaminated area may look little different from an uncontaminated
area and there Yvould be not certain way except by the use of instruments
in which to determine the degree of contamination. It is clear, therefore, that
the Federal Civil Defense Aaministration, the states, the counties, and the
cities all have a two-fold task in dealing with radioactive fallout—to furnish-
the instruments and to educate the people in their useand in the understanding
of the principles of radioactivity, a knowledge which could proveto be vital*
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The atomic Energy Commission is anxious to assist in any way it can in these
tasks, ^'b hope that the public discussion of radioactive fallout v/hich has
occurred already has helped serve the educational purpose to a considerable
degree.

The nature of radioactivity and its physical manifestations are
gradually becoming general knowledpo. The widespread interest in uranium
prospecting has induced rather l^.rgo numbers of peo?leto learn first-hand
about them. The obvious importance they have in the peaceful applications
of atomic energy is requiring that another considerable segment of the pop-
ulaticA learn these fundamentals. So we tee that progress is being made in
the educational problem. It is obvious, however, that until this knowledge is

much more widespread, much will remain to be done, '''.e should greatly
increase our effort at encouraging the inclusion of elementary instmction
in radioactivity in high schools, particularly in the science courses.

The instrument problem appears to be moving along toward practical
solutioflf. A variety of instruments exist which if manufactured in adequate
volume would be reasonably inexpensive and the possibilities of imporvement
seem to be good,. The main problem is supplying an instrument for external gamma
radiation dosaee measurements. In addition, however, there are two other
instrument proM ms—the measurement of beta ray dosage rates on the skin
and some tupe of battery powered radio so communication will be possible under
o'?sentially all conditions. The beta radiation skin dose measurement is
important since this local dose on the surface of the body can, under
certai}^ conditions, be many times the gamma dose. I'lien water is present
in the fallout material, some of the factors of selective absorption can occur
v;hich essentially depost some of the fallout on the skin. Perhaps we will
sea the instrument developed which combines these jobs -with the uranium prospector's
Geiger Counter so that in one package —'= will have a battery-powered
radio iseceiver and a ^eiger Counter, which, vn.th appr oriate sleeve shields
to be put around the counter, can be used to measure external gamma ray dosage
rates, surface beta dosage rat^s, and on its mores sensitive scale to test for
uranium ore deposits. Such an all-purpose instrument would, if sufficiently
inexp:]?isive, essentially fill the need.

The persistence of radioactive fallout in an area depends on two
features: The natural rate of decay of the radioactivity and the physical
location of the material.

The radioactivity from fission is a composite of about ninety different
radioactive species varying in radioactive lifetimes from a fration of a second
to many years. The radioactivity of the mixed fission products decreases about
ten-fold for every sevenfold increase in the age of the fission -products.
If, for e.-ample, a bomb is fire 7 hours before the fallout occurs, then at U?
hours, or about 2 days, the average intensity of radiation y/ould be 10 per-
cent of that observed immediatley after the fallout, and at two weeks it would
lie reduced to about 1 percent simply by radioactive decay.

It is plain from this that one of the effective methods of protection
against fallout in its e?-rly stages is to s.irt out its decay in a shelter,
A house fr*.h possibly some decontamination of the roof may be sufficient
in certain drcumstances but it is quite certain that an underground shelter,
it is possible that many celt rs, would affort adequate protection.
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The principal shielding effects of the ordinary house or buildirtg

/vill be, firstly protection against exposure of the skin to the beta radiatio.
(Beta radiatioin is a hazard only to the skin because '.t is not penetrating
in nature ^.nd, in gen-ral, is abosorbed ic a small fraction of an inch of

skin or flesh, or water or wood or other matter.) For the average fallout beta
radiation 2^/lSO inch of these m-jterials will reduce the intensity by 50
percent, Seondly, a building will keep the fallout at a distance so that
the gamma radiation intensity will be reduced by this factor along. In
addition, of course, the wood and concrete and intipyening air in rooms will
absorb the gamiiia radiation partially, k inches of concrete, 9 inches of wood,

and gOOyir.l's of air all will reduce the intensity of the average fallout gamma
radiation by about 5© percent. Cellars will insure both the maximum distance
and the maximum intervening thickness of protective matter. The fallout
probably will lie mainly on the roof and the ground surrounding the building
ef course, the adequacy of either the house or cellar vdll depend on the fall-
out intensity. Under the most intense conditions the protection thus afforded
would be inadequate, but in most cases this type of protection could be
moderately satisfactory. Of coiurse, one of the first tasks is to tell the
people how to assess their own homes and premises in this respect. Again it

is the problem of eduction and instrumentation. Underground shelters with
several feet of earth cover will certainly afford essentially complete pro-
tection, I'Jhen caught in the open, an individual might shield himself by
digging a foxhole and piling the dirt around the opening. However, one must
note that thi-s t pe of protection is most effective in the first day or so

only and that the rate of decrease due to radioactive decay is much less there-
after—twelve days additional aging being requ red to produce a further ten-
fold reduction over that which occurs in the first two days. Therefore, the
total dose which can be accumulated in a contam\nated area, if the fallout
does not move about and is mt absorbed into the soil or waters or otherwise
sheilded,. decreases slowly. The maximum dose under the conditions described
'vould depend on the age of the fallout in terms of -he time elapsed since the
bomb explosion at the time one decided to forego the shelter or cellar or other
protection. For example, if the total dose for one remaining fully ^y-posed

for years beginning after 1 day ware ICO roentgens j three days—61 roentgens,
and after four days

—

"JS roentgens.

It is clear, however, that sincj the radioactivities are deposited as a veiy
very fine grained dust, more important than the rate of disappearance by
radioactive decay may be the rate at isiiich the dust is blown about or buried,
or dissolved in water and carried into the soil, or otherwise physically trans-
ported. We hope this morning to discuss various possible methods by which
we might clean up or restore an area that had been contaminated by radioactive
fallout and a technique for discovering and testing such methods,

1^ know by thi study of radioactive strontium—an isotope of 27-year half-
life—that the rainwater carrying Strontiumr-J^O (Sr°^) is purified in the top
few inches of almost any soil, and that the run-off water is essentially purged
of this radioactivity by the cleansing action of the soil itself. If similar
effects obtain for the other fission products ( and many of these studies rennin
to be done), we should expect that river water might be essentially purified
by the action of the soil,

T'e should hope that fallout occurilng in the absence of rain or
snow Tn.ll be removable by the use of water from the fire hoses, or the other

de-^ices creating water streams of some velocity, and that a program of
decor •r.-riination of buildings based on this principle of hosing dovioi the
roofs might well be quite effective
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The radioactivity might thus be carried into tha sewer system and covered
by the necessary several feet of e^rth required for effective sheilding of

even the largest amounts of radioactivity. The dust falling on the city

streets would probably be simil?,rly removed by hosing, although judicious

sweeping v.ath care to prevent dusting and inhalation would be required.

In the open country side the problem is different. Rain mil
move the contamination dovm into the soil and will thus reduce by 50 percent
the gamma intensity. The movemat of the fallout by the winds is more difficult

to predict. It seems likely that in the absence of real dust storm effects,
the effects nf farming operations wrould bo to incorporate the fallout more

deeply into the soil and thus to further reduce the external hazard. De .p

plowing probably would of course be best of all the protective measures.

It is necessary to caution, howeve , that though the external radiation
hazard due to fallout is undoubtedly the most important, an internal hazard
does exist in one of the fallout radioactivities—radioactive strontium which
can be taken up from the soil into farm products. At a fallout intensity such

as that the dose rate 3 lours after the firing of the bomb were 20 roentgens
per hour, the radioactive strontium introduced into the soil would bd about
the amount at which the first noticeable internal effects would be expected
to appear—approximately 5 curies per square mile for average soil. (The

present radiostrontium content of U.S. soil is about one-thousandth of this.)

From studies of the minute amounts produced by the tests, we learn
that the fraction of the radioactive strontium finding its way into the crops
and grass is determined mainly by the amount of diluting calcium in the soil.
Ordinary soil has bbout 1 or 2 tons of available calcium per acre in the top

k inches, though there is wide variation in this respect. Calcium is so similar
to strontium chemically that the assimilation of strontium follows cslciixm

fairly closely. For these reasons ,we can expect that for soils particularly
deficient in calcium, fertilization of the soil of a contaminated area with
calcium probably would reduce to a considerable extent, the radioactive strontium
incorporated into the agricultural products. At present prices this should
not be particularly expensive. For areas in which the soil is rich in calcium,
little will be accomplished by calcium addition, but the threshold fallout
in these areas in vAich the soil is rich in calcium, little will be accom-
plished by calcium additon, but the threshold fallout in these areas is much
higher. For examole, from the weak test radioactivities, W3 learn that in car-
tain areas in I'ales the Sr° content of the calves is ten-fold higher than
in other parts of "".he world because the soil is abnormally low in calcium.
Of course, it is clear that certain crops \vould be denied to human consumptio n
by this inte-nal contamination more definitely than others. Beef is one
extreme in being very insensitive. This is so because the ndioactive
strontium is deposited in the bones and is not present in significant amounts
in the meat. Milk and cheese, however, would more readily become inedi^^le since
they would possess a relatively high radiostrontiu'^ content because of their
high normal calcium contents. Vegetables woul.l, in general, be questionable
their normal calcium contents being intermediate between meat and cheese.
However, the vegetables can be washed to remove external contamination
due either to direct fallout or to blo^jving Just, and inital trials indicate
that milk can be purified for radioactive strontium by a simple chemical
procedure. Thus, possibilities of decontamination of food products do exist
and probably can be developed.
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However, all of these protective ani palliative measures neel lirect confir-
mation by test, fe can expect that nothing but direct experimcrt -vdll tell
us the exact truth aboat these matters. The remark I have male this

morning are base.-, largely on general physical princinles and not on
direct experimentation, except the remarks about Sr'^ , and, even there, we
do not know all of the exact details. It is clear that this type of
consideration coul! prove to be extremely important, '"e cannot imagine
that the preriietions of the very real effects of water waah-'ng, sweeping,

calcium fertilization, eta., "w.dll be very wrong, but it would be far better
to know this with some certainty.

Direct experiment is possible by using the minute fallout which oc^mts
outside the testing areas over essentially the whole hemisphere whenever
bombs are tested. Apparatus is available which willmpyfTe this tiny amount
of material, thousands of miles from the test sites, and I believe you will
agree that the assumption is likely to be sound that the susceptibility of
test fallout to iecontaminati-^n measures will closely resemble that of actual
heavy fallout in case of attack. It is rrobable that the dust particles
will be only slightly finer in the case of the test fallout, A great deal
could be learned by taking typical buildings, streets, and couiitryKide,

monitoring them for general fallout, and then subjecting them to various
decontamination measures and re-monitoring, I am sure some of you must have
had the expe.-ience during some of the test series in Nevada of noticing
Geiger Counters responding to fallouts Small as it is, the Geiger Counter
is a very sensitive instrument. Certainly prospectors in the ^"festern part of

the United States, in the general vicinity of the test area, are aware of this
fact. Although there is no appreciable health hazard connecte'i with tests,
it is still possible to make measurements Tsith sensitive instruments, I

suggest that we shcdLd consider utilizing this opportunity to study all the
features of ways in whieh an area could be decontaminated and made habilta&le
again after actual heavy fallout such as might well come from modern nuclear
weapons.

The approach suggested mught utilize a mobile radiochemical laboratory
sue as the one the United States exhibited at the recent Geneva Conference
to make the radioactivity measurements, v\rhile local civil defense task forces
could imdertake the decontamination measures. Special instrumentation
capable of detecting radioactivity at particularly low levels would be necessary.
All could be placed in the mobile laboratory an*^. it dispatched tb the area
selected for the study of the persistence or decontamination question.

A policy of experimental attack on the persistence of fallout questions
and the testing of various reasonable decontamination and protective measures
Yd.ll give everyone a better understanding of the problem, better judgment
about the various unavoidable policy decisions, and help to interest people in
helping themselves against these possible dangers.
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Text of address by Clarence F. Rowland, Civil Defense Coordinator
American National Red Cross, Washington, D. C, at Fourth Annual
Convention United States Civil Defense Council, Boston, I'lass,

September 29, 1955

RED CR^oS PARTICIPATICM BI CIVIL HiiFEMSj; FilSS CXBL SERVICiilS

President Malone, delegates to the convention, honored Tuests, ladies
and gentlemen. The American Red Cross deeply appreciates the honor of being
invited to participate in this, the Uth annual convention of the United States
Civil Defense Council. It was my privile.^je to meet with you at your Kansas
City convention in 1953 and a gain last year at Tieriphis. The discussions at
those meetings brou,;jht out into the open the tremendous problems then facing
your organization and ways and means by which they ccuid be met. It appears
that many of the solutions arrived at during the past two years are now entirely
obsolete due to changes in concepts and tactics. To keep pace with the ever
chant-^a-ng methods of offensive warfare and its effects on the civilian population
your thinlcing, planriing and techniques must be constantly revamped. That is
x-rhat makes the problem of civil defense so difficult and your efforts at times
so discouraging. We must reconcile ourselves to the fact that a definite and
final program can never be fomulated—it must be subject to constant change to
keep pace with weapons developments.

In spite of the corplexities with which 3''ou were fc.ced andthe
limited background of experience from which to draw, real progress has been
made during the past two years. It is not easy to transform that part of our
American way of lifa whic'i likes to take at its face value the proclamations
of others for peaceful co-existence to a realization that to have peaceful
co-existence we inust be go strong militarily, and m;:.st hav:^ a civil defense
program of such strength, that no ag;:,resscr would dare attack us. During the
next few minutes I would like to point out the position of the American Red
Gross with reference to its role in this civil defense eifort with special
emphasis on participation in the mass care program.

The Red Cross recogniaos that in the United States t ho protection
of the civilian population in an emergency cr:ated by enemy attack ortlireat
of attack is the responsibility of government. The Federal Civil Defense Act,
Public Law 920, further declares that this responsibility for civil defense
shall be vested primarily in the several states and tlieir politiCc.l subdivi-
sions. The role of the American Red Cross :'-n civil defense was early defined
as one of assistance and support to the responsible governmental agencies. A
statement dofinin^ tne role was developed on March 31, 1950, officially known
as National Security Resources Board Document 121/5, which sets forth a work-
ing agreement for the txTO agencies.

In tne troad terms of this worlcing agreement, the American Red
Cross committed itself to assist to the extent of its ability in the develop-
ment and operation of a program of civil deionse on national, state and local
levels in the following specified activities:

a. Training civil defense xjorkers and the general
public in first aid|
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b. Training in hone care of t ho sick and injured,
and nurses aid activities

j

c. provision of food, clothing, and temporary shelter
on a mass care basis during an imriiediate emergency
periodj

d. Participation in a wartime nation-wide blood pro;rnmj
and

e. Making available its existing or;ianized chapter volun-

teers and resources for participation in civil defense
activities.

Additionally, in July 19^2 by an exchange of letters t he American Red Cross
acceded to the request of the Federal Civil Defense Administration to r>:.cruit

and train members of tiie canteen service to be available for mass feeding opera-

tions in time of enemy attack. You might be interested in knowing that since
these commitments were made, throur;,h June 30th of this year, the American Red
Cross has trained U, 70?, 200 in first aid, 1,00^,000 in Hom.e Care of the Sick,'

25,200 in nurses aides, and 22,800 in canteen.

The greater destructive power of Xireapons, the extension of f'dlout
into areas previously assumed safe, together with plans for evacuating riiil-

lions of people from threatened areas—present welfare problems which stagger
the imagination. It is in this field that tiie Red Cross believes it is in a

position to make an or.tstanding contribution* As indicated previously, the

provision of mass care services was one of the six commj-tments made by our
organization in supjoort of civil defense. While during the past four years
considerable progress has been made in fulfillinp, this commitment, in many
localities much still remains to be done,

A recent study of Red Cross - Civil Defense relationships revealed
that in some communities, by local agre^ ment between the Red Cross chapter
and municippl or county civil defense officials t.e Red Cross had accepted
total responsibility for feeding, clothing; and shelter:-"ng victims of enemy
attack; in other comraunities the Red Gross has assumed partial responsibility
for ti'iese servict,s, while yet in a few the Red Cross has no responsibility for
any of the welfare services. In some of tu^ states these local agreements
assigning emergency welfare responsibilities to tlie Red Cross are supported
by state civil defense acts. The study further reve.-'led that i.iany large cities,

a number of ^A.ich are in target areas, depend upon the Red Cross for the organ-

ization and oper-^.tion of civil defense emergency welfare services.

This wide variation in joint planning at the local level is, we be-
lieve, due to confusion and misinterpretation as to how best to utilize the
resources of the Red Cross in tht civil defense mass care program. We realize
that there has been a lack of interest on th^ part of somo Red Cross chapters
in participating in the program just as we ha.ve found in other places an in-
difference on the part of local governmental officials in developing a civil
defense organization. Tiio Red Cross expects to take im^rediate steps to bring
about a more aggressive civil defense program in those chapters r„There we find
there is little or no participation. And we feel that tiie state civil defense
agencies will likewise do everything possible to bring about a strong civil
defense organization in each community.
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As n further result of this study it is evident that there should

be a re-ststcment of policy which will uure clearly set forth the extent to

which Red Cross chapters nay participate in the field of emergency mass care.

Such a statement is now in preparation and will be ready for distribution to

all our chapters in the very near future. Copies will also be made available
to the Federal Civil Defense Administration for distribution to state and local
civil defense directors.

Briefly, the statement xcLll urge all chapters to play a more
active role in civil defense planning a nd a ction with greater flexibility in
the application of their resources. It will be a positive approach from national

headquarters through the areas to the local chapters, requesting that they exert
an energetic and concentrated effort to carry out commitments made in existing
national, state and local understandings. We believe it will serve as a means
to stimulate and encourage chapters having no commitments locally to develop
understandin[c,s and find ways cf assisting and supporting the civil defense effort,
especially in the field of emergency mass care. The national organization, thrcugh
its field staff of approximately ^00 r.-prusentatives, will be available to assist
chapters in this special undertakingc Every effort will be made to assist in the
developmunt of basic understandings at the local level where none novj exist. Such
understandings naturally vrill be based on t hose now in effect at the atate and
national levels, I'ri.th emphasis on thu fact that the primary responsibility for
civil defense leadership rests in government with Red Gross participating, when
so requested, as a supporting community agency.

In agreeing to undertake an expanded program for the organization and
planning of mass care servict;s under local civil defense leadership, the Red Cross
realizes the tremendous responsibilities involved. The decision was based on the

realization that the Red Cross has an organization "in being" at the national level,
at regional levels^, and in every county in the United States. It represents a
great resource of trained manpower, information, and experience that can be directed
immediately to the planning and operation of facilibies for the mass care of persons
affected by any national emergency.

To mak^ this program a success there must be a very close working re-
lationship between Red Cross and Civil Defense at the local level. Each must know
what the other is doing and plans to do. Each must be prepared to help the other
when help is needed. Civil Defense should know what resources the chapt-r has to

offer. The two groups must work togt^ther as partners and not as rivals. Vfe

therefore would like to stress thu importance of Red Cross representation on local
civil defense advisory councils. We know that such representation now exists in a
gr^at many cities but there are far too many where it does not exist.

We all realize the importance of capable staff to provide proper guid-
ance to the local civil defense groups in the development of their Xirelfare programs.
Accordingly the .'vmerican Red Cross, at the request of FCDA, will place in each
FCD.^ regional offic^j a trained Red Cross representative to work with the re-
gional xiTelfaru director. These representatives will assist the regional offices
in working with state and city directors in the development of t heir welfare
service programs. In addition the Red Cross has agreed to loan experienced
disaster staff m-oitbers to serve on the special evacuation teams now being or-
ganized by FCD.d to assist the target area cities in evacuation planning.

This mass care program as visualized by the Red Cross embraces the
emergencv provision of food, clothing and sh^-lter to those in need. It in-





volves providing these services to evacuees along the route of evacuation as

wGll as in reception contors, Tho successful organization of the mass care
services will require the utilization of thousands of volunteers, — many more
than any Red Cross chapter has immediately available. Therefore a tremendous
rocruitii:ig and training program faces most of our cities today. To build the

organization to eifuctive strength will require the joint efforts of many
community groups, including the Red Cross,

You directors who are charged with the overall responsibility of
building an effective civil defense organization in your city are perhaps ask-
ing yourself "what can I do to bring about a raore productive relationship with
our local Red Cross Chapter?" VJhile time does not permit a full discussion of

the question, let me enumerate a few of the more important steps that we believe
should be considered in bringing about a good working relationship:

1, As mentioned earlier, ther^ should be proper chapter
representation on your top advisory civil defense committee,

2, If th^ Red Cross has been dele ate d responsibility for

organizing the mass care program, then the Chapter Disaster Chair-
man, or a person designated by th'-; Chapti-r Board, should be made
co-director of your Welfare Services, with responsibilities
of course limited to the eiaergency mass care program,

3, Those in charge of Red Cross service programs
should participate in your goneral planning meetings. For
instance, the Red Cross chairman of First Aid should be a

part of your committee responcible fort lie dt-velopm.ent of
training programs for civj_l defense volunteers X\rhich in-
volve first aid training,

U, In those instances wl:K;re the Red Cross has
undertaken training programs of unusual magnitude for civil
defense, the civil defense director should assist in provid-
ing the necessary classrooms and equipment if what the chap-
ter has is not sufficient.

5, There should be frequ-nt meetings of the directors
of th^ various civil def^imse services ifTith the chapter s^rvico
chairmen where each would be given thu opportunity of discus-
sin^-, his or her program. As a result of such discussions,
civil defense, would learn of the resources the Red Cross has
to offer and the Red Cross in turn would know of the civil de-
fense objectives. Thus each group would know what the fither

is doing, plans to da , and what resources it has available,

6, If Red Cross is to participate in any of your
civil defenso drills th^ chapter should be brought into the
planning moetin:j..s at an early stage so that they will have
ample time to plan their participation.

All of these suggestions point up the importance of developing closer
working relationships at the local level. There has been considerable planning
between Red Cross and Civil Defense at the national level and in many instances
at the state level, which has resulted in written understandings. We are most
anxious that similar understandings be developed at the local level because that
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is your point of operations. Unless thoro is a cloar understanding and a grccment
at the local levels as to the part each or^^anization i-jill play, then your state

and national undei'standings arc of little raluc. If you do not have a written
understanding v/ith your local Rod Cross chapter we urge that you make this one
of your immediate objectives.

Governor Pvtcrson in a recent statement to the Kefauver Comrdtteu
said "The nature of the Civil Defense problem is such that in my judgement civil
defense irill, in a largo measure, always have to rclj^ on volunteurs," The
Am'-rican Red Cross through its 3713 chapters represents the greatest reservoir
of volunteers dedicated to service to mankind of any organization in t his country.
This resource, j'-nur local Red Cross chapter , should be drawn in and utilized as
any other community resource and as such become an integral and component part
of your 1 ocal civil dej.ense organizs-tion.

Hr. Ellsworth Bunker, President of the /imerican Red Cross, has just
this month notified all chapters of the need for a positive approach toth^s
important progr' m of preparing our communities for a possible:, national emer,v;enc5''

and to ur> th>^ir wholehearted support of and cooperation with local civil de-
fense officials. Hi^ also indicated that additional waj^s in wnich the Red Cross
raght constructively particip-'.te through the application of its resources will
be explored.

In closing p^^rmit me to qu;)te iriufly from a rGCv:.nt address before
the House of Commons by Sir Winston Churchill. I believi.^ it expresses the
sentiment of all who are participating in this groat effort. Sir Winston said
"Civil Defense presents itself today in its noblest aspL-ct, namely the Christian
duty of helpin. follow mortals in distreBS--and no city, no family, nor any
honorable man or woiia.n can repudiate this duty and accept from others help which
thejr are not pr^.pared to fit the ms.. Ives t.^ render in return,"

Thank you for this opportunity of being with you again.





MAJOR G^NT^RAL M. R. NELSON, COMWIDER

EASTERN AIR DEFENSE FORCE

FOURTH AN'^U.\L CONVENTION
UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE COUl^TCIL

HOTEL STATLER, BOSTON, MASS.

It is a privilege as well as a pleasure to have the opportunity ac-
corded me to address this distinguished group of representatives of Civil De-
fense, Your presence here is a reflection of the rcouirement for Civil Defense,
and n^r part in the program is to delineate to you how the. air defense program
correlates the civil defense program and in many ways how the programs are
interdependent,

I recall an editorial that recently sppcared in the New York Herald
Tribune, It said, quote: "The first defense against the H-bomb, of course,
is to make certain that it will not be usede" unquote.

There are txiro ways to prevent the use of the H-bomb, The first way
is to settle things peacefully. The second way is to blast the bomb carrier
either on its own air base or out of the skies. Wo certainly hope the first

means works. But where woiild we be if an enemy refused to settle the problem
peacefully, and we had no alternative means of defense.

Thus throughout the continuing negotiations, which we hope will be
effective, we must nevertheless remain eternally vigilant. This requires

air dafense and Civil Defense,

The age old conflict between the mass and the missile ended in the
time of the Roman legions. Since then the missile, dispatched by bow, cata-
pult, and later by gun powder, was employed purely against military objectives,
and in every case broke up the masses of troops and changed the tactical ground
dispositions. During World War I the use of the missile from aircraft was
not widely employed, and the advantages of the airborne missilb were scarcely
recognized. Following World War I there was very little development in the
science of bombing in this country until the employment of the Stuka type dive
bombers against the civilian soldior masses of the Sanish Civil War, This
alerted the military of the world to a new potentiality, the use of airborne
missiles against civilian populations, which developed the theory and practice
of strategic bombing during World War II, The development of a super missile,
and a transoceanic aircraft with which to carry it, ended World War II and
brought about the dissolution of the civilian mass as a potential weapon. This
occurred within a period- of a very few years with the end result that key military
objectives were no longer confined to those of the armed forces, but to the
great centers of production and distribution.

Another factor to be considered is the feeling of invulnerability and
security which has been and presently is exhibited by a large part of our
people. This attitude was initially indoctrinated into the great mass of A-
merican people sixty, forty, twenty, ten years ago by our educators and by our
text books as we and our predocessors progressed through grammar and secondary
schools to higher education. This concept is firm and unshakeable. This is
the United States.
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Two great rceans, and a trackless artic waste added to this sense of pecutjity,

^^e have not been invaded since the war of I8l2 and while we partitSipateO

in two wrrld wars and the Korean war our shores have never been invaded.

The development of inter contin<?ntal and transoceanic aircraft and

thermonuclear weapons in the hands of the capitalist and communistic nations
is inevitaole, leaves this country in an untenable position mthout air defense
and civil defense.

The air defense of our country is directed by Ggnral Earls Partridge,
Commandar-In—Chief, Continental Mr Defense Command, vrhose r esponsibility
is to defend the United States against hostile air. attack.

GONAD , as this coi^iraand is called is an organization of all the

military defensive activities and agencies within the United States including
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard and of all the auxiliary and
reserve establishments of each of these forces. This command is charged filth

the function of achieving the necessary operational coordination among the
Armed Forces and the civilian agencies involved, GONAD i? directlj'' resDonsible
to the joint chiefs of staff through the chief of "st'iff of the Air Force as the

action ag2ncy, and is the first joint command to ever be operational mthin the

United States.

GONAD is regionally sub-divided into three joint air defense forces,
Eastern, Central, and Western, The joint air defense forces are composed of
all of the defense forces made available for repe3.1ing air attack. Each
of the artny, navy, and air force commanders delineate the forces available
and comply with the operational directives of the commander of the joint
defense force and GONAD ,

The arny furnishes anti-aircraft brigades, groups, and battalions utili-
zing both anti-aircraft guns and NIKE ground to air missiles for the protection
of large centers of production and distribution. The gun and NIKE sites at

selected locations vdthin or near your cities are firm reflections of the army
responsibility to joint Eastern Air Defense Force,

The navy provides lorces in being in the form of land ba.sed aircraft
of the navy and marines, carrier based aircraft when in port, ^nd the anti-
aircraft potential of ships in harbors and at yards and docks. In addition
the navy aids in off-shore surveillance hi providing radar-borne picket ships
and is instituting a program of off-shore detection, identification, and report-
ing for merchant marine, fishing, boats, and small craft.

The air force provides aircraft control through its radar sites which
are equipped for detection and identification of aircraft. The GOG assists
radar in low level surveillance and is the backup system composed of civilian
volunteers. Fighters are provided for all-weather interception. Also, control
centers from, which to diract intercepts and from v:hich the air battle may be
fought are provided. The airforce further provides for the training, monitoring
of opeii.tions, and the communication system necessary to the QOC, The texas
tower program which wasrecently inaugurated on the east coast is provided by the
air force to assist in early warning of invaders from over the oceans.
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There are numerous civilian agencies tf the G»vermment which are

iavr^lved in the feint defense f-^rce program. Flight plan and imformatltn £»r

f»rrelation •£ detection and identification is provided by the Civil Aero-
nautics administration, which also in the event of an emergency will direct
security centrol of aircraft and the electronic radiations from aircraft
navigational aids. The Fedei'al Communications commission authorizes the

nee«i8aiy communicatirns for the entire program, The Federal Civil Defense
Administration represented here today by Governr>r Peterson, and the State

and county Civil Defense officials, as you well know, recruits and administers
the Civilian volumteers of the GOC ,

As commander of the joint Eastern Air Defense Force I have operational
responsibility t*^ CONAD -with the rther armeH force commanders to insure that the

total defenelT© r>etential of all of the forces can be made availble tp function
in the joint Easter^, Air Defense force area if and when required. The two
other Joint air Defense Force commanders are responsible in their o'vvn areas for

the same roles and mission.

Each of the commanders of the army, navy, and air force, conform to

administrative and logistical concepts of their particular service. The joint
Air Defense Force carries out the responsibilities of operational control of the
forces made available from all of the armed forces mth definite and clear cut

roles, missions, functions and responsibilities - all directed and coordinated
to a common objective.

The joint Air Defense Force is further sub-divided for more equable
span rif control int« air divisions called, JDIVS , where the control centers
are located. Each of the air divisions is responsible for operating by ^^e
same roles and missions as established for CONAD and the joint Air ^'=?fense

Forces.

To accomplish the mission ffthe Air Defense ©f the United States, we
recognize most clearly the threat frnm the air. Tft minimize this threat we
constantly employ four standard teciiniques, all well knovm tn you. They are
detecti'5n, identification, interceptifjn, and destruction. These are the
modus operandi employed by conad to accomplish its mission, -whether the hostile
airsraft is detected qad identified , The marshalling of fighters frr^m within
the system fop the purposes of interception of unequivoval identificati'^n
will then follow the established procedures with the end result of destroying
the invaders before they reach their targets.

The inter-relatianships rf air defense and Civil Defense, as I have
previously stated, are many and varied.

One unassailable fact that I would like to establish in the minds of
this audience is that the scientiests of our country ha"^e "^ot yet devised a serum
vihich vdll innoculate those of us in the Armed Forces against the same danger
and stresses that affect the Civilian population in the event of an emergency.

Each armed force establishment is vulnerable to the self same stresses
to which each civiliai) community is liable.
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'^tioh Armed Force establishinentj and I am referring particularly to those
ef GONAD r\ere our interceptors, radar, riaval forces, and antiaircraft are

located, has the same prcblems of survival as the cities vrhere our centers of
production en'' 'Istribution are located. This may not have been given too
great a consideration by the Civil Defense agencies and activities close to
the military bases where large numbers of military personnel reside and live
as we know the american way of living.

The announced there of this conference is "EVACUATION," If and wheij

the directive to ev2C'aa+'-» an area is given, what provision has been made for the
dependents "^f the military personnel who are actually fightias the air battle,
suprjorting the interceptc^s, .canning antiaircraft, and directing the battle
from staff positiprs?

Vhile conducting the Air battle, we are dependent on Civilian agencies
for many, many things. Movement of military personnel during the various states
of alert, movement of critical sunnlies and materials at the same time, pre-
vention of sabotage, insulation against the effect of panic, clear and unequivocal
instructions from the Civil Defense Personnel acting as wardens, security guards
and auziliary policement, the provision of ctirical items such as electricity,
telephone service, water, medicalcare and insurance against black marketing and
inflationary prices for consumer goods, as well as an equitable share of the

available supplies needed for suvival.

Let's think for a monent of our position in ai air attack. V;hat is the
national prime consideration? I believe it is our recoverability in all of its
aspects - such as: Communication, Transportation, Industrial Production, and
don't forget a continuing defensive and offensive capability. The attacking force
could be split into echelons! A small one to come in, get our populations
extended into evacuation, and then bring in a force to complete the action to-
gether with sabotage, panic and fallout.

The requirement en you, the leaders in Civil Defense, as I see it, is the
protection of our people. Although each system of Defense performs its mission
by different means, civil Defense must care for our dependents and provide for

us certnin facitlities,which, as the battle continues, may be more indispen-
sable «

Our ability to win the war is dependent on the strategic striking force
and on our ability to detect, identify, intercept and destroy invaders before
they can attack critical areas.

One of the invaluable aids already aids already provided to air Defense
rf '^vv Gronhd Observer Corps netittrlr ^f observation no.^'t?!, the volunteers to nan
them, and the volunteers to operate our filter centers. Thus, for these
3^0,000 volunteirs we are indebted to Civil Defense, but the numbers requir<n'j

are far in excess of the numbers presently enrolled. Tith a requirement for

2h}^0C observation posts and 73 Filter Centers nationwide, the requirement for

Civilian volunteers rises to more than one million.

Then too, the Ground Observer Corps has in conjunction with Civil Defese
met the test of disaster - the most recent one being the floods generst-^d bv
hurricane Connie right here in the New England area. In many places the only
tolisplions i:»mmnid.catlorjG In that, area were the Ground Observer Ocrps "Loon Lines"
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arid information and requirements were forwarded to the New Haven Filter Center
for blankets, food, water and medical supplies which were filled by the Filter
Center Personnel under the direction of Civilian Administrative supervisor, Mrs,
Mary "'alsh. The detection of and if :;ntification of aircraft in distrss, reports
of severe fires and cevere .

" tt,? ere all part of the mission of the Ground
Observer Corps and those areas where the Ground Observer Corps is on Skywatch
have all benefited by this group of splendid volunteers.

Inclosing this discussion with you, I wish to extend to you one thought.
It is the hope of our young men, engaged in the air Battle, that while they are
so busily engaged in this primary function they can feel that — their families,
as members of the community, ane being cared for during the emergency by Civil
Defense agencies responsible for the areas in which they live.
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PRESENTATION BEFORE
U. S. CIVIL DEFENSE COUNCIL

FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
by

C. 0. Thrasher
Kansas City, Mo,

The Kansas City evacuation plan is based on a minimum warning time of from two to
two and a half hours. Our gecpraphic position gives us an advantage in that we
would have a possible one and one half hours warning after enemy planes reached the

Canadian Border.

Taking advantage of this geographic situation, we do not contemplate sounding the
evacuation signal upon receipt of the yellow alert. Our radio friends tell us thai

it will take from 5 to 8 minutes to make the necessary tochnical change so that
Conelrad can be made effective. Taking advantage of this time, plus perhaps a few

more minutes, consultation will be held as to whether or not evacuation should be

ordered. Our background, legal and otherwise, makes the Mayor of the town respon-
sible for the safety of the citizens. The Mayor wishes to exercise the rifht to
make the decision as to whether or not evacuation must be made, VJhen we say Mayor,
we refer to the Chain of Command, In his absence, it might be the City Manager,
the Senior Councilman, or several others who have Civil Defense as a mission. \Vhen

it is established that airplanes in sufficient numbers are headed in the direction
of Kansas City, then, and only then, will evacuation be ordered. The reasoning be-
hind this, we believe is sound.

It is not believed that an enemy would make an i-ttack upon the United States using
single airplanes or, at most, just a few. Such an attempt would only invite mass
retaliation. If the attack ever should come, it is believed that there would be
an armada of planes and a few minutes delay to secure •confirmation is worthwhile.

One false alert and your population would probably not evacuate again. In addition,
sudden evacuation of industry means enormous loss. The oil refineries, if suddenly
shut down, would have much of their equinment ruined. The same would be true like-
wise with steel and other metal fabricating industries. Then, there would be
enormous loss of man hours plus lawlessness and looting and then add all of that to
the destruction of life and property by the panic-driven citizens in attempting to

escape, evacuation might be as serious as the bombing itself.

Moreover, those who have experienced false alerts realize what rumor-minded people
we really are and only have to see what happenerl on May 5 on a false alert that be-
came public to realize what might result, Af-cer Pearl Harbor, there were seven
successive false alerts in Seattle alone, including information that an enemy fleet
was off the Coast intent upon attacking Vancouver Island, The Government, itself,
reached the hysterical point by sending thousands of troops, including anti-aircraf-t
and anti-aircraft ballons which were up over Boeing Airplane Plant and the Seattle
Shipyards - all of this with no Japanese within thousands of miles. Ships loading
for Alaska were ordered into coves in Puget Sound, there to remain for many hours,
interfering with the wartime supply to Alaska. l/>/hen it was investigated to find
the source of all this information, we were told that it was the Navy and you can
iift.agine, then, with what satisfaction we learned that the Intelligence in future
enemy attacks will be supplied by the Air Force,
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While decision is being made as to whether or not evacuation would take place, the-

Fire Department, on receipt of the yelloT'/ alert, will automatically put their dis-
persal plans into operation as well as the Police, In addition, all schools will
be evacuated with children returning to their homes awaiting the evacuation signal
if it should come. All Civil Defense personnel possible will be alerted and the
plans of restricting telephone usage put into effect.

The evacuation of school children presents a particularly difficult problem. We are
of the opinion that there is no solution to this problem satisfactory to everyone.
However, after exhaustive contact and conference with Parent Teacher Groups, School
Administrators, Community Service Groups , and all those having this as a mutual
interest, it was practically a unanimous decision that school children should be
returned to their parents. It was learned from research that most children of the
elementary schools would reach home within 10 to 12 minutes. Hie-h school children
would of necessity have to be instructed to evacuate with friends who live in the
immediate area or to walk to the nearest evacuation route, there to be picked up.
Our American psychology is such that we would be run over at intersections by motor-
ists but when life is at stake, it is not believed that anyone in a truck or car
would pass out and leave pedestrians along evacuation routes. School authorities
agree to supply each school with a signal warning system that would be sounded upon
receipt of the yellow alert.

In arriving at this decision, the policy of maintaining the family unit insofar as
possible was the controlling factor. The impact of 15,000 school children arriving
at a town of 2 or 3,000 population at a safe distance from the target area would
create many difficult and insolvable problems. How would they be fed? How would
the ill ones be taken care of, and there would be a question of shelter.

The whole concept of good Civil Defense, in our opinion, has to do with an effort
made to keep family units together and to provide means for their own survival -

food, first-aid, and sc forth, until such- "time as other means can be organized.

As a means of educating our citizens in evacuation, 160,000 copies of the evacuation
map have been distributed in the Metropolitan Area together with thousands of copies
of the Points of Survival, As a further means of educating parents, on the use of
the evacuation map and other information pertinent to evacuation, the school author-
ities cooperating with Civil Defense, are undertaking a program of education in the
use of the map, all instructions on evacuation, on Conelrad, plus instruction in the
use of geiger counters and other like equipment. To aid in this instruction, an-
other 100,000 of the maps are being distributed through school children together
with copies of the Points for Survival. It is believtd this program will bring home
to adult parents better than any other way their responsibilities in connection with
evacuation.

Certainly, no one with long experience in this business can hope for a completely in
tegrated plan that will provide mass feeding, shelter, hospitilization, and every-
thing else required immediately upon evacuation, A skeleton organization and traine
ocrsonnel upon which to build appears to be about the standard which we can expect.
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First Slide, Please - Kansas City has had evacuation as its Civil Defense policy
since 19^2, The evacuation map as resulted by long-time study by traffic experts
designed to evacuate the maximum number inepproximately 1^ hours.

Second Slide, Please - You will note that along evacuat\on routes at strategic
points are recept_on centers th"t are designed to provide emergency hospitilization,
mass feeding, traffic control, rec;istration, and all the other missions that recep-
tion centers are e:tpecterl to perform. These are actually staffed. Each has a

fixid station radio and a mobile unit for transmitting messages. They are not
staffed vjith sufficient personnel to perform the mission wit'-'out the recruitment
of evacuees. They do provide the nucleus of the organization that must be opera-
tional imriediately.

Comments on Additional Slides - $ minutes.

Question and Answer Period - 5 minutes.





Lt. General Clarence Huebner
Nev; York State Civil Defense

Commission

Ladies and Gentlemen;

The topic of my talk is "Planning for Evacuation of our large Metropolitan
Areas .

"

First, and before I get into the subject too deeply, I vrould like to explain
that my conception of a metropolitan area is not the same as that used by the
Census Bureau, My conception is "A contiguous geographical region consisting of

one or more |B rents cities, towis, villages, or suburban communities, aL 1 of
which are socially and economically integrated mthout regard to polit-'cal

boundaries,"

In New York State vre break dovm our seven metropolitan areas into eleven
target cities. This for the purpose of giving us better command control. Each
of our target cities has certain contiguous ccianties designated as support areas

for that particular target city. This for the purpose of providing a hinterland
within -vtoich we expect to find much that is necessary for Civil Defense and from
which we can expect immediate support in case of need.

This has worked out very nicely in our plans for possible attack by the small-
er atomic bombs and it does provide for a good civil defense structure,

Vifith the advent of the hydrogen bomb, \7ith its greater destructive power of
both heat and blast, and the ease ivith wliiich these bombs can be delivered , it soon
became apparent that any city could be completely destroyed. If the people were
still in the city so attacked, the, the people too viould be destroj'-ed.

Another element of the hydrogen bomb — radioactivity — faces us vdth another
gEeat problem, that is, the effect of fallout. Radioactive fallout vdll not only
be dispersed over gceat areas dorm '.'.Ind from the explosion, but rill also contamin-
ate the close-in areas around the city, v.iiich may prohibit rescue operations for
several days and maybe for weeks. The effects of long lingering radiation has not
been fully determined.

The known effects of the hydrogen bomb no doubt caused the National Security
Council to alter its stand on evacuation, and, based upon its recommendations, the
president introduced a nev; concept in the nation's civil defense program. This
was the evacuation of densely populated areas -.here feasible, provided sufficient
warning time of an impending attack could be made available.

There are three tyffi s of evacuation as defined by the Federal authority: the
strategic tjw , the tactical and the remedial, I do not need to define each of
these type s of evacuation except to say, we, in New York State, have devided
the tactical evacuation into tvro phases. That is the "go-home" phase and, the

more time consuming phase, the movement into the hinterland, In the go-home
phase the family assembles at their home, thus thinning out the population in the
center of the city and also gives morale support to the fanily in that, they
assemble at the home, and, in the next phase they depart together for the reception
area. This tyje of evacuation can be used by a Civil Defense Director in con-
junction with another community or can be used spearately if he so elects.
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If the -vrarning time can be secured ivithin Met; York State, T'ith our l6 key
points and 57 county sub-points x:e can get the vfarning to the Civil Defense auth-
orities in under 3 minutes,

I am sure that the enemy T;ill concentrate his main effort in an attempt to

overv/helm our defensive forees in the area he has chosen for attack, thus hoping
to neutralize a sufficient part of out strength so that our ivill to resist "ill
be lessened or even destroyed. However good our defense may be, the enemy may be

able to reach some of his targets with either bombs delivered by planes or guided
missiles. We must also not overlook the chance that he may attempt a sneak
attack,

I believe it to be a perfectly safe assumption that if the nation is sub-

jected to an attack, the metropolitan areas mil surely become targets. Many
of the other cities may be by-passed but definitely the metropolitan areas vdll
be hit. Think of the morale effect it Y;ould have on the nation to knov; that

such cities asNer; York, Boston, Chicago, etc., have been obliterated,

I do not consider that an evacuation plan is complete unless it provides
not only hov; to get the people out of the threatened area, but also provides for
their eventual allocation^ reception and care in a pre-designated reception area.

Just to remove people ten to fifteen miles beyond the area of possible damage and
leave tliem there to shift for themselves is, to my mind, far from a solution to
the problem,

I conider that evacuation has three more or less definite phases.

First, a. the movement Go-home, if only a short time 'is .available.

b, the movement from the evacuation area to the reception areas, if

sufficient time is available.

Second, the temporary lodging in the reception areas in places that provide
protection from the elements and radioactive fallout.

Third, the resettlement of the peo ->lo, if their homes have been destroyed or

the thinning out of the population after the threat of radiation has pi ssed.

Of course, the movement back to the city must be provided for in the event it
is decided it is dafe fo go home.

The care of evacuees in the reception area must be planned for an extended
period of time. The chances that residents may return to their homes agter an
attack within a few days is not considered likely. The threat of repeated attack
will deter a decision to return to the city.

V/ith this thought in mind, it is absolutely essential that a complete survey
should be made of all available resources within the reception area. This survey
should consist, nor only of a survey of space for lodging, but should include other
vital matters such as cellers, basements and caves, for protection from radiation,
the availability of crater, both for drinking and bathing purposes and sanitation
and medical facilities. Space must be provided for sufficient hard stands for
use by truck control stations where the thousands of trucks that T/ill be on the
road can be assembled and, at these centers, provisions can be properly cared for
and distribution to the reception areas coordinated.
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In this connection I consider the private drrelling as the mo<^t desirable
place to billet the evacuees initially as homes with basements lend themselves for
better protection against radiation. VJlien these facilities are exhausted
utilize congregate space. You cannot assign thousands to areas T,here facilities
are only suitable for hundr^c^, espe<^.ially diiring \Yinter months when shelter from
the elements is so necessary.

There is one thing to bear in mind in all this planning^ that the evacuation
Bhould be voluntary on the part of the local residents. Vi'hile -;& have lav^^s auth-
orizing compulsory evacuation, it is hoped that the acceptance of the plan by
the public vdll be such that it v.dll not be necessary to resort to force rnd polic*

por;er, I believe that if the public is educated to realize the "whys and "'iherefor^

of evacuation you will over come this problem.

There are certain differences in the evacuation of a large metropolitan area

that are not encountered in most ].arge cities and likewise there are many condi-
tions inherent in both. The onlj difference in the metropolitan area is that
they are greatly complicarod compa red with the average city.

Let us see what some of these problems are. Initially, vfhcn you have to evac-
uate millions from a metropolitan area, you must have a much larger reception area
in 7.tiich to accomodate these raillions, With a larger reception area to be requirer'

the Histance to be travelled iron the evacuation area will be considerably increas-
ed and more time rail be required for the travel.

In the folloTdng comments I will refer to the New York metropolitan area many
times, I do this for this area is typical of any metropolitan area such as

Boston, Philadelphis, etc, and furthermore, I am familiar vdth this area.

Food supply jpesents a problem that will require much advanced planning, Placir
the millions in the reception area i.tiere theincreased demand for food t,111 occur
and where normally the food is shipped in from the area being evacuated, is a major
problem. These plans must include, for example, provisions for slaughtering of
animals for, in the case of New York, about -,0% of the fresh meat consumed in the
city is butchered in the city.

Schools idll be evacuated and the carrying on of the schooling of the thousand
of evacuated children must be done in the rece.ticn area. As we all kno^v, our
school facilities are already tajxed to the limit so, here is still another problem.
These children may be in the reception area for an extended period of time and thei]

education cannot be bypassed.

All metropolitan areas have large medical centers with a large number of
patients, to saynothing of the large city hospitals vrLth their thousands of
fatients. One recognized authority recently stated that in the seventy or more
metropolitan areas of the nation were located 1|2^ of the hospital beds and 25't

of the hospitals. In addition there are other major institutions such as asylums,
jails, etc. How are they going to be accommodated?

Industry poses mother problem. This is ver;?- complicated as, in mcny ±n-
SLuaces', some of the smaller contractors ma;r manufacture from ^0% to 100^ of
certain items of a critical nature. These firms ' sre scattered throughout the
metropolitan area and generally are not con gregated in one or two general manu-
facturing areas hs willbe found in the average city,

'.mile all cities have a number of foreign born and i.::;.n©rity groups, their num-
bers are vastly multiplied within a metropolitan area. There are language diffic-
ulties, national characteristics, food problems, all invol-eed in the handling of
this group.
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All i.r. ihe larpe heterogeneous population of a metropolitan area, there is

always prdsent the possibility of sabotage. In a small city, where everyone is

more or less, know, operations of individuals have more or less freedon of movement
Well planned sabotage operations can vnreck any evacuation plan.

There is a density of population in a metropolitan area that mil not be
encountered in the avera£,e large city. Let me take, for example, Nevf York County
a prt of the metropolitan area of New York City, In this county the density of

population is 90,000 people per square mile. Think of it, more people within a

square mile, than Yd.ll be found in two medium sized cities such as Rome and James-

tovm, Hew York,

Consider the large concentration of people in our skyscrapers. For example,

the Empire State Building has 30,000 tenants and ^0,000 Visitors daily. There,

Tri-thin a city block, you have a good sized community dependent upon elevators and
electric power to reach ground level. Think of the concentration of people that
vdll result in the evacuation of the Metropolitan Life Building. Due to train-
ing and tests, it has been determined they can evacuate the 16,000 employees from
their building approximately five minutes. This means that provjaon must be made,

for mass transportation, posaibly busses, to move these people to the hinterlands
and further, transportation that can move them from their busses to their receptioi
area.

The traffic situation in a metropolitan area, as compared Trith the average
sized city, is one that is almost beyond comparison. In the average sized city,
the streets are fairly vride ^vith traffic able to move without great difficulty.
In a metropolitan area, where the streets pare usually quite narrow and mth man-
ufacturing plants located thnoughout the city, there results an assembly of
large trucks, concentrated in the very heart of the city. It is almost impossible
to move on some streets even under normal conditions. To clear these streets, or
even open them up for evacuation traffic, vrill be most difficult problem unless
properly planned.

In the average city, the great number of the residents live in a recognized
residential area in private homes. Here, in the metropolitan area, the majority
of the people that live in the city, are in apartment houses, large housing devel-
opments or in tenement housing. Peter Cooper, a large housing development in the
center of the city, covers some 3 blocks and houses approximately 8,000 residents.

There is still another major problem to fee considered in the development of
an evacuation plan and that is handling of the vast transient population in the
metropolitan areas. In Nev: York City, from 59th Street to the Battery, a distance
of approximately five miles, the daytime work day population is between 3,5000,000
and Ij., 000, 000, At night, or during non-working days, this population drops to be-
tween 600,000 and 700,000 people, the number of people i*io reside in that area.
As another example of this transient or moving population, let us take a tjrpical
large dep rtment store. On inquirj'-, one of them stated that during an average
day they will have from ?50,000 to hOOjOOO visit the store ivith an average hour-
ly population of some 35jOOO, this, in addition to their lj.,000 employees. Any
plan must take these facts into consideration.
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There is a matter of political boimdaries. Bear in mind that the bomb, T;;hen

it is dropped, knows no such boundaries. It is absolutely necessary for the inter-
ested State officials to come to amutual understanding and a definite agreement on

a joint plan that ftlll ensure cooperation betvreen the involved States, In the
Nev.f York City metropolitan area there are three States involved and many contiguo-
us counties,

'''^ith such metropolitan areas as New York, Boston, Chicago, etc., there are

certain institutions that are major factors in our economy such as the Stock
Exchange, the centers of communication, the banking industry, press and

broadcasting headquarters to name a few. These facitlites are faced nfith the
problems of arranging for alternate installations so that they can carry on,

possihl:' nut vath the efficient operation as of the present but at least so
their functions are not completely disrupted,

I have enumerated only a few of the major problems confronting the planners
"'orking on evacuation plans for metropolitan areas. No doubt I could spend hours
in listing them all, these, however, should give 7y;U some concept of their scope. .

I will not discuss how the various services fit into the picture for others
on the program will discuss the major services. I would, however, like to
say that in an evacuation of, nor only a metropolitaji area but otlaer communities
as Yrell, the warden serizice will become one of the most important of all
services. Their part in the education of the public, in assisting in the evacua- •

tion of the people including the aged, children, invalids will be most vital.
The warden on every beat or block in the community. Correspondingly the auxiliary
police have a most important role to pJay in the control of traffic and in the
ma,intenaice of law and order.

Evacuation calls for the tremendous readjustment of the economy v>rithin the a

areas involved. Vje must be prepared to deal Tdth social problems, special police
problems and fire problems due to overcro^fding , to say nothing of the vital
food, and school situations that Td.ll be present.

Readadjustment of emplojonent, keeping production in needed industry, making
skilled labor available for the war effort and the complete utilization of manpow-
er in reallocation to existing plants is vital» . Every effort must be made to

anticipate the many problems that will naturally develop. Once sta;+fid, an ev-
acuation mil present many details that rrill have to be handled then 4nd there.
In order to achieve a unity of purpose and command, the political boundaries must
be forg6tten and 31 vrork with a combined aim of developing a plan that will result
inthe survival and safety of our country. Although the problem may appear over-
i#ielming, evacuation and reception is not insolvable. If we give our best think-
ing and efforts and enter Inth the planning with all the seriousness it entails,
much v.ill\be accomplished.

In this undertaking, like many others, there is a natural tendency to fight
the problem — we v^rill never solve it by :: fighting it.

Conferences of this nature are invaluable 4s they enable civil defense
officials to have an opportunity to exchange ideas, to hear new concepts and
absorb +-ho thinking, of others. Evacuation is a major problem, it is nevf, not only
to our people but to those of us in civil defense. However, it is a problem that
must be faced, 17e must realize the government cannot do this alone. Any plan must
ha.vc both the understanding and the active support of industry, officials and,
above all, the population, I. thank you.
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Theodore H, Stronach
Captain, Massachusetts State Police

Assigned to Civil Defense

TRAFFIC CONTROL

It is known that a belligerent neighbor has stockpiled "H-Bombs" and has the

means to 'deliver' these weapons in the United States,

Information received by us indicates we will receive from one to three hours
warning of attack if and when our neighbor decides to 'deliver' these "H-Bombs" in

these United States.

To lessen the nvunber of persons killed and injured, in the event these bombs
are dropped. Evacuation of Target ^ones seems to have been agreed upon.

If more warning time was expected, greater consideration could be given the mar^

details that would tend to comfort the persons affected by Evacuation, However, be-
cause of the number of persons involved, the possibility there will be insufficient
police available, the limited time, and the roads not sufficiently adeouate to take

care of this evacuation in so short a time under the existing conditions, I believe
all of us who are in any way responsible for the planning—of Evacuation be careful
to give "Saving of Lives" top priority and not permit any planning that would inter-
fere with the movement of traffic on Evacuation routes.

The efficiency of Traffic Control during Evacuation because of threatened enemy
attack will be d.-^tsrrained by how well we have all learned and are ready to cxocute
the three "Es" of Traffic Control: Engineering, Education and Enforcement, as these

"Es" apply to Traffic Control under any and all conditions.

Much progress has been made on engineering as far as Evacuation is concerned
such as 5

Target, Neutral and Reception, Zones determined Evacuation Routes
determined with plans to mark same. Inventories have been compiled.
Type of warning to be used has been decided. Gathering p^-aoes and
Allocation Centers have been partly set up.

In general as we run through the Engineering phase we find there is a great
need to increase the number of police officers in the Commonwealth. This should be
done by enlisting additional auxiliary police.

Concerning the educational phase of Traffic Control pertaining to Evacuation:
as quickly as plans are finali7ed all available media should be used to acquaint the
public and all laxir enforcing officials Tidth the facts contained in the plans. Media
that could be used to disseminate this information to those concerned;

Printed matter circularised to the public and the police. Test
evacuation. Training programs for the Police. Radio and Tele-
vision programs to the public. Speakers provided for 'groups'.
Porters depicting information, etc.

The effectiveness of Enforcement at the time of Evacuation will depend a lot on
how well Engineering and Education has been done. However, many decisions will have
to be made by the individual police officer at a particular post of duty. Therefore
he should be a prudent person acauainted with the overall plans so that he can pro-
perly evaluate the situation immediately presented to him and then take the proper
course of action to provide efficient Traffic Control,
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EVACUATION AND THE PR0BLEI4S OF FIRE DEFENSE

Civil Defense planners are today faced with the most intricate of

their problems - the dispersal f ,.oOple and equipment in order to reduce
population density and to protecb emergency services for utilization when
needed.

Prior Civil Defense calculations aimed at lessening the effectiveness
of atomic bomb blast were restricted to overcoming tne heat and blast effects
which such bombs were capable of producing*

The Fire Servicos, then as now^ had a specific mission during the nuclear
phase of bomb development. Blast destruction and high degrees of thermal
radiation produced fire storms whj.ch tested the caliber of fire defense planners
to resolve the j.'roblem with acceptable answers to the question of how to min-
imize damage from fire and to permit rescue operations^

The early "duck and cover" policy which was adopted by Civil Defense
precipitated a mass movement by Civil Defense and Fire authorities to forra-

ulate a plan which would enable the Fire Service to start its defense quick-
ly^ by holding the fire at a containment line as close to Ground Zero as
possible - and then in conjunction with other services assist in rescue
procedures.

The Fire Service and Civil Defense of the City of Now York developed
what is called the "Segment Plan of Fire Operations and Defense", which in
effect utilizes fire apparatus and personnel located within the City, the
equipment and the fire fighters of its Support . Area and help from adjoin-
ing States, if not attacked, in accordance with State compacts. This method
of defense was and is basically a plan using a perimeter of attack upon
the fire with twelve (12) segments around Ground Zeroo This is expected to
afford optimum control, operational ability and conmiando This plan also
included a limited dispersal mov^m.,nt which spread out the relative high
concentration of men and cquipriaent from the high value sections of the City
to certain dispersal depots ( buildings of strong construction wherein the

equipment and men could be used until after attack.) This, we believe, was
a sound fire defense plan under atomic conditions.

Today, in addition to the task of controlling the conflagration we face
a more serious and dangerous situationc In order to be successful in our
mission, we must form.ulatc prc-attack evacuation plenso This depends en-
tirely on the frev^dom. of mobility allowed our fire defense forces to con-
duct a dispersal movements No longer can wo hold our fire service in its
normal positions waiting to dofond oar citieso The hydrogen or thermo-
nuclear shot T»rith its attandant I'adio-activc fall-out compel s a change in
tactics. To allow such equipment and manpower to be caught under the con-
ditions resulting from this type of attack would Certainly mean the loss of
our fire defense weapons.

In the light of this new aspect every city and county has its own
particular problem. While we may or may not agree as to the merits of
evacuation, we certainly cannot apply tho same yardstick or formula found
applicable in one city to suit the requirements of another, Wc bol:cve if
tho approach to the problem is a coordinated irjith adjacent comriiunities tho
result will bo a good operational pre-attack, evacuation plan. This method
of joint or mutual planning is certainly not new to the fire seirviccs.





The City of New York, do^s not have as yet, a new comprehensive pre-
attack plan for evacuation of its fire service. Preliminary studies were
started early in 195^4 en the fe ::icibility of an overall evacuation movement.
This study revealed the necessity for a thcrouph survey of all phases of
evacuation. Now that the F. C, D, A. is in the process of making funds
available, this study is about to be started. Included in this research I'd.ll

be the dispersal problvjms of all the emergency services of Civil Defense,
Of all the services, the problem confronting the fire defense planners are

of the gravest conci-rn. It is quite apparent that this study, particularly
that of fire defense, must be made under both strategical and tactical
evacuation conditions because of the uncertainty of warning tim^;.

Some of the important questions to be considered are:

1, The amount of fire equipment and men (including the Auxiliary Fire
Corps) to be dispersed, realizing the risks of attempting to protect a

community with an inadequate force for X number of hours or days prior
to attack.

During the recent "Operation Alert" exercise approximately 80^ of
New York City fire units were theoretically dispersed to points North
of the city line and to Staten Island, Later they were deployed in
operations within the City, when radiological conditions becsjne

tolerable to a degree for personnel to be allowed to operate,

2, In what directions and for what distances would this equipment go?

Applying an evacuation plan to New York City is complex because
it is a port cityj Manhattan being surrounded by water and egress
dependent upon key avenues which could be quickly put out of survice by
abnormal traffic conditions, accidents, sabota,ge and the uncontrolled
movem>-nt of evacuees, if police control were not in effect,

3, Meterological data and the pattern of the expected radio active fall-
out arua must be plotted, based upon the latest weather conditions available,
prior to decision of routes and reception areas for dispersal. In this
instance time in the form of x-jarning, is an unknown factor,

km Civil Defense routes must be maintained in order to provide fast uxit
and return,

5, Reception centers x-jill have to be designated as suitable for the
housing of apparatus and men for indefinite periodsi Provisions must be
made for th^ feeding and sanitary facilities of the personnel. Shelter to
provide protection against radiation must be included,

6, The fire units required to remain in the city will have to be pro-
vided with reasonably safe shelters and with provisions to sustain life,

7, Radiological detection instruments, Td.th firemen trained in their
use, to be i^jith each pumping unit,

8, Additional check points and staging areas must b^. provided outside
the limits of the city.
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9» Alternate control centers complete with maps, equipment and communications
facilities will need to be established outside the cxty.

10» Piesant fire automatic aid and / or mutual aid plans must be revised
in accordance with new dispersal techniques

•

These arc a few of the subjects relating to fire defense which must
be considered. Time and money are ihe tools needed by the planners. Given
these I pjn firmly convinced that Civil Defense and Fire Department officials
throughout the country can revise t heir fire defense to meet the new
requirements of to-day.
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CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE COUNCIL
BOSTON, MSSr

September 29, 1955

Panel Discussion

Subject; Evacuation and Problems of Fire Defense

Lloyd Layman
Director, Fire Office
Technical AdT.'isory Services
Federal Civil Defense Administration

Pre-attack evacuation cf a target city will offer some very difficult fire
defense problems e In this brief presentation I vjill summarize a few basic
factors which must be reali'zifcd in formulating practical plans for the fire
defense of an evacuated city and reception areas.

1. Population of a target city must be prepared to leave their homes and
other properties in a fire safe Gonditionc A limited niombsr of accidental
fires could jeopardize extensive areas of an evacuated city even though the
enemy was 'unable to deliver a single bomb.

2« Fire reconnaissance units should operate xrithin evacuated areas in close
cooperation with rear guard security forces. These vmits could evaluate
quickly fire situations within evacuated areas and transmit necessary infor-
mation to control ct;nter for action decisions, Reconnaissajice units would
withdraw to designated shelter Tjositions upon orders from control center based
upon definite attack information. If these units were sheltered beyond the
area of serious blast damage, they could provide valuable information regarding
radiological contamination and the fire situation in their immediate areas
following an attack.

3. In evacuated areas surrounding the area of serious blast damage, feasibil-
ity of conducting fire fighting operations will be governed by intensity of
residual radioactivity and availability of adequate sources of water supply.
In areas where residual radioactivity is within permissible limits, prompt
action by organized fire fighting units will be required to extinguish small
fires, prevent extension of fires from areas of ma.jor involvement, and protect
properties from air-borne spai-ks and brands.

Many ignitions could be prevented if effective measures were taken,
previous to an attack^ to eliminate or protect combustibles which are suscep-
tible to ignition from the thermal effects of a bomb.

It. Fire problems in reception areas will be multiplied many times. Sudden
inflow of population from evacuated city would increase fire hazard due to
overcrowding, temporary housing, improvised heating and cooking units, and
violations of fira safety regulations. These areas would require strict en-
forcement of fire prevention and life safety regulations together with major
increase of fire fighting capabilities. Inadequate safety precautions and fire
fighting capabilities could result in unnecessary loss of life and property.





Results cf Operation Cue — Address by Harold L.

Goodwin, Consultant and Former Director rf

Atomic Test Operations, Federal Civil Defense

Administration, before the Civil Defense Council,

Boston, Massachusetts, September 30, 1955-

To check on results of Operation Cue, we must first review the objectives

of the program. They were:

1. To obtain technical information on Weapons Effects.

2. tr, provide an onportunity for key Civil Defense Officials and other

State and loftal officials to see the effects of a nuclear weapon,

and to witness a shot.

3. Tc attract public interest to the atomic tests, with a view to

increasing general interest in Civil Defense and handing, out

better information on weapons effects.

U. To make a start on the vital task of indoctrinating Civil Defense

personnel in weapons effects.

To meet these objectives, the program was divided into four parts. The

major part was the technical program. Because of the difficulties of obtaining

good information under field conditions, this program had the highest priority.

As it developed, nearly two million dollars were invested in the technical tests,

mostly by industry, FCDA's share of the technical investment was about one-

quarter of the total.

The technical program required certain shot conditions. In the first

place, the shot had to be at a fixed location. That eliminated an air drop —
even had there been a suitable air drop in the series, which there was net —
and made a tower shot necessary. Another requirement was a fairly high yield,

in Nevada Test Site terms. To obtain the pressures necessary for some tests

we needed a shot of at least 30 KT equivalent.

This combination cf requirements meant that the selected shot was one that

could not be fired easily, because of rigid AEC safety regulations, particularly

in regard to fallout offsite.

We were faced then, with probable postponement. From the technical paint

of view, the postponement would be inconvenient but not damaging. However,

from the observer and field exercise point of view, a long postponement could

seriously interfere with meeting objectives. This fact ivas recognized. The

alternative would have been to schedule the observer program for an "easy shot."

We considered this undesirable because we believed — and our State-city

advisory committee confirmed — that State and city directors would consider a

shot of little value if they could not personally see the effects test.

The compromise was to schedule the observer program for the technical
shot, and to warn all invitees of -ttie possibility of postponement. We did this

in a pamphlet that was sent to every person invited. It was probably the

least-read pamphlet in recent history. Among other things, it said:
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"Unfavorable weather could cause postponement even after the Shot Day
has been announced. Minimum postponement would be 2U hours, and shots some-
times have been put off for several days. The possibility of postponement
should be carefully considered before you decide to attend the test. Neither
the AEC nor FCDA can, or will, guarantee a set date for the shot. If you
travel to Las Vegas and then cannot remain through a postponement or postpone-
ments, remember you were warned that such could be the case,"

In another paragraph, tiie booklet said: "You can expect to be very cold
during the hours of darkness,"

We might just as well have left those sections out, A number of

observers took the postponement and the cold weather as personal affronts. An
astonishing number showed up at Media Hill the first night with summer suits.
We suddenly found ourselves under terrific fire for not keeping the buses
handy as shelters against the weather. The reason the buses were not parked
at Media Hill was simply one of cost. To have prepared sufficient parking area
would have cost several thousand dollars. We investigated this possibility
long before the test. Later, we realized that the funds should have been
spent — but at the time, we were under the rather naive impression that people
had had sufficient warning about the cold and would dress accordingly.

In fact, one of the principal results of the Operation Cue Observer
program was the lesson we learned about communicating with people. We knew,
from previous programs, that communication was difficult. So Operation Cue
was planned with meticulous care to insure good communications. We wrote down
everything we could think of and either handed or sent it to all observers.
We repeated everything to the point of boredom during the briefing sessions.
In addition, we had staff members from each FCDA Region who were thoroughly
briefed on the program, to supplement oirr Regional Administrators,

The results were a little frightening. We found that many observers had
not read the literature we prepared so carefully, and did not attend the brief-'

ings. This was, perhaps to be expected in a percentage of cases. But we founc-

that many who did read the material and did attend the briefings did not
"get the word," as the saying goes, I might cite the case of one Civil Defens-;

official. He attended every briefing at which I was present, and I assume he
attended all others. His copy of Operation Cue was do g-eared and covered with
notes, so obviously he had studied it. Yet, when the program was all over,
this man criticised us in the press for testing the same houses we had tested
in 19^3 » He demanded in print to know why we felt it necessary to test the
same thing ti/vdce, Th^s was in spite of correct information that said the
frame houses only looked the same but were entirely different in construction ~
information which was printed in two places, and given during the briefing?
at least four times to irry knowledge. This same man was very pleased with the
luiich vrooav<3d by the Field Exercise Mass Feeding Team on the tour day follow-
ing the shot. He liked it fine. He came up to me with his lunch tray, and he
had a copy of the Souvenir Menu, as well as his well-thumbed copy of Operation
L'fi<9^ P'" nala^il mo n-ho f.]ie c ommc-i'ci aX cateTeir vtas»
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He ccid it took real professionals to put on such a meal out in the

desert, A week of reading and being briefed, and he still didn't know any-
thing about the Field Exercise mass feeding problem.

It would be nice to say that this official was not typical. He was a

rather outstanding example of the man who "doesn't get the word," but on

shot day, the day after, and the day after that, the staff repeatedly was
asked questions that had be?n answered not once but many times in writing and
at the briefings. From letters since, we know that a lot of people went away
under misapprehensions of varying seriousness. Some were merely annoying,
like the ones that criticized FCDA for spending the taxpayers' money on the
Thunderbirds, Mercuries and Fords that actually were loaned without cost to

us by the Ford Company. Others were more serious, like the Director who
printed in his newsletter that, had the shot been fired the first night, the
lives of thousands would have been endangered, a statement that demonstrates
a rather complete misunderstanding of what haDpened.

If one considers the nature of the observer group — Civil Defenders,
officials from States and Cities, and members of the Press — then this

failure of communications causes us to wonder what would happen in a disaster
when good communications with the public would be essential. If Nevada was
any criterion, we're suckers for a psychological warfare camoaign, narticu-
larly «=!nemy-caused rumors. We found out that even some of our own people.
Civil Defenders like ourselves, accepted and passed on some of the most pre-
posterous rumors that I've heard since I crossed the Pacific on a troopship
during the last war,

I submit that communications is a major problem. It is disastrous to
assume just because you've given a person information that you've commvinicated

with him. There's a big gap between dissemination and understanding, or
between dissemination and acceptance. This was one of the lessons of Operation
Cue.

In spite of communications trouble, however, the objectives of the
observer program generally were met. Those who were able to remain through
the postponements — about ^00 of the original 1300 — generally seemed to
think it was very much worth while. We have had the rather unusual exper-
ience of receiving letters of thanks to the staff from a great many people.
We have had very few letters of complaint. We believe that many people were
moved to write as a kind of counter to some of those who complained rather
loudly at Las Vegas, to assure us that the Operation was valuable in spite
of some of the complaints. We are grateful to those people.

There were unfavorable press comments, mostly where we would expect
them. One reporter even blamed Civil Defense for the weather. But analysis
of press coverage shows without question that the overwhelming mass of stories
and editorials were informative, objective and complete. A few stories were
not accurate, and have caused us some trouble, particularly on the residence
program. But in eeneral, the objective of informing the public and attracting
attention to Civil Defense was met. Without the postponement it might have
been 9omawl)at be^.ter, but the vastoonements by no means ruined our results.
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Actually, a two or three day postponement would have been ideal from a press

coverage point of view. For the first few days the postponements added an

element of suspense that helped to build an audience. The suspense certainly
continued — but we also lost some of the audience we had gained.

The Field Exercise

The Field Exercise also benefited from the delays, curiously enough.
Altho\igh the delays caused us to lose some participants, they also made it

possible for us to arrange with the ?est Organization for the participants to
see the military shot areas, including the locations of the underground bursts.

The Field Exercise teams that had specific assignments did a wonderful
job. We couldn't have run the program without the police teams, warden teams,
and others that had definite jobs to do. The Mass Feeding team performed under
very difficult circumstances, and put on some excellent meals in spite of wind,
sand, and loss of personnel. They demonstrated some techniques that would be
invaluable in mass feeding under real emergency conditions. I should add once
more that they were not in any way responsible for the bag lunches on the first
tour day. The lunches were assigned to a private firm that did a wonderful job
of fouling things up.

Some other aspects of the Field Exercise were not as successful. We had
transportation difficulties, for example, and our communications were not always
as good as they might have been. Nevertheless, we learned a great deal from
the exercise — particularly, how any future ones should be conducted. And
from comments of the oarticinants, most of them got a great deal out of it.
They should have gotten more, and by a little Monday quarterbacking, we can
see how greater value for the participants could have been made possible. But
this Was a "first" operation, and we had little experience on whi h to draw.

The Position Baker group that experienced the shot from the 10,500-foot
line demonstrated that Civil Defenders can take it right along with the troops.
Age or sex made no difference. The women took it without complaint, and one
of our best morale builders was a man in his mdd-sixties.

Position Baker, from my own observation, also demonstrated one thing
clearly: the need for dry runs in Civil Defense. There is absolutely no sub-
stitute for actual]y going through all motions. The first night we made a dry
run the group was little more than a rabble army. But by the time the shot
went, the group operated as surely and smoothly as any infantry team you ever
saw. They didn't like the drills any more than soldiers do. But the dry runs
paid off.

Civil Air Patrol

We also learned that there is a high potential for operating flexibility
and efficiency in the Civil Air Patrol, Their communications networks, for
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example, are a potential resource with which Civil Defense Directors should
become acquainted. They flew photo and recon missions, monitoring missions,
courier missions and simulated ambulance missions. They were the one group
that was not particularly put out by the postponements. We had very few of the

original group left by the time the shot went off, but we had the same number
of personnel. Ihen one man had to leave, another took his place.

Technical Testg

There were perhaps three major impressions gained from the technical tests,

First, industrial equipment proved to be much more blast resistent than
we had hoped. The general conclusion is that utilities and communications may
be expected to be useable without major replacement of facilities within the
C and D damage zones. In general, damage expected vdthin the C and D zones
would be of a kind susceptible to quick temporary repair, if personnel were
available

•

Second, residences can be made more resistant by proper design and
reinforcing. Within gross limits, it does not appear to matter a great deal
what material the house is made of. The critical factors are whether it is

single or multi-story, how it is put together, and the amount and kind of
reinforcing used. Houses of wooden, brick, masonry block or concrete can all
be made substantially stronger by proper design and reinforcing. However, the

fact that a house survives does not mean that its inhabitants will also survive.

Third, shelters can provide excellent protection at a reasonable unit
cost at high overpressures.

In the time allotted it is impossible to go into detail, but I would
like to run down the list of tests and discuss the preliminary findings on each
one briefly. It must be stressed that these are preliminary findings, subject
to change in the final reports.

Residences Tests

The results were generally visible to observers. At the highest pressarh
line, two houses stood up and two failed completely. Of the two that failedi

completely, one was of non-reinforced wall-bearing construction, using one
course of hollow cinder block faced with one course of brick. The house w?-'? -TC".

strongly tied together. It collapsed with the walls going outward, Vei7
little masonry was found within the original perimeter of the house, Ths
second house was a single story frame house without a basement. It faileci

rather completely, in much the same way that the frame house failed in 1953*
The bathroom shelter, however, stood up. This bathroom shelter was of
reinforced concrete, poured in place.

The two masonry houses that stood up at ihe hTOO-foot line had ^et-vtvsri

things in common. First, they were reinforced, with steel. Pecwd, they nre^'e

single story. And, third, ihey had heavy sJab roofs thai wei-e tied Into ttte

"'^lls. The design hei-t^ P£\sm^ aa j,75rc>i-th»riJ as tJTt? n^xnftii'cdT^ ^ sjirrce the I'oof
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Certainly xmprotected persons in those houses would have been casualties,

even though the houses themselves were not wrecked. The windows and blinds
became missiles; so did some of the furniture. And entry of the blast svcMld

have thrown occupants against walls or furniture. So while the occjparts might
not have been killed, they would certainly have been hurt.. Enough initial
radiation entered the houses so that some of the people exposed night hs.ve

become radiation casualties, although recovery with treatment would have been
expected in most cases.

As a preliminary conclusion one might say that in earthquake arep.s where
houses are built with earthquake resistance in mind, a greater number of hou^e?
will be available for post-disaster use than in areas of more typical conntrictio;

In areas where non-reinforced construction is used we have no evidence that one

material would be highly superior to another.

Commercial Buildings

The results of this test were certainly vis3.ble to observers. The only
point to be made here is that we were not comparing the buildings tested. The
major preliminary conclusion is that light buildings of the type tested will
be damaged, often to the point of uselessness, far beyond the ranges where
conventional housing will stand up.

Thermal Tests

Most materials from the thermal tests are now undergoing laboratory
evaluation, so that little can be said at -this point. One factor of importance,
however, is the conclusion that simple coating of windows with some form of
opaque whitewash will reduce thermal flash entry by as much as 85 percent.
Since we know that a major fire problem would be interior fires set hy thermal
flash, this information gives us a basis for action in time of emergency.

We also confirmed 'the resistance to ignition of sound, solid wood
surfaces. Such surfaces will not continue to bum, even if the outer layers are
ignited initially by the flash. Of course where kindling fuels are present,
solid wood can be made to bum just as you can make it burn in a fireplace.

Food Exposures

Five different categories of food were exposed, under as many conditions
as possible, from direct blast and thermal effects to fallout. The food included
such staples as flour, sugar, dried milk, cheese, and so on; serai-perishables
like shortening, lard, butter, ham, bacon, apples, onions, potatoes, and so on;
freSh meats held under commercial refrigerated conditions ;• a-jfl*xv.mzen'£csc6s

under the usual storage conditions j -heat-processed foods in cans and glass.
There was also a test of several kinds pf packaging, ranging from wood and
paper to plastics and aluminum. It was the most complete exposure of foodstuffs
possible, and about 15 tons of food were involved.
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A major part of the food exposure program was laboratoiry ov?L?v?.t-.on,, TJbioh

is still in process and will be ior some time. So imraed^c tn r-v.!i"'. ;,-3 v-rri o'ily

those that could be determined quickly and easily at the Ts-t Site, '..':-. .'nx.e~

diate results, hotvever, are most interesting.

As might be expected, missiles produced most of the physical daniagf ^

However, there was one odd blast effect — blast produced a few he"'3.s in
glass containers fiat happened to be oriented just right. In a fni.- r-asesj

blast caused snap-on lids to lift slightly, just enough to allow b&?-,ei-:..'.

to enter. However, these occurences were not com'non, and most of '.'^.^ :ldr^:-'^

was caused by the glass containers being displaced.

There was considerable induced radiation in foods placed 1200 feet from
the burst, mostly consisting of activated glass — probably due to its sodium
content — somewhat less activity in the steel cans. This can activity poss-
ibly was due to activation of the tin liners. But even if a container was
active, the contents were not necessarily also active.

As a matter of fact, the -Droject personnel sometimes refreshed themselves
during their labors by drinking the contents of "hot" bottles. It's entirely
possible for a "hot" bottle to contain "cool" beer, for example.

Sea foods and dairy products showed the most induced activity, possibly
due to activation of tteir phosphorus content.

There were some taste changes, particularly in dried milk and some bev-
erages, but the changes v;ere not so drastic that the stuff vfas extremely un-
palatable.

One interesting criterion for disaster use of foods was clarified. Glass
changes color when subject to high irradiation. It takes on a smoky appearance.
We can conclude, therefore, that after an attack, discolored glass would
indicate a high gamma and neutron flux. On the other hand^ in areas lahere

glass was not discolored, foods could be used freely provided the containers
were not ruptured. Glass, then, is a good natural dosimeter for its contents
— or for the contents of foods packaged in other ways in the same area.

Preliminary conclusions from the food tests indicate clearly that food
outside the "A" ring may be eaten with no qualms, provided the container is
intact — glass fragments could be a hazard in foods with soft packaging- for
example. Tithin the "A" ring, foods could be eaten if necessary after the
first day or so, simply because the hazard of starvation might under some

circumstances be greater than the radiation hazard. Beverages would be im^
portant — it should be assumed that any bottled beverage in an intact cont-
ainer may be used.

I must stress again that these are preliminaiy results, and until the
laboratory ii\Di'k is completed, no final i-eport will be possible.
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Shelters

The behavior of the various shelters tested was as follows;

The bathroom shelter which was designed for blast resistance but not for

radiation protection stood up perfectly. Occupants in the shelters would have
been safe from blast and missiles.

Basement shelters in all houses would have protected occupants from the
amount of debris resulting from damage to the house; in this particular test
no shelter received a complete debris load but there is no reason to assume
that additional debris would have damaged them in any way.

The fact that the shelters were below ground level would have meant ess-
entially complete protection against initial radiation and a degree of pro-
tection against fallout.

The above-ground outdoor belters stood up structually in the design
overpressure. It must be em^-hasized that these shelters would have to be

earth covered or surrounded by sandb gs in order to provide radiation pro-
tection.

The underground basement exit type shelters were a dissappointment in
the high-pressure ranges. There is some evidence that open shelter systems
of this type would not be effective at high pressures even though the shelter
itself was undamaged. HoTvever, these shelters would be expected to provide
good protection in the low-pressure ranges.

The 50-man personnel shelters 1,0?0 feet from ground zero, would have
provided complete protection from blast and thermal for occupants. This test
was of particular importance to Civil Defense since it means that for special
cases Tue are able to provide a high degree o^ protection at reasonable cost.

Utilities

The most agnificant finding from the utilities test may be summed up in
the preliminary conclusion that at any distance where structures survive a
nuclear explosion utilities may be expected to be useable with simple repairs.

The electrical system at Ii700 feet sustained damage primarily to above-
ground distribution lines. This damage generally was of the kind resulting
from any severe storm and repair problems were about the saro.e. The great
area covered by moderate blast pressures from the thermonuclear device would
pose a quantitative problem but qualitatively the job TOuld be fairly simple.
In the transformer substation automatic controls were knocked out, but the
station was put back in operation manually as soon as the project officer could
reach the scene.
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Liquefied petroleum gas installations also proved to be resistant and the

damage that occurred was generally restricted to piping and connections which
could be easily replaced. Although the pumping shed for the big 18,000-gallon
propane bottle blew away rather dratiatically, the bottle itself was undamaged
and could ha\e been used.

Underground installations suffered no damage of consequence. It was
evident that close to ground zero, surface piping and other gas structures
would be destroyed or badly damaged. However, underground installations proved
highly resistant. One rather unexpected result was lack of displacement of
manhole and vault covers, Vv'e had e::q)ected to find them many yards away, but
where displacement occurred, it was usually measurable in inches.

Communications

Standard civilian communications equipment proved to be much more resist-
ant than vre had expected. Few of the many units of communications equipment
sustained serious damage, although most of them were upset by the impact and
suffered dents, scratches, cracks, and chips. The CONELRAD station at the
l;70Q-foot line went off the air as the blast wave struck, but investigation
by project personnel showed that the cause was power failure. As soon as
power was restored, the station was put back on the air, A taxicab next to
the brick house caught a full load of falling bricks and was crushed to a shape-
less mass of metal. Nevertheless the two-way communication equipment in the
trunk operated with minor servicing. The conclusion is that communications
equipment would be useable with moderate or no repair in areas where buildings
remain standing even though damaged.

Records Storage EquLpmenb

A considerable variety of records storage equipment was placed through-
out the area directly exposed to the shock and in -lore normal circumstances
in st'-uctures. The principal damage and destruction occurred to equipm'--;nt out
in the open nearer to the burst than UTOO feet. Most of the major unitt; loc-
ated within the structures were unaffected by the explosion. There via.'j s.-.Fie

damage to light equipment in the brick building but the records were racovcred
with no damage, lie may conclude that normal record storage would be adequate
inhere the building itself survived, T/'/here the building did not survive ^ mjst
records would be recoverable, provided there was no fire, "'here the building
burned, the degree of record safety would depend on the fire resistance of the
storage unit, just as in the case of ordinary fires.

Hccso Trailers

Trailer coach mobile homes were tested because these would appear to be
an important resource for civil defense following an attack. The trailers were
not placed in the high pressure ranges because normally few if any are found
near the probable aiming points of cities. Most trailer parks and dealers are
located on the outskirts of cities. The trailer exposures were at positions
aoproximating the outer edges of the C and D rings. All trailers exposed would
have be«?n useablis foUowjng an .att«v?k after GDosing bi"oken windows and general
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clean up. This applies even to the few trailers that overturned. In every
case the overturned trailers were broadside to the blast, presenting the
maximum surface for the blast wave to strike. The conclusion is that metro-
politan area civil defence directors should be able to plan on the avail-
ability of most trailers in their areas following an attack.

Emergency Vehicles

The test of emergency vehicles confirmed tie FCDA recommendation that
the only safe dispersal areas are the outer edges of the expected D ring. It

was also aoparent that vehicles shou].d be placed head on to the probable
aiming point. In general, equipment was not seri-ously displaced, but after
further study we will be able to mke more definite recommendations on design
of emergency vehicles and storage of their equipment.

Fallout Studies

Vie had considerable difficulty in getting fallout to land on our various
test objects and probably the most useful information mil come from the
aerial monitoring survey technique projects, tor accuracy of information
more study is necessary, but we hope within a short time to have definite
recommendations.

I
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EMERGENCY W ELFARE IN EVACUATION

by

Ralph L. Garrett
Acting Director, Welfare Office

Federal Civil Defense Administration

September 29, 1955

The evacuation of civilian populations from target areas requires:

1. Preparation for moving people for the purpose of

saving lives, and

2. Preparation for their care an d well-being, once their

lives have been saved — for the purpose of sustaining

life.

The problems of movement have been of primary concern to Civil

Defense since the release of Advisory Bulletin No. 158 in January 1954,

The prospect of emptying our vast city population on short notice and in

limited periods of time at first staggered the imagination of our Civil

Defense Planners. Many reacted to this overwhelming problem with a

strong conviction that it could not be done. With the passage of time,

however, we were able to evaluate the alternatives, which in the last

analysis is "death and injury, " and we gradually grew up to the concept of

such a movement. These problems of movement were so overwhelming

in their scope that they frequently left no time for consideration of the

problems of sustaining life, or reception care, once the movement had

been accomplished.

Our initial emphasis has paid off. Although the problems are no

smaller and by no means do we have them all solved, we have at least
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made some cracks in what looked to be a deep morass, and we are develop-

ing an approach to our job. So as we look around at the next task to tackle,

we see before us a giant called "Welfare-Reception Care." At the moment

it looks to be vastly larger and more complex than the job of movement.

Here, we must face the prospect that on short notice, as many as 50 million

people must pour out of our cities, leaving behind for possible destruction

by the enemy their major means of sustaining life -- their home, their food,

much of their clothing, their jobs, and their cities with all their multiple

services and facilities, designed to make the sustaining and enjoying of

human life possible. We must plan for the care of 50 million people, who

get hungry every hour hours, who must find protection from the elements

in clothing and warm lodging, a place to rest, special care for their infants,

their aged and disabled, and who have an urgent need to reestablish them-

selves in family units. They must first find and then care for their own

loved ones. The physical management of such a task, alone, is unprecedented

in human history.

It is my purpose today to analyze in broad terms some of the nnethods

we must consider is making the solution of the problem manageable. I will

attempt to analyze this problem from the standpoint of our special interest

in the movement of people, the reception and assembly area resources and

requirements, the problems of organization and training, and last but not

least our need for research.

The objective of the Civil Defense Welfare Service is to assure the

immediate, temporary care of people so that every one caught in the
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WW'-
emergency will be provided with at least the minimum of food, lodging and

clothing, and other essentials necessary to maintain life and the strength

and will to continue to produce and support the Nation's defense effort.

This involves the assurance of the establishment, development and main-

tenance of a Civil Defense Welfare organization in all States and localities

throughout the United States.

The Welfare Program includes arrangements for "mass care" through

which people will be provided the essentials of life -- food, clothing,

lodging, etc. ; registration, ifnromaticn and welfare inquiry service that

will assist separated families to reunite; and a financial assistance and re -

habilitation service that will help in reestablishing family life and their

return to work. This all adds up to the reception care of evacuees for

varying intervals in communities other than their own. Strong emphasis

must be placed on the development and wide publication of practical steps

or preparedness measures that all citizens can take in advance of an emer-

gency to help meet their own survival, maintenance and other welfare needs

during the first days following an attack. These individual preparedness

measures represent a major survival resource and a significant means by

which people can live for a short period of time independent of civil defense

assistance and until such services have been set up and are functioning.

We anticipate that the Welfare Services will be administered from

Welfare Centers, established to serve designated geographical districts

within reception areas. These Welfare Centers will serve as focal points
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around which the welfare services will be organized. They will utilize

private dwellings, mass care or congregate -type facilities, feeding facilities,

and supplies and equipment in these outlying and rural area facilities, which

must, of course, be supplemented, to provide for large numbers of persons.

All existing resources will be utilized -- private dwellings, institutions,

churches, schools, organizational halls, theatres, restaurants, hotels,

motels, resorts, and even open areas, such as parks, athletic fields, race

tracks, fair grounds, picnic sites and other similar facilities that can be

quickly adapted to temporary, emergency care.

One of our basic objectives in the 'Welfare Service is to find a mathe-

matical solution to the caring of our cities' population in the outlying and

more rural areas. As we make an effort to find this solution, we immediately

run into many complexities, which make our problems more difficult. Among

these problems is the one of radiological fallout which will nnake some of

our reception areas uninhabitable for varying periods. In addition to this

we have the problems of variable weather conditions, according to different

seasons of the year. If, however, the solution to our problem is to be

manageable, we must apply needs against resources without immediate

concern for the variables, and then adapt our over-all plans as the variables

develop in a civil defense operational phase. This, then, would envision the

measurement and use of reception area resources, based on the successful

evacuation of total target area populations. Our plans must of necessity en-

vision great flexibility, if we are to be able to adjust them and ourselves
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to the variety of problems arising as a result of nuinerous variable condi-

tions. Our approach must be that of studying the problem, the resources

and the personnel available to solve the problem, and to envision the maxi-

mum use of these resources. If our problem is of less magnitude because

fewer people evacuate, or if our problem is greater because of the intensity

of radiological fallout, our adjustment to these situations must be made at

the time of the emergency. V/e can not possibly provide adequately for all

such variations in our initial planning phase.

Our first approach is that of stud^dng the location and characteristics

of our population in terms of traffic drainage sections of target cities, their

routes of movement, and the special problems that various elements of our

population will present in both movement to, and in, reception areas. These

reception areas must be determined to a large extent by an analysis of the

population characteristics of the target city, by traffic drainage areas which

are tributory to routes of movement. A cursory review of the problem would

indicate that there is likely to be great variation in the composition of the

population arriving in reception areas. This will be especially true if the

city evacuation occurs during the day. Some radial routes, for example,

leading to certain reception areas, pass through industrial areas of popula-

tion that compose up to 70 to SO per cent ablebodied males, and others, lead-

ing to different reception areas, pass through residential sections having

primarily women and children. Our study of population factors would be

useful in providing data to the reception areas on the special organizational

problems and service likely to be required by the evacuated population.





This would allow the reception area to plan in advance for a more effective

utilization of personnel and resources to meet special needs.

The greatest impact in the relationship of the requirements to the

resources and services to care for the evacuated population is likely to be

felt in the first few days after an attack. This is a period when confusion

and lack of direction in the welfare service organization, in all probability

will be the greatest. This will be true because the welfare staff will be

undertaking a new program in which new lines of responsibility and admin-

istrative direction will need to be established. It is important that we take

measures, through public information and education media, prior to the

attack, which will encourage all civilians to provide for their own self-

maintenance for this limited period of time. Vi;e are soon to release an

Advisory Bulletin which will encourage State and local civil defense organi-

zations to promote the idea of civilians maintaining at all times a seven- day

emergency food supply and an evacuation food survival kit sufficient for

three days. Other essential items will also be recommended as a means

of meeting survival needs during the first few days. ' . e must take every

measure possible to encourage the target city population, especially, to

provide for itself for these first few days.

We need to analyze the resources in designated assembly and reception

areas in order to determine their ability to provide for the evacuated

population. The basic needs of people must be met if order and morals

are to be maintained, if health is safeguarded and if the welfare problem

generally is to be adequately managed. V/e must develop guidance data for
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application of welfare operational standards of protection and care, which

will have logistical significance. These units of measurement must be

applied to the reception areas in order to determine their capacity to pro-

vide temporary care for the evacuees with respect to children, and to

housing, feeding, clothing, and environmental sanitation services,, V\/e

believe these units of measurement should be stated in terms of the re-

quirements for i, 000 persons. In the last analysis, we must develop a

manageable solution to meet these primary needs of people in reception

areas. This involves the measurement of resources in meaningful units,

a knowledge of need in similar units of measurement and a method of meet-

ing deficiencies anddeployingexcess resources, including personnel.

The hazard of failing to provide for assistance in meeting human needs

and managing the basic ;welfare problems of people must be faced as

completely and squarely as must the hazards of failing to plan for their

adequate movenaent. Hungry, cold, uncared for, people are a loss as

productive units of our society, and if their situation gets bad enough, they

may become a real element of opposition, because of their general disrup-

tive influence on the population as a whole. After we have studied the

population to be evacuated and the available resources of facilities, sup-

plies, equipment and personnel in reception areas, we must then plan the

movenrient of the population from each drainage area into each reception

area. In some locations beyond the danger zones, the reduction in highway

capacity will require that trafficebe taken off the highway into holding, rest

or stop points generally referred to as assembly areas. Sinnilar assembly





areas will need to be located farther out and within the reception areas

proper. This "sort of temporary parking lots'' may need to be provided

with some basic welfare resources and personnel in the event onward

movement is delayed. Because it may be necessary to retain people in

these assembly areas for a good many hours or for a twenty-four hour

period.some civil defense personnel have talked about these assembly

areas as holding points v%?here v/e would pull everyone off the highway, to

await the all clear or the actual bombing signals. Such large concentra-

tions of population at locations where there is a normally complete absence

of welfare resources would present a truly unmanageable welfare problem

and should be avoided if at all possible.

vvith the highly mobile v/elfare problem which we have in caring for

evacuated pupulations, it appears that our personnel and other resources

should be organized as far as possible on a mobile basis, to provide the

greatest possible capability for managing the welfare problem. The meager

number of trained v/elfare personnel in reception areas must be supplemented

by the trained personnel of the target cities and the adjacent or distant sup-

port areas. The target city shoul organize its welfare service personnel

and resources into mobile teanns so as to be deployed from the traffic

drainage sections in support of specific reception or assembly areas.

These organized teams would then be prepared in advance to assist the

assembly and reception area welfare staff in dealing with the influx of

population. This plan provides the target city wit^ the ability to help

manage a fraction of its own v/elfare problem in the reception areas. The
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normal _.iattern of organization in the reception area would be as follows:

there would be a civil defense organization, a part of which v/ould be the

welfare service. The V/elfare Service would maintain a central welfare

headquarters for the county, or other unit of jurisdiction. This county,

or unit, would be divided into geographical districts, each served by a

welfare center having an administrative staff of welfare personnel to be

responsible for providing the required care. These centers might provide

one or more of the mass care services, such as feeding, housing and

clothing, and utilize also private homes and other facilities in the community

to house and care for the evacuees.

Our plans for team organization include suggested tables of organiza-

tion and equipment for the following:

1. v/elfare Center Teams
2. Emergency Feeding Teams
3. Mobile Feeding Teams
4. Emergency Lodging Teams
5. Emergency Clothing Teams
6. Registration and Information Teams
7. Family Rehabilitation Teams

v/ e see in relation to this total problem of welfare the urgent need

for a prototype welfare study to help point the way to the solution of a

number of our problems. V/e have proposed a study of the Milwaukee

target -reception area complex, which study would enable us to utilize

the basic data developed by the Milwaukee Evacuation and Traffic Studies.

V/ith this data as a beginning point, we plan to measure the resources of

and requirements for reception 3.reas. Out of such a careful study in

Milwaukee we would hope to be able to come up with some norms and
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and averages which would help us to develop better guidance materials and

to assist in other survival study plans. V/e believe an expenditure of

money for this type of study at this point will save a great deal of money

for the Government in the long run. Such a study would enable us to con-

centrate the thinking and planning of civil defense and research groups on

a specific service and geographic area v/ith the hope of becoining suf-

ficiently familiar with specific problem areas to allow a greater degree

of planning than is now possible.

As the second step in our basic job of planning for the evacuation of

our city populations we must move in an orderly way to a plan of welfare

reception care. This, like the movement problem, now looks to us to be

an almost unmanageable situation. However, surely as we need to plan

for the saving of life, we must also plan for the sustaining of life once it

is saved. The evacuation of our cities cannot possibly be accomplished

without great inconvenience and disruption for all of our people. The

reception areas must be made to realize their special role in the survival

of our Nation in the event of thermonuclear warfare. V/e must develop a

complete understanding of our problems in these reception areas. VVe

must measure carefully the resources and requirements in the field of

goods and services in order to provide for our population. We must plan

carefully for the movement of our population to these assembly areas.

If our program is to be successful our people can make a great contribu-

tion to the solution of the problem by planning to provide for their own
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maintenance for the first few days after such an emergency. Research is

an essential elenaent to this problem at this time. I am sure the problem

of the welfare care of our population looks much less manageable today

than it will a year from now. ".Ve must proceed to analyze our problem

and develop systeinatic methods of solution. No problem is too big to

solve if it is broken down systematically and tackled in manageable pieces.

Our job is not to care for 50 million people, but to learn how to care

for a thousand at the proper location. As ws learn to care for the thousands

the problem of the millions takes care of itself.
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The action of the 8Uth United States Congress in authorizing the Federal
Civil Defense Administration to "study and develop civil defense neasures
designed to afford adequate protection to life and property, including
but not limited to research and study as to the best methods of evacuating
centers of population, fe-^.sibility, relationship and need of shelters
incident to the execution of an e vacuation plan,and an analysis of the
operational planrelated thereto," has opened the door on a new era in
civil defense planning.

For the first time in the history of our civil defense planning, the
Federal governi-iient is now in the position of being *le to financially
assist the State and Target Areas in conducting the operations research
necessary for the development of an operational plan aimed at the survival
of populations of threatened Target Areas, As these studies are under-
taken and accomplished, we mil all be better able to evaluate the re-
quirements necessary for the protection of civilian populations in a

civil defense emergency.

In evaluating the material developed from these studies, it is important
that three b'sic conc-jpts be kept in mind. First, evacuation is not a

service in the same sense that public s-^.fety, health, welfare, and com-
munications are oper'-.ting services in civil defense. Evacuation involves
a staff coordination job which encompassts the oper'^tional responsibility
of every service in civil defense. Second, while we are aiming all our
plans toward the total protection of our populations, realistically much
of our planning is on a percentage basis. It must bo aimed at finding
out how most of our populations can be saved from death or injury in what
specific length of time. Third, we must keep clearly in mind that evacu-
ation and shelter go hand in hand in any survival operation. We may not
have the time to complete a.n evacuationj indeed, we may not even have the
time to undertrJcc it. Once started, the evacuation may be interrupted by
a surprise attack. Consequently, shelter must always be considered as a
corollary of an e vacuation plan. It should be remembered that an evacu-
ation plan is basically aimed at the tactical utilization of a warning
period vrhich permits movement of threatened populations from a Target
Area*

One of the basic results of our Survival Plan studies xidll be to
identify the problem the plan is intended to solve. This may sound
ulement-^ry, but it is amazing how difficult it is to clearly identify
and delineate the variety of problems raised hy the removal and pro-
tection of civilian populations from threatened areas. Material
developing from the studies should permit us to analyze the populations
of our Target Areas in relation to the highway and transportation
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capabilities of that area and the shelter potential that exists aiong
the routes of movement and in tiie reception areas. It will al^o

permit us to establish in advance the probable capabilities and
deficiencies of the support ar^a in handling an evacuated population.

One indication that the identification of the problem is bucoming clearer
in the minds of civil defense planners is the number of cities which have

published interim evacuation instructions which have become standard oper-

ating procedure during the period required for planning a more definitive
oper-^tional survival plan. Copies of the published material that have
been brought to the attention of the FCDA by the various cities have
indicated that these interim operating plans are gradually taking a raore

or less standard form and approach to the problem of movement of populations
from the Target Areas,

¥e feel certain that the matcri-^.l developing from these studies irill clariiy
the mechanical potential for rjialyzing movement by types, origin, and

variants caused by time of day, weather, and seasons of the year. From
this information, it should become relatively simple to est-^Mish on a
somewhat idealized basis how long it should take to move a given number of
people to predetermined destination points. This part of the planning has
boL-n unt-^.ken in many cities and some States and much progress is being
made in this field.

The development of these studies, however, will undoubtedly focus attention
on some v^ry basic problem areas that civil defense planners have had little
opportunity to d^al with up to this point. The problem areas not only
affect the survival planning, but have a tremendous influcncu on basic civil
defense planning itself. The very tyi:>c of org^mzation developed by t'le

locality, the method of approach to developing civil defense in the various
localities, and the response that can reasonably be expected from those
approaches will undoubtedly be affected and clarified bj^this material,

I should like to comment briefly on what seems to me to b^ the nine over-all
problem areas that should be receiving serious thought and consideration by
civil defense planners, particularly those responsible for preparing Oper-
ational Survival Plans. It would seem to mo that when these nine areas

have been thoroughly probed and explored and some reasonable preliminrury
answers developed for the problems raised, civil defense planning Thrill be
much advDnced throughout the United St'^.tcs, not only opcr'-tionally but as
far as its general acceptance by the public is concerned.

First, there is the problem of metropolita.n and reception area analysis.
This has its base of origin in the urban analysis which has been recom-
mended by the FCDA since the publication in July 1953 of Technical Manual
8-1, "Civil Defense Urban Analysis," However, the implications of evacu-
ation have changed tiifo of the basic points of emphasis in this analysis.
The most important change is that instead of considering only the urban
area to be -.ivacuated wo are now concerned with the area into which people
are being evacuated as well. The other important differential is that wo
are equally as interested in analysis of people as we are of tilings. For
example, we wish to have populat_on analysis that \-rill help us clearly
est^'blish the kinds of problems we may reasonably expect durr.ng a movement
period and certainly the problems that will be coi fronting the authorities
in the reception areas. We need to know more about the housirig potential
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whorc people cr.n live once t'ley rc^.ch the rcc^^ption p.rcr., ''.Jc need to know
tho shelter porcnti.-^l --^.long the routes of r.ioveaent. Naturally, we need to
know where critic'.l instr'.llr.tions, such '^ s schools, hospitals, industrial
facilities, etc., are located so that th^sc may be related to routes of

movement on which people can h^ transported to support areas. It is

vitally important that the lection of specific problem groups, such as

concentr-^tions of very small children or concentrations of hospital
patients, may be cl^^arly identified and reckon^^d with in the development
of the movenjent plans. It is important for us to know xirheth^r the largest
percentage of a f^iven group moving along a certain radial route of mov^raent

are all mothers with small children or are all single men l^ax'ing industii-al

facilities. Detailed knowledge of this kind can radically change the kind
of planning that is done in these areas.

Second, wc need to know a gr^at deal moro about thu process of making the
decision to put an evacuation plan into effect, ^Je need to know the channel
through which this decision must move, who is the final authority for making
such a decision, and how such a decision can be most effectivelj'- communicated
to the public* ¥e need to know what authority exists for ordering such an
evacuation and if such " uthority does not exist, what measures can be tr2:en

to make this authority possible. We need to have a clear analysis of the

legal aspects of evacuation, wh"t probl>-ms are raised by the movement of
populations from one area to another and wh'^t problems are raised by inter-
relation of political jurisdictions in the decision making process. This
leads to consideration of the most effective means of establishing what,
for the want of a better term, may be called an "Evacu'tion Author! t3r,"

which would establish a unified comraand structure for the entire area from
which p^oplo are to be moved and that a.rea into which they will be ^V"cu-
ated. The absolute necessity for a more integrated method of comiuand rjnong

the various political jurisdictions which will all h^ affected at the cajne

time by the decis'ons mad- by any single on^ of th-t-m has become obvious
d\iring the process of dev^-lopin^,- thj.s Op-r-tional Survival Planning Program.

Third, we must find out a great dv^al more aboat the city-county-State and

interstate relationships in ev.cuation, l-Je need to know the mechanism that
can be most effectively used for the inte^r-^.tion at a high level of all
the various planning that' is being done at the local level aid to find
ways and means of integrating this all into a master plan on a State or
Regional basis. The size of the nuclear weapons wldch we are using in
current planning assumptions wipes out the luxury of the maintenance of
individuality, A strike on several of our large urban areas today would
involve not only that area but two or three other State areas as well.
The coordinated planning that this makes mandatory is all too obvious
once the dimensions of the problem have been established.

Fourth, it is absolutely essential that we find ways and means of selling
the completed Operational Survival Plan to t he public who will be required
to participate and for whose protection the plan has been developed. It
will be necessary to analyze public attitudes toward evacuation and
shelter plani;..ng and to find methods of meetin^ these attitudes. In all
probability, new training techniques and devices Tidll have to be developed
for bringing tne civil population to a state of readiness to participate
in a survival plan operation on a sensible, integrated, voluntary basis.
Much needs to be knoxm about the utilization of mass communication media
and of the methods of personal contact approach most effective in the





area for which the plan is being developed. This will require an -nalysis

of the problems of inter-group contviunication in large areas and the unseen,

often unorthodox, methods of coirmiunication that are maintained between
these various social and economic groupings within a large community.
Only a plan which understands and accepts all these vrrious proolems of

communication within the body politic will be effective andsccepted by
the public at large.

Fifth, we must tackle the problem of special requirements of large
institutions and facilities. The problems of school evaor.atioa have
already been explored by several communities, and it is r.ho co'i:j_.dored

opinion of civil defense planners who have worked in th:"'; ar':." '..h/'.t tliis

is a less complicated problem than had originally buen snvljaged'- TiLO

success of some of the school evacuations and the calm rs^rpoif.e cf the

students and teachers to -the planning and execution of the j/La:;
'

.^-.je

indicated that there lies within this field a very high potential for
rapid movement of a large number of children to safety. Th^ rp:.csTior-. cf
hospital evacuation is just beginning to be explored and ord-- ouz- ov two
comiiiunities have actually undertaken this kind ol plarj-iin&,= n'.T.nv-jr _, an
analysis of the number of bed patients in any large target arer. i/.iJ-catGs

the gravity of this situation. Planning for protection of imat.cs of
special institutions, such as correctional or roforn institutions •"'.nd

mental hospitals, would indicate that a great deal has to be done in the
field of str-^togic evacuation planning, and obviously one of the iav-^est

and iiost complicated problems in this area is the question of the evacu~
ation of industrial facilities. At what point such evacuation siiould t'^J<-e

place, hovT it can best be effected and coordinated with the balance of the
city planning, and how rapidly these workers can bo moved back to the
facility if unaffected is a very large undertaking. The number of
persons who might be required to stay belaind to control prcccsscs that
cannot be interrupted without ruining the machinery and the kind of
protection that must be provided fo± these persons requires the greatest
cooperation from the industrial and labor group? concerned.

Sixth, the nex-r concepts of evacuation and r-^pid movement from facilities
will require a conpletc re-examination of the block and zone organization.
It has become obvious that the Warden Service has takv'.n on a new impor-
tance in such planning. It has become quite important that the plamiing
developed have as its genesis the block unit and the origination and
implementation of survival movement on this basis. A large scale move-
ment of the kind contemplated will require a well-organized and integrated
organization made up of small units wiio are prepared to implement their
part of the plan imaacdiately upon the sounding of an action signal.

Seventh, in many ways the most complicated and far-reaching of all the
problems developed bj this Survival Plannin;;; program, is the question of
proper reception care for evacuees. VJhcn it is realized that the move-
ment of populations from the large urban areas into support coini;iunities

and areas will increase thu population of the support area anywhere from
200/2 to 1,000^, the magnitude of the problem becomes obvious. ¥o arc
going to need to know not only where people can be sheltered and cared, for
but how we can logistically support such an operation, l-fccrc will supplies
come from? How long will it take them to get there? Row adequate mil thoy
be when they get there? T;Jhat potentials for a portable water supply and
field Sanitation exists in areas' that arc already tajcing both these cora'unily
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utilities to the utmost? VJhat may wc expect in the wp.y of psychological
response to such impaction on the irart of people resident in these areas?
EO]fi long can they reasonably be expected to hold up under such pressure
and at what point must plans be made for lessening the pressure upon the
resident populations? lifhat measures must be taken for the maintenance of

security and the operational management of these areas that cannot be

reasonaoly expected to maintain law and order and a re-.sonable standard
of health and decency without a tremendous amount of outside help? IJhat

are the best methods of integrating the evacuee population into the work
structure of the community and what kind of work C£.n they be reasonably
expected tocssume as their responsibility in return for the care they arc

receiving? These and a host of related questions must be thoroughly
ana.lyzed by planners responsible for developing the operational plan in
the reception areas.

Eighth, in order to plan for the survival of our political structure and
way of life, it x^rill be essential to maintain continuing planning for

continuity of government. It will be necessary that all levels of
government have en alternate site to which its operations may be moved on
short notice. This is as applicable at thv. local and State levels as

it is at the Federal level, and these emergency relocation sites must be
vrcll-known to everyone concerned. 3ach government must develop a line
of succossiv-n so that there is always a responsible official xfho under-
stands his responsibilities in maintainj.ng the governmental etructurc.
It is important that all vital records be microfilmed and stored in s^fe

locations. This would apply to all the numerous governmental records,
such as vital statistics, t?j-c records, court records, etc., which in a

rehabilitation period will be absolutely necessary for the rc-cstablishM^nt
of ccmaunity living. Plans oust be made for th.e continuation of essential
governmental services that T«rill have to operate in a civil defense emer-
gency. Many of th»^s^ will be incox^porateJ in the civil defense structure,
but it must always be remembered that, with tho endxng of the civil defense
emergency and the beginning of a rehabilitation period, these governmental
services must be prepared to sx<rin,;^ back into action and assume tiieir normal
roles and functions in this period.

Last, we must begin to give sone thought to analyzing the problems of re»
si-ttlemcnt of persons whu cannot return to devastated areas and to th^^

problems of return of those who como back to a partially destroyed area.
This is an iinracnsely complicated problem and one In which comparatively
little thinlcing has been done. Here the pattern of reaction of persons
returning to areas devastated by our lajge natural disasters and of
persons returnin- to bombed out aruas in the European Theater of ^Jar

after the last ¥orld 'Jar will be of much value. The question of how
long people will stay away from their homes, how many t^jill ever return,
and how they will be supported and controlled if they should return is
one side of t.-.e problem. The other side, of course, is th'- atterrpt to
assirailate in small coraMunities people who may require resettlement for
the simple reason that their homes no longer exist.

In conclusion, I should li';e to stress the necessity for giving serious
consideration to b otli stratorac and remedial evacuation. While much of
our emphasis has been placed on tactical >.vacuation, much of the plaiming
has resulted in the requirement for developing adequate plans for these
other tyj,jes of movement, Everydvil def'.nse planner who has gone
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through tactical cv.cu-'.tion plar.ning has rcaliZL;d that the properly
dovolopcd strategic evacuation plan w ill rL,ducc his rcquircm-nts at the

time a tactical plan must be put into eficct. H^ also realizes that in
a long period of stress there may be a public demand for properly developed
strategic thinning out of populations. There arc certain parts of the
country that because of thuir geographic location will obviously want to
undert'^ke a much larger degree of strategic evacuation tiian others.
However J it is becoming increasingly obvious that there are many elements
of a non-productive and dependent or semi-dependent naturi. in (.very

comj'.unity that can quite logically be removed in periods of stress. 1^
fact J the removal of th^-sc elements may assist the balance of the popu-
lation to more effectively continue community operation durinc this
stressful period*

The necessity for remedial evacuation must alwa^ys be r^membored. In
the first place, there is always a chance that we will not receive
sufficient warning to put an evacuation plan into operation and, there-
fore, the population may be required to take what shelter is available.
As soon as the attack has passed, there must be planning to move ihe

remaining, population out of the affected ari^a. Planning has been vastly
complicated by the iiroblum of radioactive fallout whichiiiill undoub'^edly
have to bu given the most serious consideration in a remedial evacuation,
l>fc>vement to large parts of the support area may be impossible because of
the fallout patterns. In addition, there is th^ piroblcm of remedial
evacuation of persons from f-^llout areas after the level of radiation
density has dropped to a point wheru they may bw safely evacuated. It
is not the policy of FCDA to recommend evacuation as a tactical measure
for areas threatened with fallout. However, it is an operational nucessity
that, if the failout pattern docs dv^velop and th^se areas become saturated
with radioactive material, persons in cover will have to be removed from
that area T^rheuthe level of safety has been reached for such movement.

It is our sincere, hope that the Survival Plan Studies program may result
in the kind of knowledge and information that will imi.ieasurably strengthen
civil defense planrdng at the local and State levels and will at th^ saano

time give th^ civilian population a clear understanding of the problems
they are confronting rijid the planning bein-^ done for their solution.
Hopefully, this should result in a far widwr '•cce.-tance than in the past
of civil defense pla.nning as a basic necessity in the ongoing life of
this country.





SP3ECH BY MAYOR FRANI^ ?. ZEIDLSR

UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE COUNCIL

BQSl'QN, MASS,

SEPTEMBER 30, 1955

May I at the outset thank United States Conference of Civil Defense Direct-
ors for this opportunity to speak to them on the problems of municipal governments
in civil defense* It is one which I appreciate and welcome*

At this time also it is fitting for me to say a word of appreciation for the

work being done by Governor Val Peterson and the staff of the Federal Civil
Defense Administrationo Not only has Governor Peterson taken unto himself a burd-
en of enormous proportions, but his enthusiasm and his patience, his vigor and
his constant willingness to speak out in public has helped develop the awareness
of everyone to the new and expanded problems of civil defense. May he continue

to be blessed with necessary health and mental energy to do the task humanity
requires of him. These sentiments also go to his faithfiH staff,

While I am in this mood, I want my appearance here as an elected municipal
official to be a symbol of the interest that elected mxmicipal officials should
show in the work of their civil defense directors. Some of you have heard m©
describe before the difficulties that you have of gaining public acceptance and
grateful recognition from your officials and people. It is my feeling that more
than ever, these officials and people are aware of your responsibilities to them
and their 's to you. As a result, I feel that great strides will be made in
Civil Defense permanent preparations in the near future.

These strides will come about as the result of the Ifeite house conference
on civil defense arranged by the President and the Governor Peterson for
governors and mayors. The information which has come from these conferences has
left an indelible impression on all who have attended*

But progress is also resulting from the energetic work and pioneering of many
civil ;>efense directors, state and local, throughout the nation, who have fought
for appropriations, battled legislative and popular apathy, and tried out their
organizations in numerous exercises.

This latter activity has resulted in greater public working knowledge of the
problems of civil defense, and has made enactment into law of civil defense
measures easier and more widespread. This enactment into law of civil defense
and organizations is a vital feature of incorporating such measures into a per-
manent organization, Inhere the law requires certain actions to be taken for
civil defense and a penalty is attachedj there is a greater likelihood of such
actions being taken.

In the state of Wisconsin after eight years of constant work by civil defense
officials, the state legislature finally enacted a law calling for a state civil
defense plan and forcing the consideration and burdens of civil defense on local
authorities whether they want to participate or not. The law is late, but better
now than ever*,

In addition to state improvements, committees of the Congress have given a

considerable amount of time to civil defense, especially to the aspects of disper-
sal, highway construetion for dispersal, continuity of government -under attack
conditions, and responsibility for planning.
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Of the literature produced on the subject, I recommend for your reading the

excellent report on Civil Defense and Urban Vulnerability by a pe rt of the staff
of the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. I aleo recommend the full
accounts of the hearings before the subcommittee on civil defense of the Senate
Committee on Armed Services, These reports portray very well the problems of

local government in civil defensea

The first general category of the problems of local government is the tech-
nical one. We ask ourselves what is the possibility of attack and how can it be

countered. On the basis of what authorities tell us cf the capabilities of

several countries to produce atomic weapons, we have concluded that for the target
cities the best answer is evacuation and dispersalj and now, with the increased
danger of fallout, we conclude that we must evacuate to shelter.

This answer poses a host of enormous problems. Warning system seem well
advanced. The development of evacuation highways, fire-fighting, pnd household
planning for defense. But a major integration of all this has yet to take place*
Almost no activity to make effective long range plans has occured, and there exits
not too solid coordination between the target cities, the ststes, and support areas.

No doubt it is for this reason that the Federal Civil Defense Administration
has issued FCDA Survival Plan Manual, M27-lj and with the aid i-"f funds from the
Congress is going to try to get every target area to formulate a complete Survival
Plan, to Tcf notion isifcicipation in this Survival Plan program, of FCDA is now the
primary responsibility of all local governments, and by participation I mean
trying out the plan on a good scale to see if it works. There is nothing like
getting the public to actually exert itself in a civil defense plan to make the

public realize -fehat the atomic age really means,

VJhen cities and surrounding governments start working on this plan, all sorts
of things will start happening. The escape highways of the city will require
marking and this will set even the most casual person to thinking about civil
defense. Someone else will discover that the escape route has a couple of bottle-
necks, and that the state and federal governments better give some money to elim-
inate these bottlenecks. Then someone else will discover that the federal btjreau

of roads really has no category of funds for widening civil defense highways so it
is my hope that public pressure and logic will force the bureau to ask for such
funds and for the Congress to provide them«

In the process of studying the methods of improvements of escape arteries,
someone else will conclude that several express highways radiating out of a city
will be highly desirable and that perhaps the emphasis on the proposed federal
highway sj'-stem shoiild be on the ciril defense purposes as much as on any other
purpose, and that further, the design of that system should be so constructed that
atomic attack won't make a series of disconnected pieces of it. Probably the

development of a survival escape plan will also force the surrounding local govern-
ments to think about how they will handle the millions of people leaving the target
areas. They must think where they will shelter the evacuees and how they will
feed them and what they will do with the vehicles they bring. If we intend to use
vehicles for evacuation, then we ought to ask that the Detriot manufacturers
think of redesigning them for this civil defense purpose. Since the problem of
evacuees will be so great, the little local governments will force their state
governments into action developing reception centers, food supplies, sanitary
facilities - or at least, so I hope.
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The governments of target cities will also be them confronted with their

own fate, vlhat happens bo the juris^icition of the mayor and the council when

they crnss the city limits? It r^isappaars and so therefore doeR much of the

organized control of the evacuatxcn people. This argues then an alternate

seat of government and a whole chain of command must be established. Such an

organizational development is now occuring in Milwaukee. What happens to the

authority of the policemen and fireman when they step over the city limits line?

I^JhOj incidentally, pays them? I\lhat if the city is destroyed » what happens to

the tax base? If the tax base is gone, whence comes funds to operate? If there

are no funds to operate, how can the elementary necessities of life be furnished
to the wandered? Iilhat kind of exchange will the farmer take for his produce to

be used by evacuees?

I do not throw these questions forth out of facetiousness. Each one is a

vital part of a defense plan, and each one stems inexorably from the decisions to

evacuate and the necessity to develop a survival plan*

Nor are these the only questions. Each of you can supply others o llh&t

about preserving records; what about movement of school children, of the helpless,

of the critically ill? What shall be done about fuel and gasoline? Vlh&t about

moving out essential supplies and parts in advance?

To what kind of shelter should people move? Can we afford the beginning of

a public works program such as Sweden has for the construction of permanent
shelters away from the target areas?

^^en the municipalities get into their survival plans and begin to be con- «

fronted with the problems, then the municipalities, the states, and the support
area will have to make some hard decisions. One of these decisions will have
to be that all escape routes must be promptly inproved* Another one is that

permanent shelter areas will have to be constructed© Another decision is that

is that express roads radiating from and around the targets will have to be

developed. Still another is that there must be comprehensive zoning of targets to

diminish population density, to disperse critical industry, and to compel fire
and blast-resistive cons trueti or.

«

At this moment I an in favor of stressing such zoning because some branches
of the government, some business and investment houses, and some private interests

have blithely ignored the realities of the atomic age and have made not only
themselves and their industries and businesses vulnerable to destruction,
but also all the rest of the nation»

For instance, one might ask how much emphasis the Bureau of Roads has given

to civil defense needs. What emphasis for civil defense has the Housing
and Home Finance Agency given to civil defense both in its urb-'^n renewal programs
and mortgage guaranteeing programs? It alisrays strikes me as somewhat doubtful
that the great insurance companies and mortgage agencies, inorder to keep their
investment secure, place much of their investment in the heart of the target

cities and make the target still more vulnerable. Certainly the development of

survival plans for target areas will force new legislation and re-thinking of the

course of conduct of governments, businesses, and individuals.
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This re-thinking loads one to the pocond category of problems of municipal
civil defense, This is the category dealing with the psychological aspects of the

problem* lilhen people realize what the significance of the survival plan is, they
may think of a permanent change in life for themselvcs« ^hsij may say, "Miy does
anyone want to live within a ring of NIKE installations and anti-aircraft batteries
If the area is thatiff^^ch of a targe t^ I will move my family away»" It is my
opinion that this decision already has been vmde by hundreds of thousands of people
who have become suburbanites. That such a psychology exists will occur to persons
with ost"blished interests in the target communities and thus there will be a
conflict in each community between the booster spirit of a bigger, costlier, con-*

centration of humanity and all itsi works, and the need to disperse.

There will also be an attitude among some people of "Let's do nothing. The

problem is too big to solve* If war comes, we die«" This attitude may be accom-
panied by another attitude of many who say that to make preparations for civil
defense is to cause people to accept war as unavoidable j therefore^ one should
make no preparations, for in addition, preparation for civil defense tells one's
opponent that he is going to be attackedo

A most important attitude will be that of the property taxpayer in the city
who feels he cannot st^nd further taxes for civil defense purposes (and often he
cannot, for he has bought a house at his limit to pay)j this taxpayer may further
catch the implication that civil defense has something to do with possible des-
truction of his property*

Much of the reason why action was slow in coming from the Bongress and the

state legislatures is that the major political parties back home - not on the

national scene - felt no very great urgency about this problem of civil defense.
It has negative value^ If a congressman or state legislator talked about civil
defense, it appeared to ma.ny people that he was talking about another war and not
about their protection in such a way as would lessen the chances of another war.

Civil Defense to be effective in a target area requires sacrifice and a change
of goals for many people. There is some tru-^h in all of the fears and gradual
adjustm.ent to civil defense so that no ma;ior disruption of life occurs and so that
all of the new things"which happen become a normal pattern of living.

These psychological problems develop into polit-.lcal problems - a third great
category in the problems municipalities facep. The city official and council member
of a mayor city who sees a loss of industry and population while his city is burden-
ed with debt faces a grave decision. The small towns, on the other hand, no doubt
would welcome any movement of industry away from the big cities. It is possible,
therefore, that the threat of atomic attack will cause the big cities, to shrink
and the smaller ones to grow, and that this situation will come indirectly from
the state and federal governments by zoning, grants-in-aid, and inducements to
industry to relocate

»

The political problem of the shrinkage of urban targets, and the conflicting
views on action within these areas, could conceivably reach great heights to the
point where the community votes for itself leaders whc will exert little effort
toward civil defense other than minor shelter construction. If the threat of atomi'

warfare seems remote, it will be hard to distract people from their pleasure in
automobiles, entertainment, and earning a living, and local governments will rsilec
these interests. If however, the threat begins to materialise, woe to that mayor
or council, or civil defense director who isn't ready for many people, heretofore
hostile or indifferent to civil defense, will want impetuous action©
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The capacity, therefore, to overcome the technicsl, psychological and pclltleal
problems of municipalities must be found in a continuous flow of accurate and c'^lm-

ly written accour"^<=' on these problems. Sound publicity must Induce the public to do
for itself what it ought to do without compulsion by law. This is one of the
greatest aids to municipal programso One of a civil def .nse organization's best
assets is a steady Reporting of civil defense activity and the proposals of what
people should do for themselves/,

I am, therefore, hopeful that the new direction of complete survival planning
and the attendant thinking and publicity will produjo a powerful stimulus for im--

portant and desirable results^ so that people cen live with the leasondblc sense of
security that comes from knowing precisely what to do in a national emergcncy<v

To summarize then; some of the crucial major problems of the municipalities
are these in the technical fields

To perfect their warning Systems
To perfect their escape routes
To Perfect their evacuation techniques
To develop reception areas
To provide for continuity of government
To meet the short and long i-n:>. problems of supply in reception areaso
To meet financial and legal requirements of dispersals
To keep alive the restorative forces and agencies to minimise the damages*
To pra-ctice a completely developed survival plan
On the psychological problem some of the individual problems aret
To educate people in the target areas of the evacuation program and personal
decisions they must make for thier om\ protectioni,

To educate the people in the reception areas of their responsibilities, not
only for displaced people, but to themsclvese
On the political field it is necessary for local governments to implement
sound survival plans, isritli legitltition and funds independent of immediate
gains or disadvantages to sueciai interests.
It is necessary for the state rcvernraents rilso to supply legislation and funds
for its share of the program and to cooi^dinate full package survival plans of

major targets^ It is necessary for the Congress 6f the United States to elevate
the importance of Civil Defense measures^ so that the details of the various units
of federal government in non-military defense are coordxnpted^ and so that grants-
in-aid take full cognizance of civLl defense requirementSj and so that the federal
program of civil defense is fully financed and developed

The time has come for the political parties of the nation to realize that civil
defense is not a minor issue which can be given a quick brush-offo Fcllure to pro-
vide adequate non~mlitary defense for the nation may not only mean great injury to
the Nation, it may also be fatal to the two-party system which this Nation shelters*
The ignoring of all adequate civil defense in the platforrasof the national parties
in 19^6 is something which the people of the cities should not tolerateo The planks
must also mean scm.ething and the parties must intend to carry them out,

I believe the people are Beady for serious legislative study and action on civil
defense. Any program which conterrplates the movement of millions of people under
attack conditions deserves the most thorough consideration. The peoples next repre-
sentatives I am convinced will included many with more favorable outlook on civil
defense needs.
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Address by the Honorable Kathorine G. Howard, Special Advisor to the
Federal Civil Defense Adninistrator, before -tiite Fourth Annual Confert,ndL, of the

U. S. Civil Defense Council, Boston, Massachusetts, 11 A.M., Hotel Statler,
September 30, 1955.

EVACUATION I-LAi^'NISG ME TilZ HOl^-iE

I^^ subject this morning is Evacuation Elanning and the Home. This is somethint

I am familiar xidth under peacetime conditions for each year I evacuate my fami.ly

from the city to the seashore Tid from the seashore to the country.

In our most recent evacuation to the eountry, we found on our arrival late at

niijht tnat our water supply — the well — was contarlnated by two dead woodchucksi
I had to do some quick civil defense thinking as to Grandma's Pantry and alternate
water supplies. I found ir^rsclf estimating the water content of cantaloupes and
oranges which I had on hand, and my husband helpfully suggested that vii^ could
brush our teeth with ginger aid

All levity aside, I deeply believe that the home is the root — the base of
our civilization, and all of our traffic, communications, welfare and other
evacuation planning is made in order that the families of America may survive what-
ever may come to our country in peacetime of war-caused disaster. If our families
and hon^s survive, Christian civilization will survive ,3nd America will continue
to hold aloft the beacon light of freedom.

To this audience, one does not need to argue the p ros and cons of evacuation.
Evacuation, with shelter, is the established policy of our- government and the
recent action of Congress in appropriating ^10 million lor evacuation studies
ensures the fact that our cities will have scientific and tested evacuation plans
so that the f'-'milies of America may not perish beneath the searing blast of a
thermonuclear weapon.

Today I speak to you as a wdman and a s a mother, but also as one who has had
and continues to have the high privilege of workj.ng in the pioneer field of Civil
Defense, As I speak to you on evacuation planning and the home I rather wish
that FCDA were known as tue Home Defense A ency. Wouldn't it have more appeal
than those bureaucratic symbols — FCDA, or that jaw-br^a;dng mouthful. Federal
Civil Defense Administration?

Lord Ismay, the Secretary G^ner-'l of NATO told me an incident of the early
days of World War 11, Winston Churchill was inspecting a newly formed group
of men to fight on the H^me Front. Each man was wearing an armband bearing the

initials L. G. U. "Who are th^se men and what does L. G. U. stand for?" Churchill
asked. On being told "Local Guard Units" he said, "They should b.- called Home
Guards," "But they can't be," he was told, "All armbands have been printed with
the initials L. G. U." "Ney^r mind,*^ said Churchill, "Destroy the armbands."
Home guards they are, and Homo guards they shall be called. And they were.

Home Defens- or Civil Defense-j I want to discuss with you this morning certain
aspects of evacuation planning aiid the home. Make no mistake, this is nothing a
woman can do alone. It involves the whole family, father as the head of the family
taking the leadership, mother helping ia the planning, and children becoming a

part of it.

The problem of evacuation of the f?jnily unit has so many facets, it almost
6ta.x,gers the ima(r,ination. What for instance, doeS the fajtdly do if it is
together at the time of alert? Plans must be made and practiced for several
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continguncics. Somooni- has to kno'/ thu uvacu-^.tion routes. Someone has to g.^^.thcr

the emergency food and water and clothing that will h^ needed and load it into the
family automobile. Someone will h-^ve to monitor the Con^lrad bropdc-ists on the
radio and t-ake down instructions. But on- plan isn't enough.

What if the family is s^-perat^^d? For instance, what action will they take
if th>_ husband is at work with the only car? What ^-dll thv^y do then? They must
hav.^ a plan for tiiis situftion, too. What will th--y d o is there is no f"inily

automobile? TfJhat will they do if each has an -utomobile? Or what will they do
if each works and their children are in school?

Plans must be made and a family decision reached on the course of action it

will take in each of these situations -Tid in many others. And here we have a

perfect wedge to re-'ch the families of Arijeripa and bring them into civil defense
and keep them in as active members.

Consider a moment the problem of a fnmily iijith two children of school age.

The fattier works completely across towncnd the mother is at home with a cr of

her own. The minute, her city civil defense director a.nnounces that in the ev^nt
of an imminent enemy attack, he will order an evacu'^.tion of tiie city, she is

going to be interested. ^^Jhen she learns that arrangenents are be in;, made to

evacuate her children in groups fr m tlieir school, she is going to b.. vitally
interested.

It vron't take much to make her so interested she will be anxious to join
civil defense .a.-;d volunteer her automobile and driving skill, if for no other
reason than th'^t sae will be a bio to rem-^in with her children and know they are
safe. This Selfish interest c-^n be ustd to gre-t -dv-ntage in civil defense
recruiting.

It c-^n also be a gx^eat disadvn;t'v,e.

Thinly now for a moment -bout tliat f-ther -t work coi^ipletely across town. His
first concern on t.ie sounding of an aJLert i-rlll be for tie safety of ais I'd-fe and
children. If he kn..ws they are bein^^ cared for, he will follow orders and load
his car with evacuees from his shop or office --nd carry out his evacuation
instructions.

But if /le doesn't know his fajnily is being c?j:^d for, and I mean know because
it has been proved by tests and practice, he is going to t^y to get home to pick
them up in spite of all tl;e orders that might be issued, or all of the controls
that might be established.

It's not enough to say"don't go home," or "don't go to your children 't
school, they are being well taken care of where they are," That m'-.n, ^-and ten
thousand like hiji, and ten thousand wives too, will be trying to get from one

side of the city to the other, in all directions to pick up their wiveS or husbands
or children. The result of t;.is, it is easy to se^, i-iould be chaotic. Tr-^ffic

v^ould become so snarled that it would never raow and an orderly evacuation would
certainly becom^ almost impossible. And yet I beli>-ve that there ar^ few, if any,

of us here who couldn't understand and synpathiz^ with that husband of wife, and
in their plac^ try exactly ti/e srjne thing.

The only solution to this problem is, of course, to prove to Viem by ex^jriplc

and test that tiueir feai^s are gi-oundlc/^sj that every member of the family will be
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taken care of. As you can see, this is only one o^J many, many problems but it is,

I believe, iadicative of allthcst; we face.

Once we make it clear that evacuation is the only hope for survival in the
event of an imminent enemy attack, and once the plans have been proved by drills
and tests, I am confident the families of Ainerica will pitch in and make evacuatior.

work.

No man or xiroman is going toleave the safety of his ramily to chance. Not if
he can become a part of the only or[i,:'nizat:'.on there is that can keep them safe I

ViTnen we make people understand that if an evacuation is ever necessary there
will be no time to waste, that families will have no time to r eunite before the

evacuation be^^ins, that childrenwill have to be evacuated directly from their
school; the father directly from his office; and t he mother from her home — they
will support evacuation plans.

Once we demonstrate to the individual how civil defense xri.ll protect her
husband; or his wife; their children; the entire family unit, our pro jlem of
public interest and participation in our evacuation plans iri.ll be solved.

The families of the men in our Strategic Air Force are, I thinlc, more civil
defense conscious than any single group in the United States today. VThy? Because
they know the threat of attack is real. They liv*., every day and every minute with
the knowledge tnat enemy planes are only hours away.

Their entire lives are lived around this knowledge. The wives and families
of these men know that at any hour of th^ day or night their husbands might be
called away to launch a retaliatory attack.

The husbands know this too, and the Stratc;jic Air Force knows that they
cannot periorm a highly exactinr^ mission requiring the highest degree of concentra-
tion and skill i*" they are worried aoout th^ir faiiiilios beini^ under the bombs that
would surely be falling back home. So each SAC base has a thoroughly organized
civil defense force aad an evacuation plan, ,i-"i.ch family, to the very smallest
child, knows what he is to do if an alert is sounded. They know because they
have practiced and drilled, not once but many times,

ViTtiat then should bu included in evacuation planning for tne home?

Let me outline a 7 point prcgrsia for householdt;rs in the c .ties represented
by this great .c,athering: that is, evacuees from target aroas#

Homemakers planning for evacuation should:

1, Know the neighborhood warden andihe plan for evacuating the neighborhood
and accept it as a personal plan,

2, Prepare the family for evacuation by having ready food, water, clothing,
blankets, first aid supplies, special foods or medicines for infants, older
people, diabetics, etc; identification tr.gs, flashlights, r nd battery type
radio,

3, Prepare the family automobile for evacuation always keeping it more tiian

half full of gasoline, (I'll never forget my consternation in hurricane Edna
when I found myself stranded at a gasoline station which had no electricity to
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pump, gasoline i )

h* Prepare tho home to be l^:;ft in thu best possible condition to withst'-^.nd

the destructive forci-s of attack by taking such measures as turning off
xirnter, and gas, closing vrindows and pullin;- down blinds,

5. Prepare the family mentally and psychologically through "setting the to:>ie"

of s-rious and unfri^htcned preparations, t/irough full family participation,
and tiirough making prt-p-"rati ens and tests interestinj^ and even fan,

6. Prepare a family meetj.ng place, so that eventually all members will £,0 t-o

tho same place to meet. Our family is n,oin,_^ to Qoshen, New Hajnpshiri-, where
the woodchuck fell in the well, MoSt people have a friend or relative in
the country and this can be the agreed on meeting place,

7. Interest neighbors next door or up and down the street, or friends in
church or civic organizations in making the same sort of plans. Ifnen

family plans are made, understood and practiced — even to mal:ing a
Saturday afternoon picnic the practice twst for a family evacuation —
We will have . added a powerful weapon to our arsenal for peace. The
preservation of peace itself may some day hingi^ on the analysis a potential

L attacker makes of tnc r^^adiness of our cities and civilians to meet an all
out attack and come back fighting. If we aro ready to meet an attack in our
homes and in our cities and our enemy knows it, the attack may never coui^.

The scoffersaTid critics always point to potential confusion, panic and death by
the wayside as r^-:asons for not implementing a civil d^fens^ prograjii. Panic is an
imtjortant consideration and the best preventive is well made, well practiced civil
defense plans for both the evacuation and reception of disaster-struck families.
It is kno'^m that a fully informed, fully pr^par^^r' citizenry will not panic. The
telv-phone girl sticks to her sv/itchboard even though flr.ii.ies are near, the well
traineid soldi >^r stands tiie baptism of shot and shell. In tne next war homes,
fa;:iilieS, people tcLII b^ the tar{_,ets and tre everya^.j* citizen must now be trained
to take his part in the defense of AiTX,rica,

The English "-.V.S., under tnc leadership 01 Lady Reading, found that much
preparation i-jas n-^eded both physically and psychologically for either being or

receiving evacuees.

Human nature sterns to yespcnd generously .'.n "11 disasters. Again and again
in the recent hurricanes neighbor helped neighbor, coi^iiunity helped community. In
NeW; ort. New Hampshire, on the Labor Day Saturday afternoon I talked with a woman
who sat on the sidewalk collecting money to be sent to the flood stricken
community Newport had adopted — I utnam, Connecticut. In a few short hours she
had collected $hO, She told met hat a nei:^hbor had gone to Connecticut to help a

single family and sne had asked her friends to help her collect clothin-; and
furniture f^r their relief. The response te her plea had been so great that the
whule conu.iunity had been ac opted, Tiiis is typical of American generosity of lieart

and hand.

Difficult as it is to leave one's home even under the strong impetus of
approaching death or disaster, it may be even more difficult to open one's heme
to total strangers — but unless many people are tc perish in the open, this must
and will be done. To make plans to evacuate to friends and relatives, or t o receive
them, is the best vxay, but plans must also be m,ade fvjr receiving straa^ers into many
homes in reception areas.
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Let mc suggest thr^c basic idcp.s fwr your consideration. Erch f^mly in
the recoption area should:

!• Know the neighborhood warden plan for caring for ovacuv-es; be willin
to accept the plan as a personal duty and to act when necessary as a go-
between the evacuees and the welfare service.

2. Prepare its home by having r^ady the rooms t- be occupied by evacuee
having re-^.dy supplies to bo used by tbi-in irm^v^diately upon arrival or sec

afterwards, such as extra food, bed and bath linen, extra fuel in winti-r

3. Be prepared to render a pwrsv;nalizi_d t3/pe of service — such as

listening to the story of tho curacuation — assistin- the evacucus
throuc>h the first fex;r hours •'nd days following arrival to c^se the

personal disaster he or she has suffered.

All this requires a new type of thinking on thv^ part of the United States*
Much of thu so-callod apathy of Aitiericans may be traced to the thought pattern
which links Civil Defense vjith the destructive power of the atom bomb and not
with tho lifu-saving and property saving virtues of Civil Defense,

Civil DufenSG means trained civilians helpinjj, other civilians in time of need.

Civil Defense is H^me Defense. Already, in a foiir short years, millions oj? dollars
worth of property, and thousands of lives, have been saved for our nati:,n b;;' our
civil defense.

In his letter to the Philippians, St. Paul said, "Finally Brethren, whatsoever
things are true, whatsoev>-r things are just, whatsoever t aings are of good report,
if there bo any virtue, if there ^^ any praise, th-.jK on these things."

There is much of prais^, much of good re ort, much of virtue in the civil
defense wor: in T,<rtiich x-ie are all en[<.^god. The security of our homes — the peace
of our nation and thu world ma;- depend upon the success with which we carry out
the important missions witli which we h5.ve been entrusted.

Let us think of these thin^^s.

Thank you.
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RECEPTION OF PEOPLE

m THE SHOCK ABSORBS'^ FOR EVACUATION -

IN MUTUAI^ AID AM) SUPPORT AREAS

nmim an emergency

BY: LIEUT. COLOML JOHNF. SOMERS, USA (RET)

CHAIRMAN-? - - Panel - U. S. Civil Defense Council National Convention
Statler Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts

October 1, 19^5.

Evacuation and Reception and Care of People are emergency Civil Defense
actions that are inseparable the former begets the latter. It is ray personal
opinion that the most difficult and important problem facing Civil Defense plan-
ners, today, is the organization for the Reception and Care of evacuees in the
suburban and rural areas around our critical target cities.

I am not one who believes there will bfi much difficulty in persuading
our citizens to leave a critical target city in the event of an emergency, pro-
vided they are adequately informed of the hazards they face in remaining, and
they have in their possession an acceptable evacuation plan to guide them. There
will be little argument, whether they should "stay put" or leave, when it is

realized that the motivating factor for movement is a probable attack by the

Hydrogen Bomb,

Our Administrator, Val Peterson, has aptly stated "Individual survival

depends on being able to put sufficient distance between oneself and the bomb"*

If this is the answer for the individual, it is the factual answer
for the city. Whatever term you want to use, disperse, thin-out, dilute, or

evacuate, it is the only defensive approach to this powerful new weapon, which
can, with few exceptions, substantially destroy any one of our great cities.

Of course, in order to evacuate and prepare to receive our people in
the mutual aid and/or support areas, there is need of adequate warning time.

As you well know, a great deal has been, and is being done in this field. The

current installation of the Distant Early Warning (DEvr) line in the Artie, and
the erection of the "Texas Towers" on the Continental Shelf, off our East Coast,
are examples of this stepped-up activity. While our assiimptions for planning,
near the center of the United States for 1955> used 2J hours as a basis, there
is a good probability that within a year or so we will have reasonable assurance
of from four or more hours warning time of air attacks.

This new twin defensive tactic—.Evacuation and Reception of People-

—

poses many problems for the various services of Civil Defense, I believe all
will agree that the Welfare and Health services are in all probability, faced
with the most difficult and most corripiex planning task in this connection. This
is especially true ,v\'~u. it is realised that the Reception and Care of People
will ha'^e to be rendaiisd where the least facilities for the purpose exist.
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ThG Welfare and Health Services, are the two services, and the only
Civil Defense services, responsible for direct Reception and Care of People
•"unloaded" by an evacuation on our outlying communities due to threat of, or
actual, attack on our principal cities* Most of the other services, and very
important to the Civil Defense program, are concerned primarily with "things"
and not people.

Since one of the postulates of evacuation of a critical target city
is that countless lives will be saved, it follows there will ba a greater num-
bers of people for whom Reception and Care must be planned and as mentioned
previously where there is the least with which to plar.

There have been a number of tests to date that have demonstrated
thct cities can be evacuated. In April 19[:U, Spokane, iiTashmgton^ conducted a
successful "walk-out" of its downtown business area. The following month
Bremerton, Washington, conducted a test evacuation where vehicles were used
to disperse the population. During June 195^^^ Mobile^ Alabama,, evacuated
I48O blocks in 19 minutes. All of these movements of people were splendidly
executed and reflected the confidence of the public in its Civil Defense
leadership. But, in no instance that I can find recorded has any sizeable
evacuated group been transported into mutual aid or support areas and given
reception and care. The nearest experience we have to such conditions are

those that we obtained in areas damaged by tornados and floods, such as were
left in the wake of "Connie-' and "Dianne" this summer. However, situations
created by natural causes requiring the evacutation, reception and care of

people arc not analogous to those to be expected in H-Bomb emergencies

«

The areas threatened by tornados and floods usually have several hours, and
sometimes days advance warning of a pending emergency which gives them ample
time to mobilize human and other resources to cope with the potential danger.
A thermonuclear attack, on the othjrhand, could strike 100 different areas
with startling suddeness and devastating results in a matter of minutes.

Regardless of cause or effect, the task of moving a large pro-
portion of the population from any metropolit^-'n or urban area is compara-
tively easy when weighed against the task of Reception and Care for this
tremendous number of people once they have been evacuated from cMticaL
target city. In the early days of Civil Defense v/c asked I-!:utual Aid Areas
to let us know how margr evacuees they could receive and care for, and usually
the response was anywhere from fifty per cent to one hundred per cent of
current population. The implications of pre-attack evacuation planning
have changed this emphasis to where our mutual aid areas are now asked to
plan and care for evacuees on a three to one basis as a minimume

This so-called "Boarding-house" community located 30 to 50
miles outside of critical target city with a population of ^,000 people are
asked to plan the Reception and Care of 1^,000 people.

Obviously, this eliminated the oft-referred-to "hotel and restaurant"
concept of Welfr-re services as visualized under the first A-Bomb, and brings
us back to the stark individual family survival that will be necessary in the
early stages of evacuationr A family moving into a mutual aid area might
very well bo expected to care for itself on a personal survival basis for
at least 72 hours. During this time other services could be assembled
and made available for the reception and care of the larger number of people
involved.
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Herq the family car, Gquippod with an evacuation pack, con-

taining food, water, clothing, first aid kit and other essentials of living,

takes on significant proportions. Without it, movement of substantial num-
bers of population a safe distance is not feasible. It is a means of
sustaining life; it is a shelter providing protection for the elements;
a place to sitj sleep and find warmth.

We must build up the capacity of our people to survive under the

most adverse conditions. There is serious doubt as to how rapidly and how
much centralized service for the Reception and Care of people can be organized
in the suburban and rural areas outside our critical target cities in the
event of ws.r caused emergency.

Civil Defense is any area problem and planning must ranscend
political boundaries. We can r,o longer approach our planning on a commun-
ity basis. In Tennessee, for example, there arc 22 counties West of the

Tennessee River designated as the Memphis Mutual Aid Area, with the Civil
Defense Director of the principal city (Memphis) its Coordinator. Attached
to this mutual aid area are three counties from adjoining states; two from
Mississippi and one from Arkansas, No one city or county can plan an effective
Civil Defense program on its own. It must be done on an area basis.

In this connection, mutual aid agreements are entered into, vol-
untarily, over the signatures of the Mayor of the Principal City and the
County Judges of each county accepting the mutual assistance pact, and,

in reference to reception of people, the agreement contains an article which
states in effect - "Ife agree to receive at previously designated points, and
provide shelter, food, clothing, and other needs of the homeless people as
reasonably requested.

Of course, the State Civil Defense Office is the only motivating
mechanism that can bring the mutual aid area organization into being.

The Civil Defense directors and representatives of the various
services such as police, fire and welfare workers from the Mutual Aid Areas
are made aware of their duties and responsibilities by attending combined
meetings of one day duration, twice each year, called by the State Civil Defense
Office, and orgnized by the Coordinator of the Mutual Aid Area in which
meeting is to be hold. One such conference was held in Memphis, September l6th.
All Civil Defense directors in the various counties know what action they arc
to take in the event the principal city is ordered to evacuate, as well as

what advance surveys are to be completed in order to receive evacuees.

The Memphis-Shelby County Civil Defense Evacuation Flan, like that
of other critical target cities, is committed to moving its population into
Mutual Aid and Support Areas upon receipt of warning of probable attack.
Whan the evacuation signal is sounded, all mutual aid area Civil Defense
Directors come under the direction of the coordlnatr of the Area, who,
also, is the Civil Defense Director of Civil Defense during the period
of any emergency.

Vlhcn the Public Action signal EVACUATION sounds, ten cscapexirays

leading out of Memphis will immediat'^ly begin to channel about 300,000
persons to over one hundred and fifty Reception Areas in Tennessee, and
fifty in Mississippi and Arkansas. Of necessity these reception areas will be
forced to receive the arriving evacuees regardless of the amount of preparation
and planning they have done beforehand.
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I am sure you all can visualize the "Disorganized confusion"

that would exist among the people living in the outlying Reception and
Support areas when first they learned that an attack on the adjacent critical

tart,°t city was probably, and the later development into "Orderly chaos"

when evacuees began to clog the roads leading into their towns.

This brings out the need for new emphasis to be placed on Area
planning on a broadtr organization of community forces, to assist groups
in attaining unity of purpose in behalf of the general and specific objectives
necessary to the Reception of people. In short, a first-rate job of

community organization is needed between the forces within our cities
destined to be bombed and the mutual aid and support areas made up of

the countries, towns ^nd villages that are to receive the people evacuated
from the adjacent cpitiR*.l target city.

The responsibility 6f the small towns adjacent to critical tar-
get cities is three folds

1, To give direct all-out aid to the threatened or
attacked cities.

2» To give full help to the people forced to leave
the cities,

3* To take care of itself - while sharing its man-
power, facilities, markets, and other essentials
of life with evacuees received during an emergency.

Without this small town aid, and without soundly planned and
soundly organized Civil Defense, casualties during evacuation and reception
of people would mound needlessly, suffering would multiply and the services
of thousands of men and women needed to assist in reception and care of evac-
uees 'Mould be denied.

How can your small town be organized for Civil Defense and prepare
for the reception of people?

ff^RE AR'^ ^OUR BASIC STEPS

Step No. 1

First comes self-analysis ! How vulnerable are you to attack?
What are your needs in an emergency? Wh&+- are your resources? Where do
you fit into the mutual aid area picture and the still larger state and
interstate frame?

How many volunteers—men and women—can you muster? What are
their skills?

How many can treat a radiation burn, set a broken arm, minister
to shock victims, repair a power line, fix a bracken water main, run a gen-
erator, operate a car, bus, truck, bulldozer, mend a road, railroad, fight
a fire, assist police, cook and prepare large quantities of food against
spoiiflge?
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How many know what to do about biologial warfaro-^+hc pollution
of water and the infection of animals and plants with strange diseases? How
many know about radioactive fall-out and the six steps for survival."

A community can find out who could do what in a few days timc»

In one town, heads of families were asked through the newspapers, schools,
and over the radio and pulpit to be at home on a designated: evonin'. Can-
vassers listed the whole town's emergency skills in a single night.

Step No> 2

There should be a Civil Defense Director appointed, some one with
a following in the community, who can name others to set-up groups and in-
struct them in the phases of defense work.

Step No 3 .

Build your Civil Defense organization around existing services and
people who are specialists: fire and police auxiliaries around the fire and
police departments: first aid classes under the Red Cross, and emergency
welfare center under welfare department.

Step No. U »

Let your state and nearest target city directors know what you are
doing. They will give you advise and help. Tell you how to survey facilities
suitable for reception and care of people. They can also supply useful
training bulletins, letcrature and moving picture films.

We cannot organize, overnight for the great emergencies—whether
of war or of peace.

Reception of People, in a Civil Defense emergency, requires not
only the organization of individuals, each according to his ability, the
family, and the community, but also the area, st itc, region, and finally the
nation. It means planning together, helping each other in the best American
tradition.

How well prepared, then, are our small towns and suburban areas
for their Civil Defense role?

There have been some good starts made in various parts of Tenn-
essee and sections of the mid-south. But in general, most preparation
has been done in primary target cities j the least in areas remote from obvious
targets whe^e, due to distance fr^ra possible danger of direct attack, interest
in Civil Defense is slow to awaken.

However, we are making progress, but wa are far from being pre-
pared.

The problem of rousing America to peril is not new. It has been
pointed out that in 1775, George VJashington wrotc: in frustration to Richard
Henry Lee; "It is among the most difficult task I ever undertook in my life
to induce these people that there can be danger until the bayonet is pushed
at their breasts".
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The bayonet kills one at a thrust—a thermonuclear bomb—100,000
at a blast

I

There must be unity of purpose between public and private agencies
and organizations in the common objective of receiving the vast number of
people who are suddenly rendered homeless, helpless and in need of assis-
tance from outside themselves or their families. To meet this need will re-
quire the combined resources of business, industrial, social service, edu-
cational, religious, scientific and civic interests all engaged in a delib-
erately directed effort to assist mutual aid and support areas to receive,
feed, shelter, doctor and comfort evacuees forced to leave their homes.

To meet these needs on a local basis the Civil Defense director in
each town within the county mutual aid area appoints a director and deputy
director of emergency welfare services. The welfare director is in charge
of all Civil Defense welfare activities in the community, including planning,
recruiting, selecting facilities, requisitioning and training, as well as

integration of the welfare services with other Civil Defense services and
cooperation with existing welfare agencies for the reception and care of

evacuees.

Four assistants should be appointed to direct the principal emer-
gency welfare activities; (l) Registration and Information Branohj (2) Mass
Care Branchj (3) Rehabilitation Branch, and (h) Evacuation and Reception
Branch,

personnel for carrying out the four programs should be recruited
from public and private welfare agencies, council of social agencies and
the like.

To help plan and operate the many-sided welfare program a local
advisory committee should be formed.

The local emergency welfare director w-ill survey the facilities,
suitable for welfare centers, in the area of his responsibility and plan
their full utilization and supplementation to provide reception and care
for evacuees in private dwellings, institutions, churches, schools, lodge
halls, restaurants, hotels, motels and in open areas such as parks, race
tracks, fairgrounds, picnic siges and open air moving picutre theatres.

The welfare center is a building or group of buildings in close
proximity which serve as a focal point around which welfare and related
services are organized. Its main purpose is to support and make full utili-
zation of the private dwellings resources within the town or county where
located.

This has been a difficult concept to interpret since we tend to
cling to the ideas of the past. No longer can we rely mainly on the con-
gregate type facilities, due to their likely pre-emption for hospitals and
schools, for meeting the needs of the people. In a sense every home in our
mutual aid and support areas, nee^^.s to become a "center" in which people are
received andl given care for an immediate period. The welfare center supports
services, such as feeding, information, clothing, social services, and the
like, or by moving out such services to the neighborhoods and its homes
through the distribution of bulk food or clothing, and in rendering other
services. The major function of the welfare facility in mutual aid and
support areas, is not what it does from within its own crnfine§ but what it
does throughout the specified geographical area it is assigned to cover.
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Obviously, as mentioned previously, there will be many facilities
suitable for congregate reception of paople, such as schools and churches,
that will be pre-empted, and prop rly so, by the medical services for the
care of casualties. Other like buildings will have been selected and pre-
designated as emergency hospitals, to which the fixed or regular hospitals,
their staffs and patients, located in the critical target cities, will be

evacuted in an emergency.

The moving of school children out of potentially danger locations
as units, escorted by their teachers, to pre-determined buildings in towns
and villa es in mutual aid and support areas will also pre-empt other suit-
able faciliti s for congregate reception and care, but will be a long step
in providing protection for this important segment of the population.

In addition to the people lodged in private homes and oo ngregate
lodgings, such as schools and churches, many of those received in out-lying
communities must be cared for in open areas in the immediate period duri ng

and following evacuation or attacks The Mutual Aid welfare organization
must be ready to operate at such points. Tents, canvas, plastics, and
other protective materials, must be utilized to create shelter from the ele-
ments for the evacuees. Food and clothing must be provided , registration
and information sei'vices made available, and other Civil Defense services
called upon to provide light and water, set up sp.nitation facilities, first
aid stations, and communications. The morale of the people cared for in
congregate facilities, and in open and semi-open conditions must be main-
tained. In this latter connection, it might be mentioned, experience in
England during World War II indicated that evacuees, living in private
homes, drew a great deal of moral strength from association with other
evacuees living in congregate facilities where recreation centers were in
operation. It gave them an opportunity to get away from the close living
conditions of private dwellings.

It is imperative that advance Civil Defense plana for the Recep-
tion of People who will be poured into the towns and villages, in mutual aid
and support areas during an evacuarion, include the selection and desig-
nation of large fields, suitable for parking evacuees transportation,
with roads leading thereto conspiciously marked, and arrangements made
for a sufficient number of police, or auxiliary police, to direct and
control traffic, supervise parking, and to guard parking areas. These
plans should also provide for a large number of well-instructed guides,
in each community designated as a reception center, to be stationed at

parking areas or other receiving points for the purpose of conducting
evacuees to predetermined billets, such as schools, churches, family
_ dwellings, or other buildings, or open areas. These guids should have
in their possession billeting schedules, containing information indi-
cating location of each billet, the number of people it can accommodate,
the location of the registration and information office, where food,
water, and clothing are available and any other information and instrnctionfi
deemed necessary to the welfare, control, and operation of the area.

Upon notification of probable attack and decision to evacuate a
critical target city, the director of the emergency welfais service would,
after alerting outlying communities concerned, instruct the directors of
the food procurement and distribution section, and the clothing collection
and distribution section of the mass care branch, to prepare to supply the
towns and villages in the mutual aid area where reception centers or assem-
bly areas are to be Iccated. Initially, food supplies would come from the stocks
on hand in grocery chain store warehouses, as well as the stocks on
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shelves of stores themselves located within the critical target city.
Distribution of food to the towns and villages would be accomplished by
utilization of personnel and transportation regularly employed by the food
distributers for this purpose. Delivery of food supplies where applicable,
would be made to, and receipt signed by, the merchant who operates the nor-
mal outlet for the chain in the community.

The clothing collection and distribution section would draw,
initially, on stocks of male and female clothing from clothing and depart-
ment stffires and dress shops and arrarge for delivery to pre-determined men's
clothing and department storns and ladies' dress ships in reception center
communities* This method of stockpiling food and clothing in the communi-
ties designated as reception centers provides a ready-made and reasonably
safe storage; utilizes the services of experience personr.el, and makes
supplies available for immediate use by the reception center. This action
on the part of the mutual aid area will greatly assist the State Office of
Civil Defense to organize the support areas for operation.

AS conditions permit the function of the reception center in
mutual aid and support areas will shift to other services; especially
rehabilitiation senrice. In time the residents of the reception commun-
ity will need assistance adjusting to the problems of crowding , differing
cultures, and financial strains which evacuees have thrust upon them.
They, as well as the people they received from the critical target city,
will require counsel and guidance, spiritual aidk financial assistance
and other services. They will have lost breadwinners, sTiffered loss of

earnings because of injuries, destruction of plants or other disaster
caused situations.

Arrangements for returning evacuees to their home community
must be made as must the reuniting of separated families, special cafe
for children, institutionalized groups, the aged, chronically ill, and
others unable to care for themselves. The leadership and personnel from
the mutual aid and support areas with its accumulated experience, gained
from the reception of people will be sorely needed in this "unwinding"
process—-resettling of evacuees in their homes.

There has been much comment about the evacuation of persons
from urban areas and their reception into what may become a fall-out
zone. There is one thing, in this connection, that we should keep clearly
in mind and that is the primary killers in thermonuclear warfare are blast
and heat. Radioactive fall-out is a secondary hazard and one that we can
do something about. Proper protective measures can reduce the radiation
hazard to a negligible figure, HpWever, nothing has been devised to date
that can replace distance as a defense against blast and heat.

As you can see from the problems touched on, herein, we are
only on the threshold of what must be accomplished to ready our people for
what may be ahead for all of us, i'fe in Civil Defense have a serious and
grave responsibility in planning for the period which lies ahead.

So in these days of world tension, we must do everything with-
in our power to clear up misunderstandings between men and nations. It is possible
as Sir Winston Churchill stated recently, they hydrogen bomb will prove to be our
best insurance against another world war. But, if, this should not be, if our effort
to keep the world at peace should fail, we must then be ready to meet the full weigh
of enemy attack. This can only be done if we are prepared to fact maturely our ob-
ligations of citizenship and plan for the uncertain future realipticaliy, intelligent!
and with sure senee of purpose.





/s/

JOHN F. S OILERS

Lt. Col,, U.S.A. (Ret.)

Vice President, Region Three
U.S. Civil Defense Council - and
Deputy Director, Memphis-Shelby
County Civil Defense Commission

REFERENCES: Scope and Necessity for Evacuation Planning - FCDA 195U
The Changing Emphasis - FCDA Welfare Office - 195U-55
Emergency Vfelf ae Services AG12-1 FCDA
Civil Defense Mass Care - Soate of Tennessee January 195$
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EVACUATION AJffi TIE SCHOOLS

ms. PHILIP J. IjCODlvARD

REGIClvAL DKITICTOR V.OEEM'S ACTIVITIES FCDA

There is no one plan for school evacuation which can apply to all areas
of this Cotintry, The evacuation planning must be geared to the particu-
lar resources of the coranunity in which it is taking place. For example,

in certain communities today, the Civil defense Director is planning
a "Go Hoiuc" ttcvcncnt v;hich xrould preceed actual evacuation of the City«

In other communities where lack of warning tine makes ncccssai^'- the
utilization of every minute, evacuation will take place from the point
at which any given person finds himself at the time signal is sounded.

In school evacuations there are many factors which must be considered.
Some communities transport almost their entire populace in school busses
and those busses arc kept within a short distance of the school during
school hours. In such cases Civil Defense Directors are planning to use
the busses to move the children out of the target area. In other Cities
th«««pupils all walk to school or use street cars for transportation.
In such comm.unities it may be necessary to conduct a survey in every
school district of all types of transportation available xirithin that
district and to plan to use private cars, busses and trucks for movement
of the school population. In some suburban communities on the fringe
of our target Cities, Parent's Comriittecs have been set up, have con-
ducted their ovm survey of the cars available during school hours and
have assigned mothers xd.thin the district to report immediately to
school upon the sounding of the signal and start moving the children,
loading each car with up to eight children as they emerge from the
schools.

However, there are certain basic things which every Civil Defense Direc-
tor shoxhLd do in approaching the question of school evacuation. First,
he should plan any croblem of school evacuation with the full consent
and co-operation of the parents. Secondly, he should let school authori-
ties, aid by this T mean the elected School "boards, the School Superin-
tendent and the Principle of the School develop the details in co-operation
with the parents. Now this means that he must first educate the school
authorities and representatives of the Parent's Associations in his over
all Civil Defense planning and in the narticular details of his over all
evacuation plan. Having done this, the school groups should be able to
develop a planning group xjho will work out the procedures for the schools
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involved and an operational group that will carry out the actual evacua~
tion according to the pl8.ns made.

If this approach is used there should be a feeling on the part of the

sCiiool authorities that they are sharing in a part of the Civil Defense
progreia and cooperation on their part is almost autorntically insured.
If on the other hand a Civil Defense Director attempts to impose a plan
upon the schools, he may meet with complete opposition, both on the part
of school authorities, and on the part of the parents involved.

Every parent's immediate reaction to evacuation planning Is the feeling that

they wish their children to move with them in their own cars. In most

cases th:.s is going to "be impossible. It is therefore particularly impor-

tant that they understand why evacuation is necessary, why their children
will be better taken c&re of by the plan accepted for the comHunity, and
hov; they as individuals can help the plan to succeed. This is the process
that was used in ilobile, this was the process ths.t was used in the sciiool

evacuation in Bangor, and I know that the directors of those Cities will
tell you that without the parents' cooperation you cannot work the evac-
uation plan,

I have said little about the planning for the reception of these children,
but it is essential parents feel certain that their children will be pr'^p—

erly taken care of at the end of the line and that they feel assured that

they will be reunited with their children as soon as it can possibly be

arranged. If these aspects are not covered in your evacuation planning,
then your planning is only half-done.

Remember that family life is the keystone on which m.ost of our American
institutions are founded. A smooth working and successful school evacu-
ation plan is perhaps his most essential part of your overall evacuation
operation, I urge you again to bring into your planning, those who are

properly qualified to deal with these portions of it, and you will have
gone a long ways in obtaining the public support which you must have for

Civil Dofonse in your community.

***!





THE IMPACT OF CURRENT EVENTS ON CIVIL DEFENSE

by

J. R. KILLIAN, JR.

Fourth Annual Conference
U. S. Civil Defense Council
Hotel Statler, Boston

I welcome this opportunity to speak to this Conference not only be-
cause we are happy to have it meet in Boston, but because I have some strong
convictions about the impact of recent and current events on the importance
and the program of civil defense. I wish particularly to stress my strong
ccrwiction that civil defense has never been more important and vital than it

is now and that the technology of weapons developments both for vis and for
other countries makes civil defense at once more difficult and more essential.

Since I live and work in a scientific and technological community,
let me first make some observations about the relation of science to national
security. The first and basic contribution which science can make to our
nation^ security is to be strong and flourishing in its own right. Out of this
basic science, motivated in large part by disinterested curissity, come the
applications which we call technology, and which we use to bstter our environ-
ment and health, to increase our standard of living, and to augment our mili-
tary strength.

All of these applications add to our national security, but the first
two, the peaceful applications, are far more important to our security in the
long run than is the specialized form of technology aimed at augmenting military
strength.

It is possible, and I hope true, that science and its applications
are serving our security and the furtherance of peace in two special ways at
this juncture of world affairs. In steadily increasing the power of weapons,
it is deterring war and hopefully it may be helping, through the awful power
of these weapons, to convince the nations of the world that total war no longer
is a reasonable instrument of national policy for anybody. Instead, a major
thermo-nuclear war could be a war of nearly total destruction for both sides.

The second special way science may be reducing the will for war,
and thus increasing our security, is by producing at an accelerating rate new
ways to improve man's lot, his health, his standard of living, and his op-
portunities for spiritual growth. May not the breath-taking possibilities in
the peaceful use of the atom so command the energies and capture the imagina-
tions of mankind that he will conclude that he can gain more from nature than
from fighting? Within the United States this concept has powerfully influenced
our national career. If from the atom we can multiply man's supply of energy
and thus his wealth manyfold, may we not find in this revolution possible re-
lease from tensions that arise from want and dsspair? May we not really show
that Toynbee was right when he predicted that this century could be the "first
age since the dawn of civilizataon , , , in which people dared to think it
practical, to make the benefits of civilisation available to the whole human
race,"
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In suggesting these possible benign effects of the current outpouring

of new inventions and technology, I recognize also the duality of this power.

It can be used for evil and destruction as well as for growth and security*

This is true of all forms of knowledge and power, of which science is only
one. The solution is not to try to prevent the tide of knowledge from rolling
on. The hope lies in all the array of means, political, philosophical, moral,

spiritual, whereby msin seeks to control himself.

Having made these general observations, let me now venture my own
evaluation of our current defensive position. Nothing that has occurred in
recent months has reduced my sense of urgency with respect to our need to be

alert, determined, and successful in maintaining deterrent military strength
and the stror^est possible defense against attack on our homeland. Along with
this feeling runs a parallel feeling of urgency id-th respect to the need to

keep the peaceful objectives of America foremost before the world and to main-
tain unretarded the peaceful progress of our society.

If my remarks are shaped by a sense of urgency, they do not reflect
any sense of defeatism. On the contrary, I am hopeful that we can find a way
out of the dilemma facing both ourselves and the nations of the Soviet Bloc,
We may move into a period of military stalemate, a period when either side will
have the ability to destroy the other, but still a dynamic period of changing
measures and counter measures and technological contest, I find little comfort
in this grim prospect, although certainly it is better than that of having any
enemy with greater military strength or better than that of total war, A
state of indefinite insecurity will be extremely difficult to maintain and as

a goal seems hardly acceptable.

We must strive for more , K we can maintain, in the phrase of one of
my colleagues, a "sense of virgency without despair," a program for building new
strength steadily, and the courage to seek peace and reconciliation without
cynicism ~ if we can maintain these conditions as a minimum, then we may avoid
either satlemate or total war, 1^ hopeful glance at these possibilities for
peace is prompted by something more than faith, although faith supports them
too, I have seen enough examples of mobilized intelligence achieving the unexpec-
ted and improbable, not to be hopeful.

The recent conference at the summit provided a great lift to our
spirits. The demonstration of superb qualities of poise and moral leadership
by President Eisenhower is evidence of the possibilities of progress, as in-
deed was the new civility of the Soviets and their obvious desire to ease ten-
sions if not to make concessions. Deeply encouraging, too, was the dramatic
new approach to inspection represented by President Eisenhower's proposal for
aerial reconnaissance. World opinion was more perceptive about the significance
of this proposal than the sophisticated exprets who felt it to have been a futile
grandstand play. Subtle considerations made it more than that. Inspection,
which reduces the possibility of surprise, coxild be an enormous gain even if it
only revealed the massing of delivery forces and gave no information on nuclear
weapons

•

So long as the possibility of reliable disarmament by the great nations
lies before us, however remote and conjectural, however dim in outline, we
should persistently seek it with patience and hope and with all the ingenuity
we can summon to find a sound solution. Nothing should Ije left undone to find
ways of controlling the means of total war. Nothing should be left undone to
give elequent testimony that American traditions, needs, and ideals make peace
and friendliness its goals.
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However, until a disarmament plan demonstrably valid in intent and

execution has been devised and accepted by the armed nations, the United States

must steadily augment its military strength, V7e cannot assume our present

forces and weapons to be good enough j we must not relax vigilance or slow our

gain in strength. Under present conditions we have no alternative but to main-

tain increasingly powerful offensive and defensive military forces, a sound

mobilization base, a high degree of readiness to prevent or counter surprise

attack, a strong civil defense, and vigorous research and development aimed at

superiority of weapons at all times.

There is no inconsistence in irorking hard for disarmament Tihile work-
ing hard to bo stronijer. The present national policy of strengthening; our vjea-

pons technology is sound* It would be national folly to do anythinn; else be-
cause Aussia now smiles instead of glowers. The existence of deliverable nu-
clear weapons x^hich might be used against us permits no other course than one
of increasing strength and readiness, '/capons of total destruction cannot be
countered or their use deterred by fractional means,

Jithin these conditions, i'irralj'- adhered to, I support efforts to
achieve inspection, the reduction of the possibility of surpcrise, and actual
disarmament with deep conviction and oap,er hope, With the same vigor that
we seek to create nevj i-jeapons, we should mobilize our crc.itivc intelligence
to reduce tensions and the probability of war.

And now, having expressed my views in regard to the importance of
maintaininf^ our military superiority and of keeping ourselves alert and our
powder dr;,'-, I vjish to suggest come of the ways in which technological develop-
ment is affecting the methods and policies of our Civil Defenise Program, The
observations which I make rest upon the conclusions of a namber of people whose
expertners in this field is far ,",reater than mine emd in xjhose judgment I place
great confidence.

I viould like to emphasize first of all the importance of a sound
Civil Defonse Program as a means of maintaining a maximum freedom of action
on the part of the United Stftes in deterring war, Je must have the strongest
nossible military means to deter i-jar, but our position is weakened if we do
not have in association with this a carefully and firnly planned and managed
Civil Defpnse System which will insure the maximum opportunity of survival
in the event that the United States should ever be attacked. The concept of
civil defense being itself an effective deterrent has not been given sufficient
prominence in our discussions of it. In this sense the basic objective of our
Civil Defense Program should be to insure the likelihood that those cities
and communities subject to an atomic attack in the event of war could survive
to reorganize their life and thus to malce it more difficult for any kind of
sneak attack to be conclusive, iJhile our main deterrent to war and to an at-
tack against the United States is our capacity to inflict terrible damage on
the enemy, this deterrent needs to be augmented and accompanied by the deter-
rent strength of an adequate defense against atomic attack should it come. It
seems to me that these are all parts of a coherent policy of building deterrent
strength,

A second consideration arising from the changing technology of weapons
is the need to adapt our Civil Defense to the new vjeapons and conditions of at-
tack to which ire might be subjected. In the ma.n, our Civil Defense concepts
were developed in the period when we considered only atomic weapons and not
thermonuclear ones. The well-oublicized inforiiiation tha.t we noxj have sub-
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stantially larger vjeapons and that under cartain conditions these vjeapons

produce radioactive fall-out that can endanger large areas has a great impact

on the whole method and policy of pi'otscting our cities. This chr.nge inrcsed

by weapons developments points up the very great importance of adequate re-
search aad investigation on the best methods of accomplishing the protection
rur cities should have, IJhilc I recotaiize full vjell that the general ad-
visability of research has been accepted and is vrell understood, and that

larger funds are novj available for research programs, I also gather that the

actual nrocess of our carrying through this research to conclusive, useful
results is still on the list of unfinished business.

I urge the vital importance of our Government's carry ing througli to
completion those analyses and studies which will throw li,;ht en the caf-ualties

to be expected from various kinds of thermonuclear attacks and ?n t.'ie /ar:.ous

conditions of evacuation and shelter, I urge that survival studies -noj plan-
ned for major cities be carried through ^^rith urgency and dispatch* If such
studies are to be really effective and conclusive, they should be made by
groups that have had available all the necessary classified data-

It next seems urgently important to bring to fruition or to com'lete

those studies and plans which wj.ll enable us to feel sure that, our national
civil defense policy is designed to cope adequately with the threat created
by thermonuclear weapons and the radioactive fall-out from surface bursts.

These txiro sources of information data and plans can greatlj'- affect
our vrhole evacuation program and nay place a wholly new emphasis on shelters,
particularly shelters against peripheral blast damage or against the fall-out.

In the judgment of some people v;ho have examined the problein thought-
fully, it may be entirely possible for suggestions to be made for the altera-
tion of local building codes for new c nstruction ~ these chr.nges to recognize
the possibility of achieving more blast protection in certain peripheral areas
of an ex;;:losion, even in resir'entii^l construction, "'.ussia appare.ntly and other
^filuropean countries have been more advanced t^haa we in taking civil defense
action cf this kind.

Again, we should also clearly recognize that the above kinds of
'Studies ere essential if vre are to adapt our evacuation and shelter nolicies
to the special requirements imposed by different cities, particularly require-
ments arising out of location and pattern and size. Such studies would give
us a still better basis for planning and carrying through necessary long-
term policies in rrgard to dispersion. Finally, as a peirt of a coherent Civil
Deferise Program, we need to make sure tliat we have the instruments and the
methods of protection from radiological contamination and that rdequate methods
and instruments are available to Civil Defense agents.

All of these considerations and factors point up the importance of
research and analysis so that we may make policies and programs based on facts
and not on suppositions, j'hile I a; reciate full well the difficulties of
initiating and carrying through research in this field, I nevertheless stress
and urge the importance of increased research and analysis in our Civilian De-
fense Program, Not o ly must we have the research and carry it tlirough to
the point where it yields results of value, but we must have the mechanism for
carrying these resL'lts through to positive decisions translatable into action.

In summary, I come back to mr basic point that nothing in the current
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scene reduces the need for a stron-^ Civil Defense Froj^jram, Novr that we have
some gliimner of hope that peaceful resolutions of our problems na^'' not be

wholly unachievable, v:e need more than ever to rnaJce sure that the deterrent
peace-encenderinc effects of a coh-.rent defense prooram be maintained ?t the
highest possible level, and as I hrive said, civil defense is an eipentijJ.

part of such an over-all position of strength and of peace through de:-?:.:'f^ncs<,
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fNpening remarks by Paul B, Hartenstein, Executive Director , Philadelphia
Civil Defense Council

Boston, Mass.

Chairman - Panel Discussion - Saturday , October..!.

Topic - Movement of People and Equipment

Among the many civil defense problems which confront all of us who
serve in civil defense nnne, at this moment, is the equal of evacuation
in magnitude and complexity.

Prom my colleagues on this panel, you will hear some of the particulars
of movement problems related to people and equipment, and' for that reason,

I msh to set this panel in motion with a comment concerning a slightly
different aspect of the total and enormous problem of survival plan development.

Te have had some of the best minds of Philadelphia working vdth us

in the development of our plan, as I'm sure you have had in your own cities
across the country. We have arrive-1. at a preliminary plan which is related
mostly to the expedition of traffic - both foot and vehicular - with no final
determinations as to reception areas, or medical and welfare problems.

Because resources and the problems of political subdivision and juris'Iictions
did not, at this time, make those solutions possible, the funds which have

since been made available by the Federal Government for these surveys and
stuaies, however, will make it possible for us to complete this work. But,

this is not what I Y/ish to concern you with now. Vihat I do want to impress
on you most emphatically is, something that in ray judgment may prove to
be the greatest problem at all. I'm speaking of the importance and necessity
of developing a climate of cooperation among all the people, which will enable
us to put our plans into effect and make evacuation itself the success it

mi t be if we are to survive. Keep in mind, that while we will need disciplined
movement, the people i\d.ll have to believe in what thsy are doing, and know
that it is in their o^wn bjst interest. It is a matter of ejttensive education
in the facts of survival; intensive publicity to make it a live program, and
super salesmanship to "sell" John Q. Public. If we can succeed in these fields,
we will have what I like to call a climate of cooperation, or an atmosphere of

acceptance. The key, of course, is that an effective evacuation plan
literally can mean the difference between life and death. Life if the plan
is accepted and followed; death if it is not underst.-'od or rejected,

I do not wish to minimize any of the difficulties which will be en-
countered by your city or mine, even if the best possible plan materializes.
Certainly, during the hour or two of advance warning we will be hard-pressed
to keep confusion from destroying the effectiveness of any evacuation program.
With as many as six hours, or whatever we eventually obtain, the problem
will be proportionally lessened. I sincerely believe that every single life
that is saved as a result of the survival plans which we will develop, will be
an everlasting monument to those who design, test and execute them. But,
make no mistake about it. All of that we do in this direction will have to be
sold to the people, Mary will accept and, indeed, have already accepted
evacuation and all that it implies. Many more unfortunately have not accepted
it and, in their ow^ words, will not do so in the future.
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Te must convince them that survival requires that they escape from the

initial effects of a tigh yielJ weapon; that they must understand and
practice protective measures agair.st radioactivity and fall-outj 2nd that food^

medical and laelfare needs, adequate at least to sustain the life they
saved by cooperating, will be provi led. Survivors and survival are the
reasons wky we are hsro in Boston. Ours is a ta^'k. -f immense responsibility
and difficulty, but having solved the mechanics of survival, we must convince
the people of America that they will operate in their own best interest by
follovding carefully the plans and instructions developed for their safety.

Having so spoken, we now tura our attention to the business of this
panel. From each of these gentlemen we will hear some of the specifics
involved. Once we have heard a brief statement from each member of the panel,
I sincerely hope that you vd.ll find that their remarks have been sufficiently
stimulating to prompt you to join In the di-StMJs-Bion which will follow.
Television programs don't seem to remember that a panel operates from the
benefit and eiilightenmeut of the audience, I'm not John Daly; w^e're not on
televiaion; so please be prepa 'ed to participate personally in all that is
said from this platform.

^Hi-;s-!H;-!;--;H'c^<~»'
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Sximmary of Panel Discussion rn
THE MWEflENT OF PEOPLE AW EQUIPMENT

Chairman; Paul B. Hartenstein

United States Civil Defense Council

Fourth Conference

Boston, Mass, - October 1, 19^5

As ehairman of the P?nel, I think it appropriate to summarize thp- dis-
cussions we have just heard, which I believe - and hope you agree ••

were interesting and helpful. We are in agreement on the following
points I

1) - The problem of evacuation is exceedingly difficult and com-
plex. Even though it is "tough", the necessity for it is apparent and
we must not "walk sway" from our responsibility,

2) - Our plans need perfecting, further study and constant re-
vision so that we might keep abreast of road and bridge improvements,
population shifts and increased availability of transportation facilities.

3) - The public must be "sold" on the necessity of evacuation and
underst?nd the importance of disciplined action,

h) - We will need the vmderstanding help of all media of commim-
ications; newspapers, magazines, television and radio, in order to

develop the climate of understanding so essential to the success of
any evacuation program,

5) - The recent action of the Congress in appropriating funds
for the development of evacuation studies, plans and tests in cer-
tain metropolitan complexes is a stimulus to the entire concept of
evacuation and will prove to he of great value in our survival pro-
gram,

6) - Evacuation must be considered in relation to the necessity
of a continuing shelter program and the present evacuation concept
must fit into our overall responsibility to study constantly, revise
as necessary, and always keep flexible our Civil Defense plans.
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THE RECEPTION OF PEOPLE - PANEL DISCUSSION

TO BE PRESENTED SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 19$5, TO THE UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE
COUNCIL FOURTH CONFERENCE, HOTEL STATLER, BOSTON, M/vSSACHUSETTS.

By Joseph N, Garrety, Vice President, Region II
United States Civil Defense Council, and,
Director of Greater York Area Civil Defense

PROGRAM FOR RECEPTION AREAS:

1. A.dvance Planning
2. Notification and Authority

3. Movements of Refugees
h. Assignment of Families, Aged, Sick and Injured
5. Mass Shelter and Feeding Programming

1. ADVANCE PLANNING

The surveys of normal resources of the community, description of
each shelter and utilities available. Train key personnel for each
shelter. See that Shelter Chairman is appointed. Arrange for medical,
sanitation protection and utilities. See that there is a pure water
supply and sanitary conditions,

2. NOTIFICATION AND AUTHORITY

See that no groups of peoples are sent 'unless proper authority is
secured from state level and line of command. To authorize reception
areas as to how many, ' from where and means of transportation coining to
the locality involved,

3. MOVEMENTS OF REFUGEES

Designation of assembly centers on the frini;© area by local com-
mand, where dispersal takes place on designated roads established by
local authority with proper traffic protection. Each caravan to be

accompanied by Commanding Officer -with list of refugees and assign-
ments and proper direction given him by proper authority at points by
telephone, shortwave, or messenger, so all will be in readiness upon
the arrival of the caravan,

h, ASSIGNI-iENT OF FMILIES, AGED, SICK AND INJURED

See that the proper division of refugees are made into groups.
The condition of the refugees would expedite direction at the reception
end, injured, aged, pregnant and infirm should be sent in ^eprirate

caravans with nedical care for enroute. Messages sent before departure
with necessary information will give ample time to prepare for the
reception,

5. MASS SHELTER AND FEEDING PROGRAMMING

Mass shelter should be utilized first; that will permit normal
conditions to prevail in reception areas. Centers having trained help
and cafeteria, churches, school buildings, or other feeding facilities
should be utilized takinr over their trained personnel
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SUMMRY:

Registration from list sent with caravans should be taken on
arrival and assignments to shelters so welfare inquiries can be answered
and nearest of kin notified where located. Headquarters should be

established at convenient points to receive this information and given
to press, radio, television and interested relatives.

In planning to receive upward of 1000 or more refugees thoughts
should be i^iven to prepare food in large centers near to shelters and
transported there during emergency oeriod at least until organization
is effected on a local level.

Food, Clothing and Shelter Chairmen should be located at a known
central headquarters, not at the shelter with representatives of
of Securi.ty, Transportation and Medical, to receive messages and activate
the proper personnel. Welfare headquarters should be located at a

central office with ample telephone and telegraph facilitiesj press and
radio groups would render better service if their representatives were
at these locations to transmit proper dnformation. Reception Committee
will be busy with duties at hand.

Clothing, cots and blankets. An inventory of all local manufac-
turers and merchants are essential in preplanning. Cots and blankets
should be requisitioned from State through the proper channels

EXPENSES

Each chairman in charge of the several activites should be
authorized to contract bills, and when in doubt a request should be
transmitted to central office for authority. Control must be kept or
unnecessary expenditure will take place,

Joseph N, Garrety, Director
Greater York Area Civil Defense
Vice President, Region II
United States Civil Defense Council
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THE RECEPTION OF PEOPLE ^ PANEL DISCUSSION

TO BE PRESENTED SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1955, TO THE UNITED STATES CIVIL DEFENSE
COUNCIL FOURTH CONFERENCE, HOTEL STATLER, BOSTON, MSSACHUSETTS.

By Joseph N, Garrety, Vice President, Region II
United States Civil Defense Council, and.
Director of Greater York Area Civil Defense

PROGRAM FOR RECEPTION AREAS

:

1, Advance Planning
2i Notification and Authority

3, Movements of Refugees
h» Assignment of Families, Aged, Sick and Injured
5. Mass Shelter and Feeding Programming

1. ADVANCE PLANNING

The surveys of normal resources of the community, description of
each shelter and utilities available. Train key personnel for each
shelter. See that Shelter Chairman is appointed. Arrange for medical,
sanitation protection and utilities. See that there is a pure water
sTippljr and sanitary conditions,

2. NOTIFICATION AND AUTHORITY

See that no groups of peoples are sent "unless proper authority is
secured from state level and line of command. To authorize reception
areas as to how many, " from where and means of transportation coming to
the locality involved,

3. MOVEMENTS OF REFUGEES

Designation of assembly centers on the frin'^e area by local com-
mand, where dispersal takes place on designated roada established by
local authority with proper traffic protection. Each caravan to be
accompanied by Commanding Officer with list of refugees and assign-
ments and proper direction given him by proper authority st points by
telephone, shortwave, or messenger, so all will be in readiness upon
the arrival of the caravan,

k. ASSIGNMENT OF FMILIES, AGED, SICK AND INJURED

See that the proper division of refugees are made into groups.
The condition of the refugees would expedite direction at the reception
end, injured, aged, pregnant and infirm should be sent in jeprrate
caravans with medical care for enroute. Messages sent before departure
with necessary information will give ample time to prepare for the
reception,

5. MASS SHELTER AND FEEDING FROGR.^MMING

Mass shelter should be utilized first; that will permit normal
conditions to prevail in reception areas. Centers having t?rained help
and cafeteria, churches, school buildings, or other feeding facilities
should be utilized taking over their trained personnel
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SUMMRY:

Registration from list sent with caravans should be taken on
arrival and assignments to shelters so welfare inquiries can be answered
and nearest of kin notified where located. Headquarters should be

established at convenient points to receive this information and given
to press, radio, television and interested relatives.

In planning to receive upward of 1000 or more refugees thoughts
should be given to prepare food in large centers near to shelters and
transported there during emergency period at least until organization
is effected on a local level.

Pood, Clothing and Shelter Chairman should be located at a known
central headquarters, not at the shelter with representatives of
of Security, Transportation and Medical, to receive messages and activate
the proper personnel. Welfare headquarters should be located at a

central office with ample telephone and telegraph facilities; press and
radio groups would render better service if their representatives were
at these locations to transmit proper 'information. Reception Committee
will be busy with duties at hand.

Clothing, cots and blankets. An inventory of all local manufac-
turers and merchants are essential in preplanning. Cots and blankets
should be requisitioned from State through the proper channels

EXPENSES

Each chairman in charge of the several activites should be
authorized to contract bills, and when in doubt a request should be
transmitted to central office for authority. Control must be kept or
unnecessary expenditure will take place,

Joseph M, Garrety, Director
Greater York Area Civil Defense
Vice President, Region II
United States Civil Defense Council





OUTLINE FOR THE

DISASTER EVACUATION PRESFOTATION

by

Francis C. Cleary, Deputy Director
Boston Civil Defense Department

TO BE PRESEl^ITED SATURDAY, OCTOB'^R 1, 1955, TO TH^ UNITED STATES CWIL DEFENSE
COUNCIL FOURTH CONFERENCE, HOTEL STATLER, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Thie problems involved in the movement of vital equipment during an
emergency are in many respects the same as those involved in the movement of

people. The essential underlying problem of all is an attempt to move too marrjr

vehicles in too short a time over roads that are inadequate and too few in number.
Another thing to be considered is the fact that the movement of all equipment
under threat of a borabing attack would be secondary to the movement of people©
Our first and primary aim in the reception of an alert signal is to save lives and
equipment; and other forms of property would necessarily be a secondary consider-
ation. No one could justify a condition of roads clogged with trucks moving
equipment which prevented the passage of automobiles containing men, women and
children who would be trying to move out of the city so they might save their
lives

.

Perhaps all plans for evacuation call for the maximum usage of every
vehicle to be used in the dispersal of the civilian population over one-way roads
that do not permit cross traffic,. Elaborate controls have been planned and de-
vised to expedite the number of vehicles carrying people out of the city. For
example, in the case of the City of Boston, we have seventy-eight traffic con-
trol points and road blocks to divert traffic from the downtown part of the city
and turn it around so that it goes out into the suburbs* Only through such
traffic control can we make our existing highways clear enough so that the auto-
mobiles which are in parking lots, parking spaces and at meters may leave the
downtoxm area with the thousands of passengers they must carry. We sincerely be-
lieve that any movement of people or equipment must be in at least two steps,

or we do not have control. Just as people in a fire drill pause for a few seconds
to let another group pass, so must we move our vehicles out oT the Metropolitan
area in two or more steps. This will reduce drastically the surge of traffic
vrtiich would otherwise completely paralyze our, roads.

For the most part, movement of equipment such as mobile cori-miunica-

tions units would be in the group of vehicles which leaves first. This would be
necessary to provide adequate communication all along the line to the police-
manned control points so that the flow of traffic would be as even and as safe
as possible. Personnel of mobile or emergency hospitals would be travelling as

individuals in passenger cars out from the city on one of the exit routes; and
there probably would be very little possibility of moving much hospital equipment
out of the evacuated area, since our plans largely call for the evacuation of
personnel, who will report to a hospital or emergency hospital once they have
gone out of the target area. Most large cities, I believe, are planning to pro-
vide adequate personnel from among those evacuated to staff existing hospital
facilities or other hospital units which may be brought in or improvised in the
outlying areas.

In the original planning for Civil Defense which was based on an atomic
bombing of approximately one to two and a half kilotons, plans were made to dis-
perse fire equipment out of the probable target zone on the yellow alert. Today
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ttie threats of a megaton bombing have nullified such planning. The area which
would be affected is so large that it has raised a very debatable question regarding
the use and movement of fire equiT^rienta Naturally, much of our fire equipment will
move out on the exit routes which load from the city,. A question which has never
really be answered is whether or not all fire equipment in large cities will
move out and leave the city, especially the high value district, entirely un-
protected should there be a false alerto Ihe failure to arrive at a definite
policy in large cities results, I believe, from the reluctance of those in charge
of fire departments to make a decision as to which fire companies will remain and
which will go out. Probably the problem is similar in other of the protective
forces of large cities particularly police departments j and the question properly
can be raised as to whether or not all police comraunications groups should
leave the target area^ because without them and without fire communications no
one in the outside area will be aware of what is taking place in the practically
deserted target area.

Since the essence of successful evacuation would be
movement of the great numbers of people in the shortest period of time^ it would
be extremely debatable that much heavy major equipment of whatever kind would
be moved during an emergency. Fortunately, some of this equipment is housed or
garaged near the perimeter of the city where the garage rates are lowern Other
heavy major equipment for emergency purposes is stored at the perimeter of the
city where the garage rates are lower* Other heavy major equipment for emergency
purposes is stored at the perimeter of the city where it would be protected to a

certain degree* 3ome of this equipment might be moved out if time allowed and
the people have been evacuated, I think that most major equipment of whatever
kind that was not mobile would not be moved out^ I feel that devastated areas
would have to call upon the outside for such equipmentr Here in Boston during
the past two years we have on occasion worked day and night loading heavy federal
equipment onto trucks and making convoys to go into other areas of the State
which have suffered from tornadoesj hurricanes^, and floodSo No one could afford
the time nor the mobile equipment necessary to move such engineering equipment
during a short evacuation period*

I feel that I have said enough to indicate to you our
ideas in Boston concerning the movement of people and equipments Any evacuation
should be on one-way roads without cross traffic j tjliould be taken in steps, if
possible, and in every case the movement and the safety of the people Is of
paramount importance. Movement of equipment which might be used after a dis-
aster would have to be of secondary importance should an alert signal sounds I
wish we had the opportunity to go into this at greater length, but time does not
allow itj and I should like those of you who ?re interested to take a copy of the
"Tentative Plan" under which we operate in the City of Boston at the present time.
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UfllTED STATES CIVIL D^ENSJ COlTirciL

Boston-S..pt. 29, 30, & Oct. 1, 1955

RErlARKS ON TH^ M .VjU'E'/IT OF PSOPLE

By

MAJOR GEIERAL ROB::]RT S. CO .'IDC N, USAFR
DIRECTOR, CIVIL D.o7EWSE, CITY iF Yii^l YORK

lioVGmcnt of people out of the world's l-^-r^est and most coiiip.act

city undcr.a thror.toncd thermonuclear or oth-r bombin; atta.ck has been and
is the subject ox intensive study in New York City. A detailed plan of

evacuation has not y^.t been finalized, but with the schedule.' allocation
of federal funds for this purpose, we are now in th:- second phase of
develQpin^, the blue print for savin,v, in th^; N^w York metropolit'^.n complex
millions oi lives in tho evunt of anenemy attack. Parenthetically an
offoctiv^ plan would b^ adaptable should a natural disast^^r of abnormal
degree strike.

On September l$th last the governors of New York, New Ji^rsoy

and Connecticut mot in New York City with Mayor Wagner, Fv^deral Civil
Defense Administrator Val Peterson and other Civil Defense Officials of-

thv- Federal, Stat.- and City Administrations.

It was d-^termincd at this Tri-State area meeting to proceed xjith

a detailed study of evacuation plans. The stady to be financed by an allot*-

ment from the '1)10,000,000 in Federal Funds Appropriated for such surveys in
a number of prim^ target and r.:.lated areas across th- nation,

I was honored in bv^ing named temporary chairman of a comraittv-e to
develop the planned studies and recommend th- implementation there-of. Serving
with me on tlie committee are Lt. Gv-n-:.ral C. R. Kuebner, N-w York State Director;
Thomas Dignan, Wex^^ Jersey State Director and Leo J, Mulcahy, State Director
of Connecticut. Mr, A. D, O'Connor, First Regional Federal Adjninistrator,
has b^en designated senior consulta.nt to the committee.

We are proceeding without del'-y withth^ studies and intend to
complete them at the earliest possible date. These studies will follow
generally the pattern as set forth in chapter k of the survival plan,
inanual 27-1. We already have available to us considerable data assembled
by a New YOrk City volunteer citizens planning comrlttee on the subject
of prc-attack evcuation of the maximum population of that city.

At the tine the NeW York City Volunteer Citizens Planning Comiriittce

was appointed, back in fey 195U, there seemed little likelihood that more
than one hour's washing of impending enemy attack wou3.d be received and
such anattack then considered was of a different scope than now envisaged.
At that time the basic plan was to "take cover". However, with the construc-
tion of the Air Defense distant early i^rarning radar system, anc' the revela-
tions of the effect and extent of radioactive "Fall-out" from tiie H-bomb,
We must plan to mve as many people as possible away from the target area
before the attack comes.
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I hardly need to tell you people thnt New York City has probably
the most coi-.iplex ev^.cu':'.tion problem in the nition ancl that fact vitally
envolves the entire metropolitan complex of that vast sensitive area. At
this point I would like to mention that at th>^ {governors recent Tri-state

meeting in New York City, Governor VpI Peterson's observation that H^i-J

York City presented the "toughest job" yet to be undertaken anytime, anyi-rhcre,

in the civil defense concept, was seconded by the three governor' s, Mayor
Wagner, and their staffs. From where I sit, mere concurrence is an understate-

ment of all time.

If an enemy attack should come our ardent prayer is that we will
have suffici-nt advance warning to make possible a strategic rather than a

tactical evacuation.

If international tensions increase to the point where ^^^e may

conclude that an attack is inevitable in a matter of days, we could proceed

with the strate^^ic evacuation. Plans for this strate;^ic evacuation are being
co:itinually evaluated by our civil defense emergency divisions of hospitals,
welfare, police, fire, tr-^Jisportation and other agencies envolved in our

planning cjid current and potential operations.

As now defined. Now York City, Civil Defense-Wise has in its

support PT^a, seven counties encompassing nine cities north of New York

City. Iinmediat..ly adjacent to the city—on Lon(]; Island, the county of
Nassau is itself a tar[;,et area—its primary support area being Suffolk
County on the e-'stern-most enr'. of Long Island, The implications inherent
in such a situation as this must be apparent. It is entirely plausible, in

fact always a potential, that Nei'j York City iright find itself in the position

of a support area. It therefore becomes ajciomatic that indexing vital facili-

ties is a cluster of several two-way sti'-ects. Specifically, but not limited
to, I cite, the requirement for.oLl these civil defense areas to have currently
available data in such indispensable categories as the number and^eciiic
location of beds in outlying hos;.;itals, rural housing and feeding facilities.
Particular emphasis, viith us, in this respect is directed to resort hotels,

public and private camps, public and private country-side institutions, etc,

For instance this strategic evacuation in present planning, xirould,

include first the movement of x^romen and children, the aged, the ill and the

infirm out of the city by train, boat, bus, public and private car. Studies
now being inaugurated may influence revisions in this thinking.

There is in being, as you know, a communication system for warning
the public of impending attack and controlling the movement of persons within
the danger zone. This needs improvement. Our Civil Defense vehicles arc

equipped with two-way radio telephones as are hundre-'s of city department
vehicles. We have hundreds of rjnateur radio operators already enrolled and

are training them incivil defense techniques. More oxo being sought,

VJo have a master emergency traffic plan designating certain highways
as civil defenS'^ routes and thousands of maps shoTfri.ng these routes have been
distributed. In our state-ordered and federal-ordered exercis66 helicoptore
have proved of value in observing the movement of traffic and in a genuine
evacuation would be utilized with loud speakers to direct this movement of

traffic, A one-way movement of traffic would go into effect if tie attack

appeared to be imminent, vrith prohibited crossing of certain intersections
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and our force of 20,000 auxiliary police up to aid the regular police

in enforcing emergency traffic measures.

With the addition of radioactive fall-out as a threat to our

population, areas previously considered to be relatively safe from direct
hits must be listed as secondary target areas of great importance. Areas
in Brooklyn, Queens, and Nassau, for example, might if not struck directly,

be immolized and subjected to danger from radioactivity for many hours

following a thermonuclear strike on Manhattan,

To date our findings tell us that the most promising means of

evacuating the city of New York appears to be that of providing maximum
transportation facilities within the crowded inner three-mile center of

the city, with minimiim facilities for those living near the outer perimeter.
Residents of the outer perimeter band would be expected to make their way
clear of immediate danger on foot, in vehicles or by their own devices.

However, under conditions of great congestion and confusion, traffic
lanes might accomodate only about one million people. Thus, until more
efficient use of potential transportation and more than onr hour warning
cna be assured, about three million people—or 31% of the city's population
might be balked in any attempted escape from the target area except by
walking

.

Of the eight million people within the city of New Ifork, roughly
four million are on Manhattan Island on aiy business day. One to two
million in the intermediate borough zones, and from two to three million
within walking distance of comparative safety at the perimeter if sufficient
advance notice is providnblc, (It should be borne in mind that these eight
million persons are tightly circled by fifteen million more and an ocean,)

Within a ten or twelve mile radius of Timas Square, there are
approximately 500,000 people near the outer edges of the Bronx, 629,000
in Queens, 8[i8,000 in Brooklyn and 60,000 in Richmond. These more distant
residents wculd add up to a total of 2,037,000 who could walk beyond the
twelve-mile perimeter, if transportation was not otherwise available.

From the evacuation point of view the most critical area in New
York City is lower Manhattan where two million people are crowded into an
area ten miles square and where the escape routes arc most limited. Permit
mn to cite a pertinent example of problems inherent in projecting our
evacuation plans when confronted with such complexities. By the use of
municipal ferry boats, railroad ferry boats, and similar private craft, only
200,000 people an hour could be moved to Statan Island and New Jersey, from
lower Manhattan. But even this at best can only be a phase of "an alternate"
planning, since these areas may themselves require imnediate evacuation. These
and other disturbing factors rlotwithstanding the gubstantial evacuation of
Manhattan and the other boroughs comprising New York City is physically
possible b^te "^r^t seemingly practi caJile with cnly one hour's warning.
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It's always tempting ''.nd sometimes r'.pv ropri at<- to tako thu bright
view of things and hopo vi^ will hav^ ad^^quatw warning to permit of a

stratv-gic evacuation. But in this business of civil defense the stake is too
enormous to indulge in compromise with a madman potential more devastating
to our fellow man than anything in history, Thoreforein this phasv- as in
others we must and do giv^ solid thought to the problems that would b^
pr^sent^d were we given but an hour or two—or less—of warning. Those of us

chart;i-d irjith civil defense should^-r r^sponsibilj.ty of st'^gg^-ring magnitude.
With divine guidnaCo we can and must moot this challi^ngc.
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS - A CIVIL DEFENSE NECESSITY

A. Introduction

Governor Peterson, Governor Herter, Regional Director O'Connor,

Colonel Maginnis, Mayor Hynes, Chairman Malone, ladies and gentlemen:

It is a privilege and a pleasure to be present at this conference and to have

the opportunity to discuss with you how communications can be provided

under the conditions resulting from an enemy attack with nuclear weapons.

Naturally, I am going to talk about the physical means of communications,

the telephone, telegraph, radio and courier. But, I also will stress some

of the management aspects of the .problem for the reason that, even with

ideal equipment and facilities, we cannot expect good communications un-

less we have good organization, good plans, and well-trained people to

carry them out,

B. Communications' Mission

I should like first to state what the communications job is. Either

during an emergency or in normal times, the communications job is to get

messages through, promptly and accurately. Without communications

there can be no information or command. Without information and com-

mand there can be no coordinated action. In other words, communications

are vital.



I



The way in which a message is sent is not important. So long as

it gets through promptly and accurately we will have communications.

Under emergency conditions, there will be many situations which re-

«

quire that normal means be dropped in favor of any means which can do

the job. In certain civil defense activities normal means are not needed.

Let me give an example, based on our experience in New York State:

In any target city following attack, plans call for many first aid stations

close to the area of extreme damage. To the rear, there will be many

secondary aid stations, and still further in the rear, emergency hospitals.

The sheer volume of these installations would appear to pose a tough com-

munication problem. In the example at hand, the medical people decided

they would not need special facilities between these points. They visual-

ized a constant stream of improvised ambulances going back and forth

between aid stations and to the emergency hospitals. These vehicles could

readily carry all the information necessary. By recognizing the oppor-

tunities afforded by normal operations, a considerable burden was lifted

from communications.

C, Communications' Links

At this point I'd like to refer to Attachment A. This is an organiza-

tion chart for a typical target city in New York State. The City Control

Center transmits information to and receives orders from the State Control





Center. Similarly, the State Control Center sends information to and

receives direction from the Regional Control Center. Working down-

ward, there are many installations tributary to the City Control Center;

the Zone Centers, Aid Check Points and Pr.ess Headquarters. Tribu-

tary to the Zone Centers are Sector Headquarters located near the

perimeter of extreme damage. And tributary to Sector are many indi-

vidual teams -- Fire, Public Works, Rescue, Medical operating along

the fighting line. In this chain of installations, information flows up-

ward, command flows downward. Communications between these instal-

lations are so vital that we call them primary links. Please note that

there are numerous points tributary to Zone Centers such as Emergency

Hospitals, Welfare Centers, Transportation Pools, Warden Centers and

Supply Depots. These with their tributaries may number one hundred or

more and all require communications. We call the connections between

these subordinate points secondary links. This diagram indicates how

vast our communications net really is. All the installations above the

broken horizontal line are permanent and established pre- attack. For

these points there is no real problem in providing adequate communica-

tions. Basically, it is a matter of determining the needs and of making

arrangements to have facilities provided while there is time, before attack.

The installations below the line present a different problem, because

their locations are unpredictable and, also, because it must be assumed





that telephone service is not available, due to the destruction of telephone

buildings. In this forward area communications have to be put in after
«

attack. The technical problems are not difficult but there are other pro-

blems of moving personnel and material to the forward areas and of doing

work under the prevailing adverse conditions. With careful planning, how-

ever, good communications can be established in the forward area.

D. Management Problems

Before talking about equipment, I would like to consider the manage-

ment aspects of emergency communications: Our experience over the past

five years in the nearly 40 state-directed exercises makes me feel that

successful communications will depend as much on the sound solution of

management problems as upon the quality and quantity of our equipment.

One striking factor in our experience is the tendency of many civil

defense services to take communications for granted. Communications

cannot be expected to do its ^ob unless it knows where, when and how much

service will be needed. Yet, it has been extremely difficult at times to

obtain this information. A communications chief cannot be expected to

know in detail the operating procedures of the 18 or 20 civil defense ser-

vices. All too frequently the services will formulate firm plans assuming

that communications will be available to implement themi.

One effective remedy is the designation of a high level member in

each service as a communications liaison officer, who works with the
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communications chief in the planning stage and, during the action stage,

makes sure that communications is kept informed. Where this arrange-

ment is fully in effect the difficulties of coordination are minimized.

The matter of advance planning is important in meeting probable

post-attack situations. During peace time, most communities are under-

standably reluctant to install complete communications facilities on a

stand-by basis. Consequently a bare minimum of facilities is installed,

with the intent of augmenting them following threat of attack. However,

the tense situation following threat of attack or actual attack is not a good

time for planning. Every condition which can be foreseen should be cover-

ed by a specific plan developed well in advance, when there is time to

think calmly. In line with this, many of our cities have determined the

facilities which would be needed in the event of post-attack at their per-

manent installations and have standing orders on file with the supplying

agency - telephone, telegraph, or radio. If trouble should come, the com-

munications chief merely orders the list of projects into effect.

Another management problem centers on creating a communications

team at the top level. Generally, the communications section is composed

of four elements - telephone, telegraph, radio and courier - with a good

man heading up each, reporting to the communications chief. We have had

many instances in drills where these elements operated well, but as sepa-

rate, independent units. There was no coordination of their activities.
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In a real emergency, communications will be presented with many demands

from the various services. Some of these demands will be easy to meet,

others most difficult. To naeet them effectively it is essential that the com-

munications chief be in constant touch with his unit heads, preferably around

a conference table. As problems arise, the chief will have to make rapid

command decisions as to the best way of supplying the needs. It will be im-

perative that he have the immediate counsel of his unit heads.

E. Means of Communication

I should like now to talk about the several principal means of com-

munications - telephone, telegraph, including teletypewriter, radio and

courier.

1 . Telephone

In New York State the telephone is regarded as the primary

means of communications, with other means considered as back-

up. There are a number of reasons for this: The telephone is

the nriost commonly used of all rapid means of communication.

The telephone system has a very large permanent, seasoned

force, trained to meet emergencies. Its capabilities, using its

present force and time-tested methods, are practically unlimited.

Inter-city Facilities

In discussing the application of telephone service to the post-

attack situation, it would be helpful if we refer again to Attachment
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A and the concept of primary links. Let us first consider inter-

city requirements between the target City Control Center and the

State Control Center, and between State and the Regional Center.

Unquestionably there is a real problem here, since a message

from let us say the Syracuse Control Center to the State Control

Center in Westchester County ordinarily has to pass through other

cities, Utica, Schenectady and Albany. Since these are target

cities, the telephone centers located within them might well be

destroyed. If the telephone building in Syracuse were destroyed

and if no special steps had been taken, telephone communications

between Syracuse and State would have been lost and probably for

a considerable period. However, some things have been done.

Attachment B is a simplified map of Syracuse, showing the

principal civil defense and telephone centers. In most respects,

the arrangements at Syracuse are typical of all New York State

target cities.

Around the perimeter of Syracuse there are three restoration

points, indicated on the m.ap as "TR. " At each of these points an

inter- city cable has been tapped and a number of lines brought out

in such a fashion that by merely throwing keys, access is gained

to several widely dispersed points in the inter- city network. The

Salina restoration point is connected with Cortland, where a route
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is picked up to the State center via Binghamton and White Plains.

Four lines could be made available immediately and another four

within a few hours. Similar capability is provided at the other

two points, thus providing twenty to twenty-five lines within a

short time. This, I believe, would be more than ample to take

care of Syracuse's emergency inter-city needs. By merely run-

ning one or more lines from the restoration points to the City

Control Center, inter-city service is assured.

However, good as these devices are, our planning must

assume that a large number of target cities would be hit simul-

taneously. To meet this condition we apply the principle of

diversity of routes. The Telephone Companies are providing

radio relay express routes, as shown in Attachment C, which by-

pass target cities, but with means of access to the principal

cities. Under this plan, calls from Syracuse to the State Control

Center would no longer be dependent upon the survival of Utica,

Schenectady and Albany but would go directly from Syracuse to

White Plains without passing through any other target city.

Local Facilities

I should now like to turn our attention toward some of the

problem.s associated with local facilities.

Referring again to Attachment A, let us consider the pro-

blem, of providing service between the City Control Center and
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the Zone Centers, and from Zone to Sector. So long as tele-

phone offices are operative there is no problem. However, in

our planning we must anticipate that some offices will be de-

stroyed.

In cities where there are a number of telephone buildings,

considerable assurance of continuity can be obtained by again

applying the diversity principle. This would mean providing

service at the Control Centers from two different telephone

buildings. The value of this protection increases as the dis-

tance between the two buildings in increased. However, if a

Control Center is so close to the normally serving telephone

building that it would probably be destroyed by any attack which

damaged the telephone building, then it would not be worthwhile

to provide for alternate service from another building.

Another way to assure continuity of service between the

City and Zone Centers is to provide what we call private line

magneto facilities; they are simply point-to-point talking cir-

cuits which are entirely self-contained, having magneto type

instruments to supply current for ringing and local battery to

supply current for talking. In Syracuse, for example, such a

plan has been in effect for some time. Each one of the four

Zone Centers is connected by magneto private lines to the City

Center. These lines are protected by completely underground
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routings.

Arrangements for these plans must be provided in advance,

in order to be of value during the immediate post- attack period.

Providing telephone service from Zone to Sector presents

a different problem, because Sector Headquarters will be at

unpredictable locations and also because these locations will

change with conditions after attack. Since it cannot be assumed

that either Sector or Zone will have central office service and

since the location of Sector will be unknown in advance, tele-

phone communications have to be laid in after attack. Again,

magneto private lines are useful.

Often there will be pairs of wires in the overhead or under-

ground cables which can be patched through and require only

short wire extensions at each end to effect completion. In

other cases, wire could be laid in the streets for part or all of

the distance. In any event magneto lines, in reasonable quantity,

can provide a solution for this problem.

Telephone communications from Sector to the many units

operating in the forward area can be supplied by providing a

number of small switchboards, each equipped with a magneto

for ringing and a local battery supply for talking current.

Regular telephone instruments are utilized. These constitute
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small, portable, self-contained telephone systems. Attachment

D is a photograph of one of the switchboards. T^e case, at the

right, contains the batteries for talking current. Alm.ost anyone

can learn to operate these switchboards in a few minutes. A

diagram of how they would be used is shown in Attachment E.

Some of the extensions on each board are run forward by means

of field wire, others are run back to Sector. This permits con-

nection of telephones at Sector with a number of those in the

forward area. Four of these switchboards assigned to a Sector

could provide 36 extensions in the extreme forward area. In New

York State 360 boards, together with portable battery supply,

have been distributed am.ong our target cities for this purpose

and are stored at perimeter locations, ready for use.

Sound powered telephones have proved their usefulness in

forward area operations. A sound powered line consists merely

of two combined transmitter- receivers and a length of wire. No

batteries are required. Their simplicity, low price, ease of

connection and excellent transmission qualities make sound power-

ed telephones an almost ideal communication facility for many

operations, such as the control of fire service pumpers and rescue

work.

2. Telegraph and Teletypewriter

Telegraph and teletypewriter facilities are regarded as most
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suitable for certain types of inter- city communications.

In all major target areas, the Telegraph Company's civil

defense plans include specific arrangements for the establish-

ment of one or more emergency telegraph offices near or be-

yond the outskirts of the city as alternates against the possible

loss of central offices. A local civil defense director, by

arranging connections with these centers, can obtain a miost

useful back-up facility.

Teletypewriter service offers an excellent medium for

transmitting long messages or messages which contain material

which is difficult to transmit by telephone.

Teletypewriter machines usually are not stocked in quantity

in most target cities and the installation of teletypewriter facili-

ties requires more time than ordinary telephones. This suggests

that arrangements for the use of teletypewriters be completed

well in advance. In all target cities there are a number of busi-

ness organizations using teletypewriters. Some of their machines

could be made available immediately following a warning and

transported and connected at the appropriate civil defense head-

quarters. Where reliance is placed upon this procedure, it would

be desirable to prepare a list showing the present location of the

machines.
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A problem in connection with teletypewriter service is the

availability of capable operators. While almost any typist can,

in time, send a message, satisfactory results require exper-

ienced operators. These should be recruited well in advance

and given at least some training in civil defense procedures.

3. Radio Communications

Under emergency conditions, the policy in New York State

is to use radio where wire service is not available. When wire

becomes available, radio will be re- assigned to other locations

j

As in many other states, we are placing our main reliance

for radio communications upon amateurs. And let us all recog-

nize how faithfully this capable group of volunteers is performing.

One handicap associated with radio is the small number of

useable channels. At present no more than 15 to 20 chajinels in

the 2, 6 or 10 meter bands are assigned to any one target city for

emergency amateur use. Although there are other channels avail-

able for amateur use in emergencies, as in the 11/4 meter band,

to our knowledge equipment for use in this "band is not currently

being manufactured in quantity.

The amateur radio capabilities of the target cities should be

backed up by a reserve from the surrounding counties. We have

been able to organize one or more amateur radio teams in our
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support counties, with necessary radio equipment, transportation

and supplies, prepared to go to the relief of the target city ama-

teurs and operate as self-sufficient units.

Our exercises have taught us that "dead spots" for radio re-

ception should be found out in advance and that a few portable

antennae are most valuable in meeting situations when the normal

antenna carried by a radio car is not high enough.

Interference is also a serious problem. With the number of

frequencies required for use in target city areas, there is a good

chance of serious interference unless the systems are most care-

fully engineered, I believe this problem warrants the attention of •

the best talent available.

4. Courier

Despite the best planning and provision of electrical means of

communication, there will be times when the only way to get a

nnessage through will be by courier, on foot or mounted. In many

cities the motorcycle clubs have volunteered for this work and have

proved to be effective. In one of our largest suburban counties,

the Anaerican Women's Voluntary Services is providing motorcar

courier service along planned routes and on a definite schedule.

In addition to carrying messages^ this service provides trans-

portation for key people. The use of courier is an important part

of communications planning.
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F. Fallout Problems

I should like to touch on the fallout problem which, based on latest in-

formation, is much more serious than we had previously thought. We know

that the fallout of radioactive particles not only can expose entire target'

cities to lethal amounts of radiation but, in addition, lethal amounts may

be deposited downwind for one hundred or more miles and crosswind for

perhaps 30 or 40 miles. Although radiation has no adverse effect upon the

physical means of communication, the intensity of fallout may be expected

to pin down communications personnel, not only outside forces, but inside

forces as well. Even though inside forces are sheltered in well- constructed

buildings, having good shielding properties, the penetration from the ac-

cumulated radiation, of high initial intensity, may produce dosages resulting

in serious illness, or death.

To avoid undue exposure, monitoring instruments will be required, so

that the level and amount of radiation is known to forces in the contaminated

areas. The New York Telephone Company has given this problem intensive

study, resulting in the development of a group of simple, reliable detection

instruments and training material to familiarize its outside forces in the

use of the instruments. Quantities of the instruments sufficient for train-

ing purposes have been purchased. The approach is that radiation is just

another occupational hazard and that with proper tools and information it

can be lived with. Within the next few m.onths, all outside foremen will have

been trained and they, in turn, will train their craftsmen. A comparable

program is being developed for Inside forces.
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The path of fallout can be predicted. The U.S. Weather Bureau is

now sending out, by teletype, twice daily, an estimate of the probably

pattern, which depends on the direction and velocity of high level winds.

In the case of warning, the pattern will indicate in what areas precaution-

ary steps should be taken, such as moving personnel and equipment out

of the probably fallout area. The value of this information is considered

to warrant installing a receiving machine at civil defense headquarters.

The points I have mentioned are of common knowledge and the sug-

gested actions represent merely the tings that would occur to a common

sense person. However, extensive fallout has such far-reaching implica-

tions that I believe we should keep thinking about the problem and introduce

every feasible step which offers promise of minimizing it.

G. Evacuation Problems

Much consideration is currently being given to evacuation. As General

Huebner has stated, in New York State, evacuation is in the question stage,

with attention centered on defining the problems. Because communications

is a service organization, it is not in a position to complete its plans until

there is more specific knowledge concerning the problems and plans of the

other civil defense services.

Without any additional knowledge, it appears that for pre- attack evacu-

ation, normal communications facilities will be available and can be applied

to the evacuation efforts. For post- attack evacuation, the communications

capabilities previously discussed will be available. I am not at all sure,

at this stage, however, that it is feasible definitely to plan the commun-
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ications job as related to evacuation until more is known as to the specific

communications needs of the several services in their evacuation opera-

tions. With full knowledge of their needs, communications will be in a

position to develop workable plans.

H. Conclusion

In conclusion I should like to point out that I am mindful of the fact

that in my discussion a number of highly important elements of this over-

all problem have been purposely omitted because of time limitations. I

have in mind such items as the peace time communications of organiza-

tions such as fire and police, plant protection or building security organi-

zations, protection of records, succession of management, disposal of

key personnel, etc, I can assure you that the omission does not by any

means indicate that we are not giving these matters the most intensive

study.

As long as we must anticipate the possiblity of military attack upon

the continental United States we must and will continue to study the pro-

blem of communications under disaster conditions and take those measures

that are practical toward its solution. You folks, with your broad view of

the whole complex problem of civil defense, can well appreciate what a

trem.endously difficult problem it is to reach a decision as to which of

thse nneasures should be taken in each locality. Obviously many of them,

are costly, although the cost can be somewhat reduced by taking advantage

of opportunities presented by normal construction requirenaents. When

additional plant is required because of service growth, it is frequently
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possible to build in protection measures at more reasonable, although still

substantial costs. The planning and engineering people of all our companies

are constantly on the alert to capitalize on such opportunities. How much

further it is necessary and proper for the Telephone Companies to go in such

construction activities is one of the difficult problenns of the day. However,

regardless of how far such construction does go, we must be ever mindful

of the importance of the various management aspects of the communications

job, in addition to the physical means of communications. We cannot over-

emphasize the absolute necessity for good advance planning, for good co-

ordination, for good organization and for adequate numbers of intelligent,

well-trained people to do the job.

There is one encouraging aspect of the problem and that is that in spite

of the terrific magnitude of the bombs that might be used, it is still possible

to take constructive naeasures to protect our communication services. We

do not need to take the attitude of fatalism that the weapons are so terrible

that nothing can be done about them. We do need to keep our feet on the

ground and keep our plans in tune with the ability of the military agencies

to prevent or reduce the effectiveness of an attack and to keep our measures

practical from the standpoint of costs and the results that they will produce.

Again, I want to express my appreciation for the privilege of being with

you today. I want to tell you that we in the communications business know

from firsthand experience the splendid contribution which you folks in this
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room are making, in such a selfless manner, to the national security of

our country and its citizens. I know I echo the sentiments of the whole

communications industry when I say that we shall be proud to continue

working closely and cooperating with the personnel of all the defense

agencies in this vital field of civil defense. May 1 wish each of you, and

your people and all of the people associated with you, continued success

in your efforts.
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Woburn Mass,
Battle Creek Mich.
Rockford Ill,

Chicago 111.
Battle Creek Mich,
Wilmington Del.
Atlantic City N. J.

Boston Mass,
Minneapolis Minn,
Ilion N. Y.
Lenexa Kansas
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NAME liTLE CITY STATE

Hammond, Susan
Hanpton, W, G,

Hannah, Gladys
Hansen, Helen N,

Hardaway, Francis P,

Harper, Robert L,
Harrington, John T,

Hartenstein, Paul B,

Hay, Robert S,

Healey, David A,

Healy, R, S.

Hearn, George J,

Heam, S« Kelso
Heffelfinger, \M, S,

Helm, Jaines D«

Helmholtz, Char« J*

Hendrix, Clin C,

Hennessey, J» P,

Hensley, Marble J»

Hergenroeder, Henry R«

•leritage, Arthur M,

lill, Charles S»

"fills, H. B.

loffraan, Edward J.

loffman, Herbert F,

fogan, Edward G,

lollis, Shirley
lolloway, John P,

lomer, Roberta V»
lood, Orin D,

ioward, ^^atherine

Howe, William 3,
Howard, Gladys, F, B»

'luber, Ernest E»

iudson, Henry N,

Huebner, Clarence R,

Hungate, Carroll P.

lunt, Russell L,
lurley. John J,

'lurley, John N,

Hurley, Patrick A,

Hutchinson, Wm, J,

tngers en, James F«

^ackson, Elliot R,
lames, Fred B,
Jenkins, David K,
Jenkins, Harry J,

-'ohn, L, C, Mrs,
*ohnson, Clara A,

Johnson, Jonathan L,
''ohnson, Howard
lohnson, ifejrion L,
fohnsor., E.oland G.

Assistant, MCDA
F^ecutive V.Pres, N. Y. Tel,
V, Chmn, Amer, R. C, Motor Ser.
Chief Res, & Stati, Div,
C» D, Director
Coor. Div, 16 Maint. Mgr,
Reg. Mgr. G. E, Co.

Ex, Dir. C. D, Council
C. D, Dir. Youngs t. 'Manowing Cty
Exhibitor
C. D, Act, Engineer, N.Y. Tel,

State C, D. Dir,

State Admin, Aide '

Asst. Administo FCDA
Sales Mgr. G, E,, Mobile Comm,
Exhibitor
Doctor
Asst, Dir, N, Y. State C. D.

C, D, Director
City Councillor
C, D. Director
C. D. Secretary
Exhibitor
C, D. Director
C, D, Director
Operations, M, D, C, A,

Dir, Women Actir, Brocton C, D,

C» D, Dor,, Brown Cty,
Act, C, D, Chairm,
Commun, Director
Special Adv* FCDA
Willys Motors,

,

C, D. Chairman
Reg. I Medical Off. FCDA
e, D, Comm, A, A, P,

N.Y.CD. Commission C. D, Dir.
Chnm, Health & Spe. Weapons
Ex, Director
Educ. Off,, IT. 55. Off, of Educ.
Dep, Director of C, D,

Guard, National Shaw, Bank
Supervisor, B, H, A,

Dis, Coordinator, Dist, h
C, D, Dir, Atl, Metr. Area
C, D, Dep. Dir,
Cunst, Inspector, U, S, N,

State Coor, USAF 33 Air Div,
Asst, County Dir,
1st Aid Director
Chief of Wei, & Evac,
C, D, Director
Head of Women's Div, M. S, C. D.

C, D, Director

Boston Mass,

N. Y. N. Y.

Cambridge Mass,

Augus ta Maine
St. Louis Mo,

Boston Mass,

Wellesley Jfass,

Philadelphia Pa.

.Youngstown Ohio
Boston Mass,

N. Y. N. Y.

Atlanta Cta.

Atlanta Ga,

Battle Creek Mioh,
N. Y. N. Y.

W. Medford Mass,

Boston Mass,

N. Y. N. Y,

Chatt, Tenn,

Baltimore Md,

Doyle s town Pa.

Everett Mass,

Westboro Mass.

Maiden Mass,
Henderson Ky#
Roslindale Mass,
Brocton Mass,

Ds'Pere Wis,
Arlington Mass*

Maiden Mass.
Washington D. C,

Toledo Ohio
Boston Mass,
Newton C, Mass,

Duxbury Mass*
N, Y, N, Y,

Kansas City Mo,
S, Bend ^nd,
Washington D, C,

Northampton Mass,
Boston Mass,
Boston Mass,
Boston Mass,
Atlanta Ga,

Nantasket Mass,
Brookline Mass,
Jefferson City Mo,
Texas City Texas

Holden Mass,
Hartford Conn*
Lynnfield ^fiee.

Chelmsford I'la s s ,

Sti Petersb, Fin*
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NAME TITLE GITI STATE

Jones, Harold A,

Jones, Mellen ¥,
Jones, Paul A,

Joyce, David
Kaplan, Arnold J,

Kay, Thomas
Kaye, Hilton S,
Kearsley, ^elen G,
dealing, Leo C,

Keating, Thomas F,

Kearney, William F,"

Kelly, George T,

Kelly, I^bry E,
Kelly, Pat.
Kelroy, David M»
Kemp^ James ¥,
^ ennedy, C, B,

Kennedy, W, J, B,

Keohane, Dennis S,
Keppler, C, H, J,

Kerns, Ella R,

Kieman, James S,

Kierstead, Arthur E.
Kilroy, Earl
King, J, F, Lien.t.

King, Steve
Kirby, William J,

Klien, I-fertin E.

Klubock, Samuel R,

Knox, Harry R,

Knudson, Thomas
Koehler, Robert P,

Lagace, Arthur G,

Lalime, Albert W,
Landstreet, Barent F,

Lanigan, Margaret M,

Lattime, Albert W»
Lavallee, Leon
Lavalle, J, Mrs*

"^awson, Jenny H,

Layman, Lloyd
Leahy, Leo
Lee, D, Preston
Lee, Walter
LeMay, Edward U,

Lewis, Ralph M,

Lewis, W, r,

Lichtenberg, Chester
Liebmau, Fan
Liebman, Jim
Leonard,William J,

Lecne, Joseph P,

Lillard, Walter H,

Lindsey, Ra.lph I.

Exhibitor
C, D, Eep, Director
Office Ser. Mgr. ^Lumb., Mq Co

C, D, Dep, Dir,
Exhibitor
Dep, Director C, D.

Exhibitor
Asst. Med, Dir,, Mass, G, D,

C, D, Director
Sector-Dir,, M, C, D. A,

Police Lieut,
Boston Sch, Buildings
Chicago
Coord,, Chicago C* D, Corps
Act, Dir, Sector 2B, MCDA
Captain Police Dept, Quincy
1st Aid Instructor, Pan, Can, Zone Cc-rrjidu

Exhibitor
Head of Construction Publ, Safety Boston
Captain, U, S, Navy

C, D, Housing Dir,, P, Wei, Degt^W.

Asst, Dir, Aux, Police
C, D, Driector, Trumbull Cty,
Chief of Res, Service^ MCDA
Iberia Parish, Director
Fire Coordin, , State C, D, A,

Exhibitor
Trustee, Harley Hosp,
C, D, Director,
Winthrop C, D, Director
Exhibitor
Asst, Postal Inspector, P. 0,

Instructor Rescue Ser«
Director, Evacuation Relief
Welfare Officer, MCDA

CD, Director
C, D, Director
C, D, Womens Div,

C, D, State Chairman

Director, Fire Defense

State Director, C, D, A,

District Health Officer
Civil Defense Director
C, D, Director
Asst, Director C, D,

Civil Defense Director
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Gen. Transp, Mgr,, Cody Dis,
Director
C^ D, Director
C, D, Director

Chicago 111.
Beverly Mass,
Boston Mass,

Providence R. I.

Boston Mass,
Flint Mich,
Bos ton Mass.

Boston Mass,
Woburn Mass.
Jamaica P, Mass,
Manchester N. H,

Boston Mass,
111.

Chicago 111.
Somerset Mass,

Quincy Mass,
le Corrjidu 7,^, Zone
Chicago 111.

T Boston Mass,
Newtonville Mass,
Cnarga 111,
,W, Rox, Mass,
Maiden Mass
Newton Falls Ohio
Natick Mass,
New Iberia La.
Kartford Conn.
W, Englewood N. J,

Boston Mass.
^t, Vernon N, Y.

Win ohrop Mass.
Somerville Mass,
Milton Mass.

Swampecott Mass,

Battle Creek Mich.
Natick Mass.

Newburyport Ma.ss,

Northampton Mass,

Northampton Mass,

Brockton Mass,

Bpttle Creek Mich,
Boston Mas-s,

Balaware Md,

Greenfield Mass,

Holden Mass,
'

Nahant Mass,

Racine Wis.
'

Fort Waym Ind,

Manhasset N.Y.

Manhasset N.Y.
Dorchester Mass,

Quincy Mass,

Cohasset Mass,

SwampsBott Mass.
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NAME

Linton, Howard F,

Little, Robert
Lodge, Mrs. D, Merely
Lougherty, James H»
Lurtibert, William J«

Lummus, J» N, Jr,

Lundblad, Fr^nk W, Jr.

Lunr^key, Dean
Luther, Helen G,

Lutmon, Grace E,,

Lyman, Willis G,

Lynch, Richard F,

MacDonald, Joseph R.

MacDonald, Thomas F,

^"^adsen. Forest E,
MacKay, John G.

MacNeil, John D«

Magarity, Henry I.

Maginnis, John J» Brig#
Maher, Robert E,.

Mahony, Thomas H, Mrs,
Malone, Joseph L,

Mslone^ John 0«
^alohe, Mrs, Maureen M,

Maloney, Fr6d L.
Manak, Frank C,

Mr^nsfield, Geo,
Mapes, Harry A,

Harden, Robert H,

Markhard, Andrew
Maraist, Robert V

,

Marsh, Pauline E,

Mason, Rex A,

Marsters, Ernest R,

Matthews, Frederick S,

McAnaul, Marie E,
McCormack, J, J,

McGrath, Edward F.

McMillan, Don C.

McNayr, Irving G,

McPherson, William A,

Meade, John J,

Mercer, H.i.rold

Merritt, Marvin L,

Middleton, William N.
Miani, Frank
Miller, Wally
Moberger, William C,

Mollahan, Harold P.
Monohan, Harold
Mooney, James H,

Moore, Douglas L,

I'feore, Lucy
Moore, Kenneth G,

Morgan, Edmund J,

TITLE CITT

Research Engineer, CD Res, & Sup,^^» Hartford
N, E, L, Ins, Co» Boston
V,Chmn, Distpter, R, C, New, Cht, Boston
Chief Chemis.t, U.S. Food & Drug ABoston
C, D, Director Scituate
C, D, Director Miami
C, D. Liaison Off,, Hdqtrs.lst A.N, Y,

Pub, Affairs Off, State C, D, A, Jefferson City
Co-ordin, f»f Pro,
Medical-Arda 2, Pub, Health
Police G?pt,, B & M RR,
C, D, Director
Exhibitor
C, D, Director
C, D, Director
Winthrop C, D, Dep, Dlr,
Staff Assistance, Pro* C, D,
Coordinator C, D,

G.Director, State C, D,, MCDA
Exhibitor

C, D, Director
Exhibitor

C, D, Director
Cleveland 5 Area Director
Security Supt,, U, S, Navy ^d.
State G, D, Director
Planning Officer, mcDA
Captain, Police Dept,
C, D» Director
Business Prof, Club
C, D, lUrector
Exhibitor
Operations Officer

,

C, D, Chairman
Asst, Directoj; Div, Emp, Ser,
Emerg, Welf, Dept, , State C, D,
Chairman C, D,

City Mgr,

Flint
Middleboro
Ipswich
Los Angeles
Boston
Puincy
Oregon
Winthrop
Providence
Fairfax
Natick
Winchester
Boston
loston
Bos bon

W, RcK.
Worcester
Cleveland
Bostm
Augusta
Weston

. VJ« Rox,
New Orl*

Brookline
Painesville
Boston

Md, C. D, A, "ikesville
Bedford
Boston
Providence
•^asedena

Springfield
Dept, Supt, Construction, Sch, B^Boston
Mgr,
Ex, Assti

B, H, A,

/| to Director
C, D, Director
Personnel Mgr, , Walworth Co,
C, D, I>Lrector

Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Chief of Radiological Monitor
N. E. L, I, Co.

Bos,School Bldgs, Dept, Supb

,

Asst, State Coord,
Richmond
Exhibitor
Chief Inspector, Boston Bldg, De .Postal

Boston
l\/hite Plains
Peoria
BosTgcn

Baltimore
Boston
Fort Lee
Somerville
Boston
Bos ten
Richmond

-

Virginia
Brockton

STATE

Conn,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Fla,
N, Y,

Mo,
Mich,
Mass,
Mass,
Cal,
Mass,
Mass,
Wis, '

Mass,
R. I,

Virginia
Mass,
Mass,
Mass.
Ma.ss,

Nass,
Mass,

Massv
Ohio
Mass,
Maine
ass.

Mass,
La,
Mass,
Ohio
Mass,
Md.
Mass,
Mass,
R, I,

Cal,
Mo,
Mass,
Mass,
N, Y,

111,
Ma.ss»

Md.

Mass^
N, J,

ass,
Ma.ss,'

Mass,
Va.

Mass,-

Mass,
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NAME ITTLE CITY STATE

Morgan, Robert D«

Morgan, Ruby
Moriarty, Alfred J.

Morrissette, A, A,

Mosscrop, Robert M,

Mott, C. E,
Mulcahy, Leo J»

Munro, Glenn
Munson, Charles E,
Murdock, H-rold
Mn.rdock, John R»
Murphy, Helen J«

Musante, Charles J.

Nestor, J. H«

Newman, Chet J,

Newman, Joseph A,

Newton, Hanlan P,

Nicholson, Francis J.

Nier, Clarence W,
Noyes, William D»

Nute, John J,

Oberg, Ralph
O'Day, Francis E.
O'Donnel, Joseph V,
O'Hare, William G,
O'Lcary, Cornelius E,
Oloson, Fred •

Olssn, Carl R, Ma.jcr

Olson, Ralph J., Maj,

O'Neill, Robert
O'Rajmiond, Robert G,

O'Reilly, Charles L.

Oresteen, Arthur S, C-

O'Rourke, James J,

Osborn, Stanley, H,

O'Shea, Mary R,
Osman, Marguerite V,
Otis, Mrs, Sara E,
Owen, Elise
Paradise, Forrest H,

^arker, Blair H.

^arker, Cortland
^arkinson, George A,

armenter, Berger N,
Parmenter, Emma B,
p
-t^-'yne, wen,
Peabody, Amelia
Pearson, Frank J.

Pego, Charles F,

Pemberton, James R,
Pe nnell, Walter J.

Perrier, Hector
Perrier,M-:'urice J«

Dep, Dir,, State office of C, D, Nashville
West, Sr^ringf,

C, D, Director
Dep, Reg, Admin,, Dep, Reg, 1
Sector Director le, lb,MCDA
Armed Forces, Ind, Coll, Armed 1

State C, D, Director
Exhibitor
C, D, Asst, Dir,
Coordinator, Phil,C, D, Council
Off, Field Admins,^ Health,Wei,

Holyoke
Newton
Meuthen
Washington
Old Lime
Detroit
N, Rochelle
Philadelphia
Ashburn

Nat, Sec, Chmn,^ ^^s, & Pro. Wo, Mattaprn
C, D, Director Savannah
Exhibitor Westboro
C, D. Director W, Allis
C, D. Director Area U Holyoke
Ca D, Coord, Gas Co. Boston
C, D, Dep, Coord, Norfolk
Secreatry, Greenbay C, D, Board Green Bay
C, D. Chief of Operations Omaha
Dep, Fire Chief Needham
C. D. Dep, Director, US Dept. HEWHolden
Exec, Asst, Boston
C, D, Asst, Dir, Maiden
Secretary , Publ, Welfare Dept, Boston
Sr, Personnel Officer, Pub, Works W, RoXo
Ra.diological, F, C, D, A, Newton C,

Base Director Personnel USAF Westover
Gen,State C, D, Director M^tjison

C, D, Director Swampscott
Dep, Director, Providence
Boston Cons,Gas Co, Bos ten

pt. Fire Division Head Everett
Mgr, B, H, A, W, Rox,
Commissionei'j State Dept, of Hea,W, Harf,
Coordin, -Nursing, Bos, He^l, Dept,DorChester
Exec, Director Reading
N, H, Director, Worn, Act, Concord
C, D, Director Stcnington
Af^"i, Staff, Raytheon Mfg„ Billerica
Exhibitor Chicago
General, USA boston
Dep. Dir, Admin, Planning Milvjri.ukee

C, D, Director -Lancaster
Agent, B, P, W, Lr^ncaster
State C, Do Director N, L, Rock
Chairman, Red Cross Boston
Asst. Deputy Dir, N, Y,

Chief of Police E, Lauslag
C. D, Transt. Comm, Flint

Dist Health Officer^Mass. De, PH.Boston
Account Executive Adv, Council N, Y,

Secretary, Fairch, Aerial Sur, N, Canaan

Tenn,
Mass,
Ma.ss,

M-i.ss,

M^ss,
D, C,

Conn,
Mich,
N, Y,

Pa,

Va,
Mass,
Georgia
Mass,
Wis,
Mass,
Mass,
Va.
Wis,
Nebras,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Mass.,

Mass,
Wis,
Mass,
E. I,

Ma5^s.

Mass,
Mass,
Conn,
Mass,
Penn,
N, H.
Conn,
Mass,

111,
Mass,
Wis,
Mass,
Mass,
Ark'^nsas

N. Y.

Mich,
Mich.
Mass,
N. Y.

Conn,
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NAME
I^l^ll—IWIIM 11 ^W ^ • Ml^W^ — II 11 M I !

Pettigrew, W, B«

Piers on, Stnnley,
Plotroski, Jos, C,

Plante, John E, P,

Plato, Col, E, Joseph
Piatt, John C.

Pokorny, John J«

Pliunmer, Morgan H, Jr»

Pope, Geraldine A,

Pope, Samuel J,

Potter, John ^e
Poulson, Norris J«

Powers, Al, T,

Prior, J, Russell
Puzo, Er^^nk ¥,

Queoff, Jerome B«

Randig, Wesley H,

Ray, Thomas B»
Reardon, John A,

Reed, Go F.

Rehm, Fred R«

Reil, Edward E,

Reutzel, Emil
Rheaume, Mrs. Lucien J,

Riccio, Augustine W,
Richmond, Robert R,

Riss, Lnurence J«

Riley, Manrin A,

Riley, Thomas A,

Rirabach, Francis L,

Roback, Herbert
Ronan, Harry A,

Rouner, Thomas J,

Rowland, Clarence F,

Roy, Ramond G,

Russell, Sherman B,

Ryan, Timothy S.

lyder. Brooks
Rynne, John J,

Saba, Louis F,

St, Denis, Leo J.

Sawyer, Herbert
Scadden, Thomas W,
Scanlon, Lily Marie Mrs,

Scanlon, Joseph E»

Schroeder, Mrs.
Schwartz, Maj, Nathan
Scott, Melba, M,

Screws, Willirm
Scully, John F,

Seaman, ^arry R,

Seeger, Deane

TI'TLE— -—I ....ii, ,_»i.. I.I!
I IH IM 111 II II .,__,_.,

Reg, Admins, FCDA REG k»
State C, D, Director
?ub. Info, Officer
Acting Chief, FLre Dept,
CD, Director
Chief of Comm, MCDA
C, D, Director
Mgr, Community Rel,, J, Hrncock

Chairman^ Mayor 'h Advi, Coun,
Exhibitor
M-yor
Exhibi :or

Dir, Srfety Office, FCDA
Planning Engineer, Naval Shyd,
Co D, Dep, Director

cin

Battle Cr,

Sacramento
Trenton
Medford
Sacramento
Hingham
Cleveland
Bos -^ on
Dorchester
Dorchester
Minneapolis
Los Angeles
Boston
Battle Cr.
Allston
Green Bay

Dis, Cir, Engo, 1st ^^aval Dist H. Boston
Engineer, H,nnneman Hosp, Boston
Emp, Supur.j Nat, Pneumatic Co, Boston
Reg, Mgr,, He E, Co, Columbus
Chariman, Mil, Radiological Def, Milwaukee
Sg'c, Police Department Wobum
Speci-^l Asst, to Administrator Washington
C, D« Chairman, W.'-l, Mothers Clb,W'^ltham
Director, Pub, Wei, Dept,
Pub, Affairs Infer. Specialist
Ca D« lUrector
C, D, Dep, Dir,
Chief Warden, Medford C, D,

C, Do Director
Direcu of Investigation, Cong.
Exhibitor
Vice-Preav,, N, E, ower Co,
Li ^-^ is on Repro FCDA

Fire SeiT/'ices Officer
Asst, Adm, Dir,
C, D, Director
ilealth Comm,
Dist Officer Mgr,, US Dept. HEW
Area Director, mcdA
Legion Liaison C, D.Amer, Leg,
New . Engl, Life Ins,
C, D, Director

Board Mem,, Boston Pub. Welfare
Womens Activities
Staff, C, D,

C, D, Dep, Director
C» Do Director
Exhibitor
DPliID Planning Eng,

, USN ist N.D. Cr-^-nston

Field Repr,^ Am, Munic. Assn, Washington

Cr-^nston

Battle Creek
Concord
Trenton
Medford
Sterling
Washington
Winchester
Boston
Washington
Fitchburg
Winchester
Brockton
Cohasset
Saugus
Brockton
Worcester
Boston
Waterbury
W, Roxbury
We, Rox,
Boston
Chicago
Bincoln
Montgomery
Bos ton

STATC

Mich,
Crl,
N, J,

Mass,
Cal,
Mass,
Ohio
Mass,
Mass,
Mcass,

Minn,
C-1,
Mass,
Mich,
Mass,

Vfisc.

Massg
^fcss.

Mass,
Ohio
Wis,
M?ss,
D.C,
Mass.
R. I.

Michi,
N. H.

N, J,

Mass,
Mass,
D. C.

Mass,
Mass,
D. C,

Mass.
Mass,
Mass,
Mass,
Ilass.

M&ss,
Mass,
Mass,
Conn,
Mass.
Mass,
Mass,

111,
Neb,
Ala.
Mass,
R. I,

D. C,
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NAME TITLE CITY STATE

Sellers, Albert A» CD, Director
Semchuk, Waldemier Pres., Walworth Co. Union 239h
Seymour, Mrs, Alfred N. Waltham Mothers Club, Pres.
Shackford, C, Lee, Jr, New England Life Ins,
Shaffer, William
Shaw, George B,
Shaw, Vigil F,

Shepherd, Al C,

Shreve, Arthur L,

Shroyer, Larry B,
Siebentritt, Carl R,,

Simmons, Marion B,
Simpson, J, Herbert
Simpson, Robert Pa

Sinclair, Lloyd E,

Singer, Richard B, Dr.
Smiley, John Eo
Smith, Boise B,

Smith, Douglas Bo
Smith, Frank L,

Smith, Malcolm
Smith, Marvin W.
Smith, Ted R.
Smith, Mrs, Windsor
Snedeker, Dr, Lendon
Snyder, Dean A»
Solsruld, George A,
Somers, Mrs. Anne E,

Somers, John F,
Sonia, John P,

Sotire, Charles E,

Spargo, John S,
Spear, Ralph E,
Stanton, Bertram J,

Stanton, Frederic D,
Starr, Edward N,

Steele, M, J,

Steinj Sidney'
Stern, Jesse L,
Strohbehn, Edward L,

Strom, Clifton 0,
Strom, Vera R.
Stronarch, Theodore H,

Strope, Ralph G,

Strout, Allison
Sturgeon, William C,

Sullivan, Daniel J,

Sullivan, Edward J,
Sullivan, James E,

Sullivan, John B«
Sullivan, John L,

Sullivan, Lawrence D,

C. D, Dep, Dir,
C, D, Avis, .Fire Dept», Capt,

Operations Officer, MCDA
Exhibitor
C, D, Dep, Director, State
C. D, Director

Jr. Physicist, Bend, Avia, Corp.
Chairman, Mass. State Grange
C, Do Coordinator
Exhibitor
Senior Planner, Bos, Pla, Dept,
New, England Life Ins.
Center Chief, Mrecer Cty. CDDC
C. D. Director
Exe- • Dire tor, Bost. Red Gross

CD. Director
New England Life Ins.
State Director
C, D, Director
Director of Womens Act,
Asst, Administrator, Chlds. Med,

Defense Coord, U.S. Dept, H. E,
C, D, County Board Supv»

C, D, Director
C, D. Chief of Aux. Police
C, D, Director
Staff Member, Armed Forces
Asst, Adm, For Planning, FCDA
H, P. Hood & Sons
Legal Counsel
Director of Plans, Operations
Director, Pub, Info, , U3AF
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
State C, D, Director
C, D, Director

MCDA, State Police
C, D, Director
Liaison Officer, Mass. Die, Emp,

Editor, Civil Defender
Exhibitor
CD. Mobile Unit Director
Pub, Rel. Officer
C, D, Director
Reg, Adm,, Reg. 3
Police Lt,, B & M RR.

Pekin 111,

Mattapan Mass,
Waltham Mass.
Boston Mass,
Greeley Col,
Woburn Mass.
Natick Mass.
Wellesley Maias,

Pineville Md.
Lincoln Ill,
Cincinnati Ohio
Holbrook Mass,
Portsmouth Va.
Syracuse N. Y.

Boston Mass.
Boston Mass,
Trenton N, J.

Dallas Texas
Boston Mass.

Beverly Mass.
Boston Mass.
Jefferson City Mo.
Pasedena Cal.
Binghamton N. Y.

, Boston Mass,
W, Washington D. C.

Madison Wis*
Springfield Mass.
Memphis Tenn,
Lancaster Mass,
Stamford Conn.
Freeport N. Y.
Washington D. C
Boston Mass.
Columbus Ohio
Columbus Ohio
Newburgh N, Y,

CohosK N, Y,

Port Washington N, Y.

Indianapolis Ind.

Racine Wis.
Racine Wis.
Boston Mass.
Lansing Mich.

, Sec, Boston Mass.
Mobile Ala.
Boston Mass.
Scituate Mass.
Everett Mass,
Pittsburg Pa,
Silver Springs Md.
Maiden Mass.
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NAME TITLE
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CITY STATE

Taylor, P.R.
Tebbetts, Wendell
Tentress, Woodrow
Thomas, Kenneth F»
Thomas, William R«

Thompson, J. Stanley-

Tilley, Albert C.

Todd, Evelth R.

Topalian, Mary A.

Thrasher, Charles 0,

Thrasher, Ethel R,

Treadwell, Mattie E,
Troy, Philip J,

True, James A,

Tuley, John W,
Turner, Roger,
Tutten, Ej,nest S,

Van Den Honert, L»

Schuyler, W, Canness
Richard N. Vincent
Virtue, Col. C. M.

Wadswoth, Jesso
Wadsworth, Les J.

Wagner, Paul F,

W^ldron, Carl W,
Walker, Mary B.
Walsh, Mary F,

Warren, Daniel W,

Warren, Frann J.

Warren, Grace
Warren, John
Watner, W,
Wasson, Frank R»

Watts, Theodore F.

Way, J. Frederick
Wayland, Frederick
Weaver, Leon
Webb, AmeHa
Wehcnkei, v\ialter C,

Weigand, Lewis
Weisse, Carl H,

Welch, John M,
Welsh, Kenneth
Westrick, Ra^ H.
White, Charles T,
White, Jack J.

White, Lowell
Whiteaere, Grace
Waggin, J, Herbert
Wilcox, Lee H.

Wilken, Richard H.

Williams, C, C«
Williams, Mrs. Doris

Police Chief Lansing Michigan
Training Officer, Fire Dept« Wobum Mass.
Dep, Coordinator Portsmouth Va.
Exhibitor W. Hartford Conn.
C. D. Director Saginaw Mich.
Asst. Sup. Schools Gloucester Mass.
Regional Adminis. Denver Col.

CD. Director So. Lincoln Mass.
Am. Red Cross Boston Mass.
C, D. Director Kansas City Mo.

Kansas City Mo.
Act. Regional Admin., FCDA Riiig.5 Denton Texas
Sestor Director Quincy mSss.
Adm. Planner Waltham Mass.
C. D. Coord, Boston Public Lib. Boston Mass.
C, D, Director Walpole Mass.
CD, Dep. Director Winthrop Mass.

Pittsfield Mass.
Pub, Info. Officer, MCDA Hopkinton Mass.
EdhiMtor Westboro Mass.
Exec. Officer Columbus Ga.
C, D, Director Columbus Ga.
C D, Director Santee Cal.
Asst. Adm. Educational Ser, Battle Creek Mich.
Co-Chmn. C, D, Med. Comm. Hopkins Minn.
Administrator, Hanncman Hosg, Brighton Mass.
Asm. Sup. Air Def . Dilter Centre New Haven Conn.
Exec. Comm. Brookline Mass.
Coordinator, C. D» Topeka Kan.

Topeka Kan.

C D, Dep. Dir. Sterling Mass.
Exhibitor Boston Mass.
Sector Director Ic Newton Mass.
C, D, Director Bristol V'\,

C D. Director Lowell Mass.
Asst. Bldg, Supt,, John Hancock Boston Mass.
Chief of Ins. Staff College Battle Creek Mich.
Director of Women's Div, Tenn,
C, D. Director Oxford Mass.
CD. Director Gloucester ^ Mass.
Supervisor, P. 0, Milton Mass.
Med. Officer, Md, C D« A, Baltimore . Md,
Dep. Dir. C. D, , Wakefield Mass.
Exhibitor Trenton Mich.
Dep, Dir. C, D. State, C D. A. Atlanta . Ga.
Passive Def. Off. Bedford Mass,
Exhibitor Fort Lee N. J,
C. D. Chairman, Mass. Wo. R^p. (I.Swampscott Mass.
C. D, Director Westwood Mass.
B. D. Director, State Springdale Ark,
Exhibitor Westboro Mass.
Chrysler Corp. Detroit Mich,
Act. C. D. Director NashvillR Tenn. .
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NAME TITLE CITY
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STATE

Winner, Roger H,

Winslow, J, Madalene
Wood, Fred G«
Woodward, Franklin G.

Woodward, Philip, Mrs,
Woodward, Gen R« M»
Woodward, Mrs, R» M,
Woolfley, Francis A,

Worthington, F, F,

Wright, C, Howacd
Wright, C. Q,, Capt,
Wright, Patil M,
Wright, Philip S,

Wright, Richard W,-

Yarcheski, Mich, A,
Young, Leon C,

Young, Milton ?,

Zeidler, Frank P,

Zeidler, Mrs, F ank P.

Zeidler E. G,, Gen.

C, D, Director Lockport N. Y,

No, Turo Mass,
C, D, Director Duiuth Minn.
State Coordinator, USAF Natick i^iass.

Dir, Women'd Act, Newton Mass.
C, D, Director, State Chicago 111.
C. D, S|.aff Chicago Ill,
C. D, Birector, State New Orleans La,

Fgd, C, D. Coor, Ottowa Canada
C, D, Dep, Dir. Newark, N, a.
C. D, Director Orlando - Fla.
CD, Director Niagra Falls N. Y,

C, D, Director Leominister Mass*
Repr., Raytheon Co, Wal-Uiam Mass,
Welf. Officer Carteret N, J,
C, D. R'^pr Saugus Mass,
Chief, Aux, Fire Bept. Newton Mass,
Mayor Milwaukee Wis.

Milwaukee Wis,
CD, Director Buffalo N, Y,
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THOSE IN ATTENDANCE AT THE U._S_^ C. D. Cj_ CONFERENCE , SEPTHffiER 29, 30^ OCT. 1

ADDITIONAL LIST

Anderson, Mary C,

Anderson, Mrs, S, R»

Blackburn, William E«

Bleiler, Charles E,

Brennan, '^ames M,

Canty, William P.

Clark, Dean A, Dr.
Cole, Roger L,

Constantino, George J.

Crowley, lucy M,
Cryan, R. J«

Cusick, James Vo
Daly, Gertrude R,

Day, JamtiS H,

Denny, George P.

Donnelly, John J.

Dris coll, Robert G,
Dyer, Dewey A,

Fisher, J. C,

Flint, Dorothy A,

Frati, Mary J,

Gallagher, John J.

Glass, Mrs* Rovcrt
Grandy L, Munro
Heald, Rogor C«
Healy, Mary P.

Heineck, Albert H»

Hennessey, Thomas F,

Hennin, Fr?ncis W,
Herlihy, John
Hough, Louis H,

Jackson, Rovert C,

Johnson, Eunice E,

Johnson, Thona s

Jones, Richard J,

Kelley, Ruthford
^ing, Josq)h D,Dr.
Kirby, Ellen V,
Laffin, Mary M.
^andry, Horace P»

•^awson, George W,
Leach, Jane
L-oary, Francis W,
Lichenstein, Mrs, B,
MacLean, Ann L»
MacLeod, M. D,
Ifehcr, Dr. Thomas F.

McGrath, Eleanor B,

McLam, Charles R,
i|IcLaughlin,J, R.

Murphy, John R.
Norton, Joseph E,

1 Noil, Daniel J.

O'loole, Jr. Thomas E,

Bino, Ralph R.

C, D» Chairman
C, D, Dep, Warden
C, D, Diructon
Asst, Supt, Everett Sch» Dept,

Dep, Director State Wei, Dept,
Supt, of Schools
Gen. Dir,, Mass, Gen, Hosp,
Asst, Dir. C, D.
Operations Officer, C, D,

Exec, Sec, Red Gross
General EleEtric
Plant Supt, , Carney Hosp,

Sead Admin. Clk, Carney Hosp,
G« D» Director, Sec, Ltc-Ud

V, A, Hospital
C, D, Director
Mgr., B. H. A,

Safety, Engineer, C, D, Bir»
Exhibitor
Dop, Warden C, D,

Asst, Medical Inst,
Asst, Mgr, V, A, Hosp.
Chairman
Supt, of Schools
Physician, New. Eng, San,
Pub. health Nurse, St. Nr, Ass,

Vice Pres,, Mass, Congress PSA
Adm, Asst.
Capt, US/iF

Plant Supt,, Bos, Lying-in Hos,
School Committee
Supv^rvisor, Foter Bcnt'Brighara

Asst, Mgr. B, H, A,

Exhibitor
Division Engineer Publ. W, D,
Mod, Director
Agent, Holden Welf , Dept,
Agent
C, D, Dep, Director
Director, N, E, Med, Center
Dep. Warden
Housing Mgr, B, H, A,
InstuEuctor, P, B, Brigham Hosp
Dir, Nursing Services
C, D, Secretary
ExeE. Mod, Off,

CD, Public Relations
C, D, Director
Sales Consult,, Cody Dis,
Exhibitor
C, D, DireEtor
Mgr,, B, H, A,

Attcndale Sup''t# School Dept,

Arlington Mass,
Weston Mass,
Lanesboro Mass,

, Everett Mass,
Boston Mass,
Everett Mass,
Boston Mass,
Seabrook N, H,

Southbridge Mass,
Westerly R« I«

Lynn Masso
Boston Masse
Dorchester Mass,
Hatfield Mass.
Boston Mass.
Abington Mass,
Dorchester Mass.
No, Andover Mass,
Baltimore Md,
Weston Mass.
Winthrop Mass,
Boston Mass.
Taunton Mass

.

Gloucester Mass,
Stoneham Mass,
S^oughton Mass,
Lakeville Mass.
Nahant Mass,
Bedford Mass,
Medford Mass,
Sudbury Mass.
Newton Mass.
Boston Mass.
amaica Plain Mass,

Revere Mass,
VJ, Rox, Masss
N.edham Mass,
Fitchburg Mass,
Sudbury Mass.
Southbridge M^gg^

Boston Mass,
Weston Mass,
Boston Mass,

, Boston Mass.
Boston Mass.
Wakefield Mass,
Arlington Mass

.

Wakefield Mass.
Southbridge Mass.
Boston Mas".
Middletown Conn.
Dedham ^ass

,

Boston Mass,
Dorchester Mas=;,

Gloucester Mass,
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NAME

Potter, Shelley W,

Ryan, Edward J.

Shaw, Helen, S«

Sister Mary Agnes
Sister Mary Justin

Sistffir Louis
Sliene, Mrs, J*

S;tark, Willard R.

Stowe, Eric f,

S*ory, Esther H,

Sullivan, John P.

Tierney, Francis E,

Tredinnick, Frank A,

Troy, Walter G,

Vanderklish, John E,

Vye, Tucker, M,

Walters, Patricia Ann
Whelan, Bemadine F,

Williams, Ernest F.

Woodson, Virginia C,

Zorbas, Anne M«

TITLE

C, D, Director
C, D, Director
C, D, Chairman
C. S, R, Sup,, Carney Hosp.

0, R. Sup., Carney Hospital

Administrator, Carney Hosp.

Mem, Worn, Overseas S^, Lea,

C, D, Asst. Dir,
Chief of Prof, Services, V, A

Asst, to Director, Newt,Well,

Asst. Mgr,, B, H, A.

Dep. Direc, Dept. Health

Chief Warden
i'lant Engineer, ^"^alden Hospl.

Director, Maiden Hosp.

Administrator, Addison-Gilb,
Asst. Chf. ^nsp, Surg,

Ind, Nurse, Rustcraft Co.

C, D, Asst. Dir.
C. D. Asst. Birector
Chairman WAC Vets, Assn.

CITY STATE

pQtersham Mass,

Salem Mass.

Newton H, Mass.

Dorchester Mass.

Dorchester Mass,

Dorchester Mass.

W. P. Beach Fla.

Southbridge Mass.

, Boston Mass,

Hos¥ewton Mass.

Boston Mass.

Hartford Conn,

Wakefield Mass.

Medford Mass.

Maiden Mass.

Hosp, Gloucester Mass,

Brookline Mass.

Boston Mass.

Lynn Mass.
Lanesboro Mass.
Melrose Mass,
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